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Exciting new eateries make a grand 
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72. Everything Wine 
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more to love than ever before.
By Vicki Hogue-Davies

78. Gathering ’Round
Take a seat at the chef’s tables in private 
dining rooms around Newport Beach. 
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Sincerely,
Micaela Myers, Group Editor
micaela@firebrandmediainc.com

Hungry for More 
I love food—all types of food, from Mexican to Thai, Indian to Italian and especially 

that delicious and spongy Ethiopian bread, injera. It seems here in Orange County, 
we can literally find foods from around the world, done both traditionally and with 
creative new twists. In fact, a 2012 USC study confirmed Southern California is 
currently the most diverse it has ever been.

When I recently met with chef Derek Brooks of Pelican Grill, we talked about 
how this local diversity translates to Newport Beach’s dining scene. He commented 
that diners’ familiarity with—and love for—diverse cuisine allows chefs from all 
types of restaurants to bring ethnic twists to their menus, creating new flavors and 
even more diversity for foodies. 

Food serves as a common denominator. We all need to 
eat, and we all love savoring a delicious meal, especially 
with great company. Newport Beach is home to hundreds 
of restaurants, ranging from local watering holes to five-star 
resorts and everything in between, making for a bounty of 
experiences to explore, and making our annual food and 
drink issue one of our favorites to put together. 

In this issue, we tried to capture the diversity of Newport’s 
dining scene, offering something for all tastes—whether 
you’re looking for the best places to dine out or want to 
prepare a stunning feast at home. 

When it comes to restaurants, we got answers to the 
questions we most wanted to know: What can locals order 
that’s not on the menu? Where can you go for a truly 
singular bottle of wine? Who are the new kids on the block, 
and what are they serving? Where should you book when 
you want an amazing chef ’s table experience in Newport 
for a special occasion? 

We also sought to bring the flavors of Newport’s top restaurants home and asked 
local chefs to share their secrets for perfect pasta, ideal pizza crust, sweet treats, savory 
Indian cuisine and more. For the best ingredients to stock your pantry, we rounded 
up Newport’s growing number of specialty stores that offer a great selection of spices, 
fresh fish, flavorful sauces and gourmet olive oils, among other distinctive items. Plus, 
enjoy a look back at Newport’s scandalous Prohibition Era. 

We had a lot of fun creating this issue, and we hope that you enjoy reading it. But a 
warning: It will make you hungry, guaranteed. 

Chef Derek Brooks of Pelican Grill talks spring 
ingredients with editor Micaela Myers. Look for more 
kale on menus this season, plus inventive new drinks 
from creative mixologists.
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City Considers $250 
Million tidal Gate
Sea levels are rising and low-level 

areas like Balboa Island that are prone 
to flooding require special attention. 
While looking into updating the sea 
walls that already surround the area—
which, according to City Councilwoman 
Nancy Gardner, could cost around $50 
million—the city decided to think bigger 
and look into a solution that could 
potentially solve many problems of the 
bay. In January, Dale Berner of Ben C. 
Gerwick, Inc. proposed the installation 
of a $250 million tidal gate during a city 
meeting. He cited examples from other 
countries, like the Netherlands, which 
have successfully used tidal gates to 
regulate their water levels. While well 
received, the presentation was purely 
informational and as of now there are 
no plans to move forward with this 
project. Nancy says city officials are 
continuing to gather information and 
weigh every option. —J.A.

ExplorOcean is expanding to include an amusement center, scheduled to break 
ground in 2018. Currently ExplorOcean and the Newport Harbor Nautical Museum’s 
capital campaign is fundraising to support the expansion of the center that will include 
two experiential movie theaters, the nation’s only deep submarine simulators and 
interactive exhibitions that will become one of the country’s first experimental ocean 
literary centers open to the public. The Ocean Literacy Academy is expected to serve 
residents and visitors in addition to 150,000 students annually at its two-acre location 
nestled in Newport Harbor. One of the most anticipated features of the project is the 
Quarterdeck—an expansive event deck that will have views of the harbor and evening 
entertainment that guests will be able to enjoy. The 21st century sustainable building 
with its classical maritime themes will be environmentally friendly with a solar panel 
roof and sculptured with living walls of native plants. For the past 25 years, the museum 
has been a crucial catalyst for the revitalization of the historic Balboa Village Fun Zone 
and has dedicated its organization to nautical heritage and history. (949-675-8915; 
explorocean.org) —M.E.

exploRe expansion

Number of stars The Resort 
at Pelican Hill and The Spa 
at Pelican Hill earned in the 
55th annual ratings by Forbes 
Travel Guide, formerly Mobil 
Travel Guide. The rating is 
one of the highest honors in 
the global hospitality industry.

Percent decrease of crime in newPort Beach last 
year, which resulted in the lowest crime rate in the 
city’s history since 1969, when the city first started 
recording these statistics. 3.4

NB
BUZZ
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Top Dog Barkery

All BArk And no Bite
Top Dog Barkery rolled out the 

red carpet for Newport’s four-
legged friends in late February. 
Located in Corona del Mar Plaza, 
the boutique features a bakery 
case filled with dog treats baked 
fresh daily on-site, as well as 
an assortment of hard-to-find 
dog food and toys from brands 
including Taste of the Wild, 
Sojos, Bowsers and Tuffy Toys. 
Additionally, the store offers a 
selection of cat food, treats and 
accessories, plus special orders 
such as doggie birthday cakes 
made to order. (949-759-3647; 
topdogbarkery.net)

BeAch BABy
New moms and moms-to-be 

can find sanctuary in the newly 
opened Lil’ Baby Sprouts in 
Newport North Center. The high-

end boutique features a curated 
selection of apparel and products 
for newborns to toddlers, 
including several organic brands 
and exclusive products, ranging 
from diaper bags to bassinets and 
high chairs. A standout feature is 
the Mother’s Corner at the back of 
the store, a place for new mothers 
to breast-feed or expectant 
mothers to kick up their feet while 
shopping. Lil’ Baby Sprouts also 
offers specialty classes for moms 
to learn all aspects of raising a 
healthy baby. (949-721-1077; 
lilbabysprouts.com)

Shop Spring At 
South coASt
Costa Mesa’s premier luxury 

retail center, South Coast Plaza, 
celebrates spring with an array of 
new store openings. 

Men, in particular, will enjoy 
the expansive selections from 
two exclusive boutiques. Berluti, 
offering a ready-to-wear collection 
of bespoke men’s shoes, leather 
goods and leather accessories, 

opened its second U.S. location in 
February. Catering to the apparel 
needs of men, Brioni features 
handmade Italian suits. 

Spring is also the season for 
makeup, hair care and skin care: 
Beauty mega-retailer Sephora 
opened its second location at 
South Coast Plaza, this time 
across the street in the Macy’s 
Home Store/Crate and Barrel 
wing; also opened is L’Occitane 
en Provence, carrying bath and 
body, fragrance and hair care 
products for men and women. 
Brush your Hair Barbalon by 
Justin Bobby Brescia, located 
inside the contemporary apparel 
boutique Stade Co., hosted its 
grand opening in April and offers 
hair salon services by the former 
star of “The Hills.” 

Designer brand Hugo Boss 
will open two new storefronts by 
late summer: BOSS Hugo Boss, 
a modern luxury shop for men 
and women, and HUGO Hugo 
Boss, a boutique concept store 
with contemporary offerings for 

grand 
openings

Lil’ Baby Sprouts

younger customers. (800-782-
8888; southcoastplaza.com)

All thAt glitterS
Opened at Fashion Island near 

the koi pond in late April, Kendra 
Scott offers handcrafted jewelry, 
including earrings, bracelets, 
rings, cufflinks and bracelets, in 
a number of colorful collections. 
The boutique also provides 
customers with the opportunity 
to add a personal touch to 
their jewelry; in the Color Bar, 
shoppers can customize Kendra 
Scott designs with their own 
selections of gemstones, metals 
and settings. (949-610-0700; 
kendrascott.com) 

reAdy-to-WeAr
Celebrating its opening in late 

March at Crystal Cove Promenade, 
Z Collection offers contemporary 
women’s apparel and accessories 
from brands including Rebecca 
Taylor, Rebecca Minkoff, See by 
Chloe and more.  (949-715-2245; 
shopzcollection.com) —A.H.
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Young EntrEprEnEur InspIrEs CommunItY
Vanis Buckholz was only 7 years old when he started his own business. Since then the Harbor View Elementary School fourth-grader has 

ridden his bike around to local businesses, loading their donated recyclables into his bike’s trailer and turning them in for cash, donating 25 
percent of his profits to Project Hope Alliance, a nonprofit dedicated to ending family homelessness. In January, Vanis gave a presentation on his 
business at a Newport Beach City Council meeting, and support from around the world started pouring in. “He’s been going about his business 
just doing his little thing out in the community for all of these years,” says Vanis’s father, Dave Bukholz. “All of a sudden he goes to the council 
meeting and the next morning we wake up and there are emails from Vancouver, Germany, France, Japan, Australia. People from all over the 
world thanking him.” And it isn’t just words of encouragement Vanis is receiving; in February the John Wayne Cancer Foundation donated a 
larger trailer for his bike, enabling him to collect even more recyclables. —J.A.

HEaltH CarE rEInvEntEd 
A recent alliance between Orange County’s two largest 

health care systems, Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian 
in Newport Beach and St. Joseph Health in Orange, 
promises accessible and high-quality health care for patients 
at more affordable costs. Named the Covenant Health 
Network (CHN), the system includes the five St. Joseph 
Health hospitals, both Hoag hospitals and all additional 
services under both organizations, and aims to provide 
health care to more people, at lesser costs by giving them 
access to a variety of health care services over multiple 
locations, made possible through an integrated technology 
system. Additionally, CHN will focus on the importance of 
preventative health by expanding its wellness programs. The 
collaboration is not a merger; both health care systems will 
remain separate entities. —A.B.

THAT’S HOT
For Newport yogi Darlene Dearen, opening Radiant Hot Yoga in January was a 

dream come true. “It’s a place of healing and inspiration for everyone, no matter 
your age or fitness level,” she says. The city’s only hot yoga studio (105 F and 
40 percent humidity), Radiant Hot Yoga affirms the benefits of the practice: 
the release of toxins, improved flexibility, range of motion and balance, and 
reduced symptoms of chronic pain and illness. It also offers the Radiant Karma 
class—a family-friendly, donation-based class that allows participants the unique 
opportunity to practice yoga while giving back to the community. (949-706-9642; 
radianthotyoga.com) —M.E.

f
Overall grade given to Newport 
Beach by the American Lung 
Association in an annual State of 
Tobacco Control report. The city 
was given a D for smoke-free 
outdoor air and failing grades for 
smoke-free housing and reducing 
sales of tobacco products.

The 2013 Orange County Philharmonic Society House of Design opens 
April 23, featuring a 7,100-square-foot, Tuscan villa-style home that sprawls 
across more than two acres of Coto de Caza’s equestrian estates. Top 
designers were chosen and each assigned to a different room, creating 
a truly singular home. Through May 19, tour the lavishly designed space 
to support the Philharmonic Society Youth Music Education Programs. For 
tickets, visit philharmonicsociety.org/hod —A.B.

Design for a Cause 

NB
BUZZ



THE NEWLY RESTYLED ST REGIS MONARCH BEACH LOUNGE

Guests and locals can expect nothing less than five-star, five-

diamond service with a blend of Tuscan villa luxury and the casual 

comfort of the California beach lifestyle. Join us on the last Wednesday 

of each month for handcrafted cocktails from expert mixologist and light 

bites from Michael Mina’s Stonehill Tavern. To attend these exclusive 

aficionado experiences call 1-800-722-1543, space is limited.

www.StRegisMB.com

One Monarch Beach Resort, Dana Point

RSVP: (800) 722-1543
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CanCer Survivor StartS Foundation
Jack Shimko was 29 years old when he was diagnosed with cancer. the prognosis prompted him to found Paddle2Live, an organization that 

uses paddleboarding to raise money for various cancer foundations. after spending the past three years raising funds and watching how other 
foundations operate, Jack decided to start his own nonprofit. “Being a cancer survivor myself, it was always a big challenge to raise funds for 
another foundation where i didn’t see immediate results,” he says. “i knew the money was being spent in their programming, and i believed in 
that programming, but what i really wanted to see were immediate results.” His new foundation, We are ocean, will launch its first platform 
this summer with a 32-mile paddleboarding event. He is hoping it will help raise the $40,000 needed to send 16 young cancer survivors  
to an ocean-based camp. Live video feed, updates of their progress and a donation app will be available on their website. (weareocean.org) —J.A.

america’s favorite corn-balling family is back! “arrested development,” a scripted 
comedy about a dysfunctional family living in newport Beach, returns for a fourth 
season in May. the show went off the air six years ago, much to the dismay of its 
devoted fans. despite winning six emmys and receiving great critical reviews, it just 
couldn’t get the ratings to stay on the air. But not for lack of effort from the show’s 
executive producer and narrator ron Howard, who appeared on screen toward the end 
of their last season to plead with viewers, “Please, tell your friends about this show.” 
after a bidding war with Showtime, netflix won the rights to air the new season. in 
keeping with the strategy they used with their first original series, “House of Cards,” 
they will release all 14 episodes at once. each episode will focus on one character’s 
point of view, with hopes of culminating in a full-length feature film at the end of the 
series. Let the bachelorette auctions at the newport Country Club commence. —J.A.

the Bluths are Back

Price at which 
Kobe Bryant’s wife, 
vanessa, sold her 
6,026 square-foot 
Mediterranean-style 
newport Coast home 
in early January.
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Cast members Jeffrey tambor, Will arnett, Jessica Walter, Jason Bateman and alia 
Shawkat of “arrested development,” at the netflix tCa Panel, Jan. 9, 2013.

children helping children
izzy’s Corner is a colorful new children’s 

volunteer area in the Second Harvest Food 
Bank where children can get hands-on 
experience helping others by filling backpacks 
with food for the Kids Cafe Program. designed 
by illustrator J.H.everett and painted by 
volunteers from Saddleback College, the 
area opened in March as an educational tool 
to teach children about the hunger issue in 
orange County. “the more we can spread the 
word and raise money for kids, the better,“ 
says Michelle Janavs, the driving force behind 
this idea. Michelle’s daughter, isabel, was the 
inspiration for izzy’s Corner. isabel wrote her 
first children’s book when she was 9 years old 
and donated the proceeds to help feed other 
children. (949-653-2900; feedoc.org)  —J.A.

nB
BuZZ
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Orangetheory Fitness takes the hour-
long gym session to the next level. The 
recently opened Newport studio is the first 
location in California, and the 30th location 
nationwide. Like other interval-based group 
training concepts, Orangetheory Fitness 
classes consist of both cardiovascular and 
strength-training exercises. Additionally, 
the studio incorporates heart rate monitors 
that participants wear around their torsos 
throughout the workout. TV screens display 
participants’ heart rates and what zone they 
are in: light (blue), moderate (green), hard 
(orange) or maximum (red). Participants are 
also emailed a summary of their workout 
that shows information such as the amount 
of calories burned, maximum and average 
heart rate and the times spent in each heart 
rate zone. 

Marc Thomas, owner of the Newport 
location, explains that the company plans 
to expand even more in Orange County, 
with plans to open 10 to 12 locations in the 
area in the next three years. “This location 
sets the bar,” he says. (949-630-0555; 
orangetheoryfitness.com) —L.D.

in-the-zone workouts

Amount at which Heather Dubrow of “The 
Real Housewives” fame, and her husband, 
Terry, sold their ocean-view Newport Coast 
mansion in late 2012.

$16.45 
Million
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Activities
Witte Lectures
April 13 – May 11, Newport Beach Central Library 
The Newport Beach Public Library 
Foundation presents five nights of lectures 
by renowned speakers. (949-548-2411; 
nbplfoundation.org) 

southern cALiforniA spring gArden 
shoW
April 25 – April 28, South Coast Plaza
For 25 years this free annual garden show 
has set up its temporary camp in South 
Coast Plaza, where everyone from casual 
browsers to seasoned horticulturists can 
find something to pique their interests. 
(714-432-2160; springgardenshow.com)

2013 Lexus neWport to ensenAdA 
YAcht rAce
April. 21 – 28, Newport Harbor
Exciting aquatic adventures await those 
who will brave the high seas for this 125.5-
mile yacht race. For the landlubbers, the 
event will begin with a send-off from 
Newport Pier, and will end with a two-day 
afterparty in Ensenada. (949-644-1023; 
newporttoensenada.com) 

14th AnnuAL neWport BeAch fiLm 
festivAL
April 28 – May 2, various locations
The Newport Beach Film Festival returns 
to dazzle cinephiles with a vast display of 
films from around the world. (949-253-2880; 
newportbeachfilmfest.com) 

spring fAire And ButterfLY house 
opening
May 5, Environmental Nature Center, Newport 
Beach
It’s a spring celebration when Orange 
County’s only butterfly house reopens 
during this annual fair. Enjoy food from local 
restaurants, a native plant sale, face painting 
and story time. (949-645-8489; encenter.org)

KiLiAn in-store event
May 9, Saks Fifth Avenue, South Coast Plaza
Fragrance designer Kilian Hennessy, 
grandson of the founder of the LVMH 
group, will be at Saks Fifth Avenue 
promoting his fragrance line, Kilian. (714-
540-3233; saksfifthavenue.com)

BALBoA isLAnd ArtWALK
May 19, South Bayfront Promenade of Balboa 
Island
The 19th annual Balboa Island Artwalk 
kicks off the summer with more than a mile 
of fine art displays and live music.
(balboaislandartwalk.info)

BAsi piLAtes siLver AnniversArY 
WorKshop
June 8 – 9, Newport Beach Hyatt Regency Hotel 
BASI Pilates teacher training and 
professional education academy hosts 
an all-star Learn From the Leaders Pilates 
two-day workshop, featuring such classes 
as Form and Function, Pilates in 3-D, 
Pilates for Seniors, among many others. 

The event coincides with the academy’s 
25th anniversary, making it a celebratory 
extravaganza. (Basipilates.com) 

eArth dAY events
eArth dAY At the BAY
April 20, Newport Bay
Food trucks, film screenings and face 
paintings collide in this free Earth Day 
celebration at the Newport Bay. (949-923-
2290; newportbay.org) 

eArth dAY WhALe WAtching
April 22; Newport Landing Sportfishing
Did you know a killer whale is actually a 
dolphin? Come find out what else you 
don’t know about whales on this 2.5-hour 
cruise. Newport Whales is offering a special 
discount on Earth Day cruises, so make 
your reservations early. (949-675-0551; 
newportwhales.com)

runWAY dAsh & e-recYcLe dAY
April 14; Orange County Great Park, Irvine
Celebrate Earth Day at this multifaceted 
celebration that features a non-competitive 5K 
run/walk, food trucks, the chance to recycle 
old electronics, recycled crafts for kids and 
various booths supporting health and living to 
explore. (866-829-3829; ocgp.org)

fundrAisers
gift of LiterAcY Luncheon
April 19, Bahia Corinthian Yacht Club, Corona 
del Mar
The Newport/Mesa ProLiteracy foundation 
hosts this annual event, featuring a book 
signing from New York Times best-selling 
author T. Jefferson Parker. (949-717-3800; 
newportbeachlibrary.org)

neWport hArBor home/gArden tour
May 16, Newport Beach
A morning reception at Greenleaf Gourmet 
Chopshop in Costa Mesa is followed by 
lunch provided by Stonefire Grill as well as a 
reception hosted by Barclay Butera Interiors. In 
between, attendees will tour some gorgeous 
Newport homes and gardens. (949-722-9473; 
newportharborhometour.com) NBM

Visit ocinsite.com to View the  
latest happenings around  
town and to sign up for  
free weekly e-newsletter. 

TO SuBMIT YOur EVENT, PLEASE EMAIL  
EDIT@NEWPOrTBEACHMAGAzINE.COM.

Southern California Spring Garden Show

NB
Buzz
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SOCIETY
Philharmonic Society
1 Anthony and JoAnn Fanticola, shanaz and Jack Langson 2 David and Victoria collins, Kaly and Dean corey, Armine and Vahe meghrouni 3 carl 
and elaine neuss 4 noel and Kathy Hamilton, Anne and David Rosenberg 5 Lisa Vogel, sally crockett 6 marsha Anderson, marta Bhathal

1 2 3

5 6 an evening With mancini raiSeS FundS For the 
Philharmonic Society 

The Philharmonic Society’s 2013 benefit gala, titled An evening with Mancini, was a great 
performance indeed. Chaired by Marta Bhathal and Marsha Anderson, the Samueli Theater was 
transformed into an intimate supper club. On the 50th anniversary of “The Pink Panther,” guests 
were treated to a musical tribute to legendary composer Henry Mancini, with his greatest works by 
his own daughter, Monica Mancini. With generous support from attendees and sponsor Mikimoto, 
the evening raised nearly $200,000 for the Philharmonic Society’s nationally recognized youth 
music education programs. And finally, a special “bravo” to Dean Corey, the Philharmonic Society 
president who will be hanging up his baton and moving to France at the end of the year. —C.S.
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illumination Foundation’S table For 10
More than 250 guests graced the Balboa Bay resort ballroom for the Illumination Foundation’s Table for 10 
culinary event March 24, where 25 of Orange County’s top chefs whipped up masterful dishes tableside in 
an effort to end homelessness in the region. The event shed light on the tragic statistics of homelessness in 
Orange County, where one in six children live in poverty. The evening included five-star “white glove” service 
from chefs from some of the best restaurants in newport Beach and beyond, including the Center Club, 
Tamarind of London, Tommy Bahama’s Island grille, roy’s Hawaiian Fusion Cuisine and bambú at Fairmont 
newport Beach, as well as a silent auction and donation pledges. With powerful words from by Paul Leon, 
founder and CEO of the foundation, and a heartwarming performance by the foundation’s children’s choir, 
donations reached $300,000 for the important mission. —A.T.

1 2 3

IllumInatIon FoundatIon
1 Balboa Bay Resort host chef Josef Lageder, chef de cuisine Krisztian Karkus 2 Du bois chef Austin George 3 tabu Grill chef Rayne Frey 
4 illumination Foundation founder and ceo Paul Leon, 2013 Honorary chef Yves Fournier of Andre’s conscious cuisine & cocktails

4



FEATURING

FRIENDS OF JAMES BEARD DINNER

Guest Chef

A GASTRONOMIC EVENING OF FOOD AND WINE

WEDNESDAY, MAY 1, 2013

Master Chef

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 714.557.5679

EVENT LOCATION
ANQI at SOUTH COAST PLAZA adj. TO BLOOMINGDALE’S

3333 S. Bristol Street, Costa Mesa, 92626

 FOUR MONTHS WAITING LIST- ACCLAIMED CHEF & OWNER DANIEL ROSE BRINGS 

DANIEL ROSE
SPRING, PARIS

HELENE AN

HOUSE OF AN

PARIS TO ANQI 

 THANH LONG | CRUSTACEAN | ANQI | TIATO | AN CATERING

FOR JAMES BEARD MEMBERS, PLEASE PROVIDE YOUR JAMES BEARD 
MEMBERSHIP ID TO RECEIVE YOUR JAMES BEARD RESERVED RATE.
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SOCIETY
center club

1 shane Zozula, Josh Abel, edward Kennedy, mike LaRue, Rob magnotta 2 Anton, Jennifer, Henry and elizabeth segerstrom 3 shahin 
Vosough, Liza Krassner, Dr. Victoria collins, Richard Ward 4 John and Ruth Ann evans 5 Barbara and Alexander Bowie 6 edward and 
Deborah Kennedy, Adam miller

center club grand reopening
More than 350 members, guests, sponsors and city officials gathered at the Center Club to celebrate its Grand Reopening & Annual 
Charity Classic fundraiser Jan. 31. Now with a 27-year history, the club has undergone a multimillion dollar renovation and rebranding. 
Partygoers indulged in a wealth of food and drink options, including a sushi bar, slider station, Korean short rib taco bar and appetizers 
and desserts, and a different musical talent was featured in each space as guests explored each newly renovated room. The reopening 
celebration benefited three organizations: the Orange County Museum of Art, the Muscular Dystrophy Association and ClubCorp 
Employee Partners Care Foundation. —L.D. 
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vanguard.edu
55 FAIR DRIVE, COSTA MESA

AT VANGUARD UNIVERSITY, WE’VE GOT THE 
PERFECT MIX — UNBEATABLE ACADEMIC TRAINING, 
WORLD-CLASS ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT 
PROGRAMS, A BEAUTIFUL CAMPUS AND A STRONG 
SPIRITUAL FOUNDATION.

We believe learning goes beyond the classroom and 

happens in the context of relationships with faculty 

and other students. Our professors serve as mentors 

inside and outside the classroom, giving students the 

knowledge they need and the wisdom to apply it in the real world.

Visit vanguard.edu and see why at Vanguard University, we go beyond 

the classroom, beyond scholarship, beyond the expected.

At Vanguard, your story matters.

Relax... It’s stain-resistant Lees® carpet.

At participating stores only; not all products at all locations. Photos for illustrative purposes only. Not responsible for typographical errors. Offer ends 04/28/13. 
Offers cannot be combined with other discounts or promotional offers and are not valid on previous purchases. © 2013 Carpet One Floor & Home®. All Rights Reserved.  

ONLY CARPET ONE HAS YOU TOTALLY COVERED.

Our experts specialize in flooring. We join with our other stores worldwide to buy at a volume that 
guarantees the lowest price. And we’re here to assist you with a more personalized shopping experience. 
That’s the Carpet One difference.

ON SELECT 

 CARPET
MARCH 11 – ApRiL 28, 2013

NEWPORT FLOOR COVERING
3500 E Coast Hwy Ste A  |  Corona del Mar  |  949.675.1636  |  www.NewportFloorCoronaDelMar.com
Mon-Fri: 9-5:30  |  Sat: 9-4  |  Sun: closed License #218912

Follow us on:
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SOCIETY
CUREDUCHENNE GALA 

CHAMPIONS TO CUREDUCHENNE GALA 
Some 300 people gathered at Balboa Bay Resort Feb.9 for the 
Champions to CureDuchenne Gala, which raised nearly $800,000 
in support of Duchenne muscular dystrophy research. Founders 
Debra and Paul Miller, and their son Hawken, 16, kicked off the 
evening’s program, which included a tribute video to advocate Scott 
Neidermayer, assistant coach of the Anaheim Ducks, and his wife 
Lisa. Along with a live auction, guests enjoyed a special dinner menu 
designed by Stan Frazier, former drummer for the band Sugar Ray 
and co-owner of A Restaurant. —A.H. 

DANCING FOR TOMORROW’S STARS
Glitz and rhythm ruled the night at Dancing for Tomorrow’s Stars, the annual 
fundraiser for the Assistance League of Newport-Mesa (ALNM), held at the 
City National Grove of Anaheim March 23. The event, which pairs prominent 
community members with professional dancers to perform choreographed 
numbers, attracted 430 attendees and raised more than $270,000. Guests 
dined and sipped wine from Bianchi Winery as dancers donned embellished 
costumes by Kalina Kovtun. Fidel Gomez, a recipient of dental work from the 
ALNM Dental Center and an ALNM scholarship, shared his story and gratitude 
at the event, dedicating his high school diploma to the ALNM.  —L.D.

1 clay matthews of the Green Bay Packers, Paul and debra miller, scott niedermayer 2 debra miller, Lisa and scott niedermayer 3 Peter and 
Jaye Adderton 4 michelle and tom rhodes 5 carolyn Favorito, Jim Hallman, Kelly smith
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AssistAnce LeAgue of newport-mesA
1 Back: Julia and George Argyros, front: Ashley, Gunner and Lola Argyros 2 Professional and community member dancers 3 Best Female 
dancer winner elizabeth An, eddie Alba 4 ALnm President Judith Longyear 5 event judge dr. terry dubrow and wife Heather
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SOCIETY
HutcHins consort 
1 bob and connie ensign, George and barbara woods 2 Sharon Morrison, Ilse McGuire, Jackie bouscari 3 tony Mastrangelo, Sabra bordas 
4 Jan landstrom, warren coy 5 Dr. robert and Kimberly egan 6 hutchins consort

1 2 3 4

5 6 HutcHins Go BraGH
on st. Patrick’s Day, an octet of acoustically matched violins and their musicians known 
as the hutchins Consort entertained 120 guests at the annual fundraising gala held at 
the Pacific Club in newport beach. this violin octet—a set of harmonically matched 
string instruments—were designed by the late Dr. Carleen hutchins. For more than 
a decade the hutchins Consort has been playing their singular music for southern 
California audiences. the March 17 event included a silent auction, concert of irish 
tunes and dinner. the net proceeds of $22,000 from this year’s gala will go toward a 
documentary about the life and work of Carleen and her research that resulted in the 
development of these unique, acoustically calibrated instruments. —M.M. nBM

  

  Board Certifi ed Facial Plastic & Reconstructive Surgeon
  Board Certifi ed Otolaryngology/ Head and Neck Surgeon
  Diplomate of American Board of Cosmetic Surgery

  Dr. Kevin Sadati

Medical Director at the Gallery of Cosmetic Surgery
Kevin Sadati D.O.,FAACS

Specializing in advanced
minimally invasive facial rejuvenation

Dr. Sadati is an exceptional, highly specialized and experienced surgeon
whose work is respected by his peers, and loved by his patients!

Dr. Sadati has performed thousands of cosmetic and reconstructive procedures 
throughout his 12-year career.  His expertise in creating natural, non-operated 
looking results is credited to his experience, his surgical fi nesse and his artistic 
talent.

MINIMALLY INVASIVE PROCEDURES
PERFORMED BY KEVIN DR. SADATI:

• The Natural Lift; lower face and neck rejuvenation is performed under local
   anesthesia with twilight sedation.  No general anesthesia needed.
 
• Revolutionary fat grafting with PRP (Platelet Rich Plasma) to the face as a 
  permanent fi ller.

• Eye lid lift with natural results.
 
• State-of-the-Art C02 fractionated resurfacing laser with cooling system.
 
• Rhinoplasty & Septoplasty.

• Sleep Apnea and snoring treatment.

www.galleryofcosmeticsurgery.com 
359 San Miguel Drive, Suite 110, Newport Beach, CA 92660  949-706-7776
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FLOWER CHILD 
Floral prints are springing up on some of the season’s prettiest pieces. 

By Julie French

A-line dress with flower-print tuxedo jacket, at rebecca Taylor, 
Fashion island. 

Silk-cashmere knit top and 
iridescent satin-duchesse skirt, at 
christian Dior, South coast Plaza. 

Floor-length islet dress with flowers, 
at Valentino, South coast Plaza. 

Flower-printed shift dress, at Gucci, 
South coast Plaza. 

Black satin dress with bold red-
centered flower, at Prada, South 
coast Plaza. 

NB 
TREND
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SHEER GENIUS 
the trend of transparency makes an appearance this spring. 

By Julie French

PVc and leather trench coat, at Valentino, South coast Plaza.

cuff with lucite and flower gem 
embellishments, at christian Dior, South 
coast Plaza. 

Green metallic shoe with lucite heel, 
at Fendi, South coast Plaza. 

lucite wedge sandal, at Donna 
Karan new york, South coast Plaza. 

lucite clutch, at Gucci, South coast Plaza. 

clear lucite chain necklace with 
silver-tone metal, at Michael Kors, 
South coast Plaza. 
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O
n the cusp of celebrating its 35th 
anniversary, the Pacific Symphony 
has made strides in both the national 
and international scene, as well as in 

its own community. “Orange County and the 
Pacific Symphony have been developing and 
maturing and growing together—as though we 
met at a very early age and we sort of came into 
maturity at the same time so that we’re literally 
walking hand in hand,” says Music Director 
Carl St.Clair, who marks his 23rd season with 
the Pacific Symphony this year. “With our 
ability to provide and the community’s ability 

to support and embrace and institutionalize the 
Pacific Symphony Orchestra, we have a mutual 
relationship which is very, very important as we 
grow and develop further.” 

In addition to its concert performances, the 
Pacific Symphony also conducts and participates 
in an array of award-winning education and 
community programs, and reaches more than 
275,000 Southern California residents ranging 
from children to senior citizens. In 2006, the 
Pacific Symphony Orchestra embarked on its 
first European tour, performing in nine cities in 
three countries. That same year, the Renée and 

Henry Segerstrom Concert Hall became home 
to the Pacific Symphony. “When we opened 
the hall in 2006, it was a great gift not only to 
the Pacific Symphony, but to the community,” 
says Carl. “I think it’s really changed the 
orchestra’s relationship to the art form to its own 
membership, but it’s also created a stronger and 
more telling and potent bond with our audience.” 

Founded in 1978, the symphony started 
as a collaboration between California State 
University, Fullerton and north Orange County 
community leaders led by Marcy Mulville. Then 
called the Fullerton Chamber Orchestra, the 

Supreme Symphony 
Presenting more than 100 concerts each year, the Pacific symphony orchestra is the  

largest orchestra formed in the United states in the last 40 years. 
BY MADELINE EWLES

NB 
ART
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symphony started off performing at Fullerton’s 
Plummer Auditorium under orchestra conductor 
Keith Clark. To accommodate the expanding 
size of the Pacific Symphony Orchestra and its 
audience, the symphony performed at various 
venues before finding its permanent home. In 
1986, the symphony made its final move to the 
new Orange County Performing Arts Center, 
and in 1987 the Verizon Wireless Amphitheater 
became the organization’s summer residence. 

“We have a music director that is now the 
longest standing, most long-tenured American 
conductor occupying a major American 
symphony orchestra; we are very proud of that,” 
says Pacific Symphony President John Forsyte, of 
Carl, who took over as music director in 1990.  
John Forsyte has led the Pacific Symphony as 
president for 15 years this spring, and works 
to continue expanding the organization’s 
community engagement efforts. “With our 35th 
anniversary season coming up, we are really 
reflecting on how much has been achieved in, 
really, one generation,” John says. “It’s a real 
reflection of the unique energy and ambition of 
the leadership in Orange County.” 

Today, ticket revenue only covers about 
40 percent of the total operating costs of 
the symphony, and for remaining costs, the 
organization heavily relies on thousands of 
individual contributors. One of the symphony’s 
goals is to continue to strengthen its relationship 
with the community and improve accessibility. 
Many concertgoers attend concerts for free, or 
are able to purchase discounted tickets. For more 
information, visit pacificsymphony.org. 

Pacific Symphony 
Concert Calendar:

“The BrillianCe of BrahmS”
April 28
A tribute to Johannes Brahms, starting with 
“Sonata No. 1,” continues with six reflective and 
introspective pieces of solo piano and finishes 
with a sextet of poise and panache. 

“SainT-Saen’S organ SymPhony”
May 2 - 4
This concert includes virtuoso keyboard 
passages, brilliant orchestral writing and the 
sound of the magnificent William J. Gillespie 
Concert Organ. 

“Under The Sea” 
May 4
Part of Pacific Symphony’s Family Musical 
Mornings, families with children ages 5 to 11 
are welcomed to enjoy music inspired by the 
sea from Disney’s “The Little Mermaid” and 
Debussy’s “La Mer.” 

“mUSiC from PariS” 
May 5
Paul Jacobs returns to Orange County with a 
program that includes works by Maurice Durufle, 
Felix-Alexandre Guilmant, Olivier Messiaen and 
Louis Vierne. 

“Singin’ in The rain”
MAy 9 - 11
The Pacific Symphony performs the score to the 
1952 American musical. 

“dUke ellingTon orCheSTra”
May 16 - 18
Presenting the works composed by Duke 
Ellington, a major figure in the history of jazz, the 
ensemble that carries his name performs some 
of his greatest hits as it carries on his legacy. 

“The riTe of SPring” 
June 6 - 8
The Pacific Symphony celebrates the 100th 
birthday of Igor Stravinsky’s “The Rite of Spring.” 
On Saturday June 8, catch a free, live simulcast 
of the symphony’s performance outside the 
concert hall beginning at 8 p.m.

The newport Beach Centennial Sphere 
Five years ago the McFadden Square 

Centennial Legacy Project was revealed to 
the Newport Beach community. A symbolic 
sphere sculpture, which was created by 
sculptor Hank Kaminsky, sits in the center of 
a paved landscape designed by Ray Price, 
both decorated with images and captions 
conveying the city’s past and present.

The city celebrated its centennial in 2006, 
and thanks to donations, the McFadden 
Square Centennial Legacy Project was 
unveiled in 2008. The project includes 
granite benches and a spiral-walking path 
marked with significant events from the 
past 100 years that leads to the project’s 
focal point—the sphere. “It was more than 
an artistic process,” Hank says. “It was more 
of what I call an ethnographic.” 

After spending a week in Newport Beach 
researching the city’s past by gathering 
photos and talking with residents, the 
sculptor spent four months creating the 
sphere. Like in many of his other works, 
Hank shows his ability to study a community 
and transform its past and present into a 
work of art. 

“In terms of whether or not the sculpture 
would be useful to the people of Newport 
Beach was the main criteria,” Hank says. “I 
think because of its nature and its placement, 
it fits the use of Newport Beach. People 
enjoy the sculpture and that’s fulfilling my 
mission.” Visit this special place to admire 
the sphere located in McFadden Square, at 
the beginning of the Newport Pier. 
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arts Calendar
“lasting impressions”
Through June 6, The Irvine Museum, Irvine
The Irvine Museum celebrates its 20th anniversary 
with “Lasting Impressions: Twenty Years of The 
Irvine Museum,” an exhibit that features many 
of the museum’s most popular and significant 
California impressionist paintings. The exhibit 
continues through June 6, and includes works 
by Franz A. Bischoff, George Brandriff and many 
others. (949-476-0294; irvinemuseum.org)

“laguna to hollywood” 
Through April 28, Laguna Art Museum, 
Laguna Beach
The photographs of George Hurrell (1904 – 1992), 
who is known as the “Grand Seigneur of the 
Hollywood Portrait,” will be on display this spring 
at the Laguna Art Museum through April 28. The 
“Laguna to Hollywood” exhibit features about 40 
photographs taken by the glamour photographer 
who captured the lifestyle of early Laguna Beach 
artists and Hollywood stars. (949-494-8971; 
lagunaartmuseum.org)

Visionaries lecture Series
March 25 - April 29, Orange County Museum 
of Art, Newport Beach
The Orange County Museum of Art invites you to 
attend the Visionaries Lecture Series during the 
spring session, which focuses on the history of 
photography. Jeanne Willette, Ph.D., an associate 
professor of art history at Otis College of Art and 
Design in Los Angeles, will be speaking Mondays, 
March 25 through April 29, at 1:30 p.m. (949-759-
1122; ocma.net)

Creative edge lecture
April 10, Segerstrom Concert Hall, Costa Mesa
Arts Orange County invites you to the fourth 
annual Creative Edge Lecture on April 10 at 
10 a.m., at Segerstrom Concert Hall. Featured 
speaker and IDEO General Manager Tom Kelley 
will speak about “The Art of Innovation,” with a 
focus on the recipe for successful innovation. 
(714-556-5160; artsoc.org)

Barbara Cook 85th Birthday Concert
April 13, Segerstrom Concert Hall, Costa Mesa
Broadway legend Barbara Cook returns to 
Segerstrom Center to celebrate her 85th 
birthday with a performance on April 13 at 8 p.m. 
For more than 50 years, Barbara’s charisma, 
charm and talent have entertained audiences 
around the world, and for this special occasion, 
she will remain onstage following the concert to 
answer questions that have been submitted via 
Facebook and Twitter. (714- 556-2787; scfta.org)

newport Beach art exhibit and Sale
April 13, Oasis Senior Center, Newport Beach
The art exhibit and sale gives art lovers the 
opportunity to view and purchase original 
paintings, photography and sculptures created 
by regional artists. A portion of the proceeds will 
fund Newport Beach community arts programs. 
(949-717-3870; newportbeachca.gov) 

“gems of the medici”
April 14 - Sept. 15, Bowers Museum, Santa Ana 
For almost 300 years, the Medici family 
dominated political and social affairs in Florence, 
Italy, while directing the course of art history. The 
world premier exhibition at Bowers Museum will 
highlight some of the oldest and most treasured 
pieces of the Medici collections, including 
antiquities dating from the first century B.C. (714-
567-3600; bowers.org)

“mystifications, manipulations, Subversions”
May 2 - 28, The Orange County Center for 
Contemporary Art, Santa Ana
The Orange County Center for Contemporary 
Art in Santa Ana introduces “Mystifications, 

Manipulations, Subversions,” an exhibit from 
May 2 - 28. Opening night is May 4, from 6 to 
11 p.m., and features the work of Richard Bohn, 
Mark Bryan and David Ordaz. (714-667-1517; 
occca.org)

Waterman lecture Series
May 9, ExplorOcean, Newport Beach
The Waterman Lecture Series at ExplorOcean, 
home of the Newport Harbor Nautical Museum, 
welcomes underwater photographer Bryant Austin 
at 7 p.m. At this special occasion, he will speak 
about his photographs of whales and his up-close-
and-personal experiences with these amazing 
animals. (949-675-8915; explorocean.org)

Balboa island artwalk
May 19, S. Bayfront Promenade, Newport Beach
From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., enjoy the Balboa Island 
Artwalk, located along the South Bayfront 
Promenade of Balboa Island. With more than 
a mile of art and live music, enjoy this unique 
opportunity to meet local artists and purchase 
that perfect piece to add to your own collection. 
(balboaislandartwalk.info)

“flashdance – The musical”
The original and iconic Paramount Pictures 

film “Flashdance,” comes alive onstage at the 
Segerstrom Concert Hall May 7 – 19. The musical 
features a score of the film’s hit songs from the 
motion picture including “Flashdance … What a 
Feeling,” “Maniac,” “I Love Rock ’N’ Roll,” and 
16 new, original songs written for the stage. 
Southern California native Kelly Felthous returns 
home to perform as Gloria, one of Alex’s best friends and coworkers at Harry’s, a 
neighborhood bar and grill. “It’s a feel-good story about going after your dreams and 
working hard and earning things, which I think is a lesson we can always be reminded 
of—that anything is possible,” Kelly says. “Our show is fashion, dance, music—all 
colliding into one, 2.5-hour production, you know? It’s nonstop and I think it’s a great 
night out for anyone. Bring the husband, bring the boyfriend, bring a friend—you can’t 
go wrong with ‘Flashdance.’ ” Tickets go on sale March 24. (714-556-2121; scfta.org) 
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Dream Kitchen
newport chef marc osier shares his thoughts on creating the perfect kitchen.

By Somer Flaherty

Chef Marc Osier of The  
Resort at Pelican Hill’s Coliseum 
Pool & Grill has been cooking 
since he was 10 years old. As 
the youngest of three boys, 
he was tasked with preparing 
food as his family chore. Years 
later, after a stint working in 
communications at CNN, he went 
back to his culinary roots and 
began cooking professionally. In 
2011, he accepted a position as 
chef at Pelican Hill and moved to 
Southern California, now residing 
in Newport Coast. Marc says he 
has always felt the kitchen is “the 
center of the household, where 
people gather to spend time 
together,” and we caught up with 
him to see what else he loves about 
a great kitchen space.

newport Beach magazine: 
Describe your dream at-home 
kitchen.

marc Osier: the passion 
behind my culinary inspiration 
often changes with the season, 
so my dream kitchen would have 
large windows and plenty of 
natural sunlight—so I can bring 
the seasonality of the outside into 
whatever I happen to be cooking 
that day. many of my closest 
friends are also professional 
chefs, so it’s important to me 
to have a kitchen that is large 
enough not only to entertain, but to have my 
friends help me cook!

nBm: What are your must-have kitchen 
appliances?

mO: one of the things I have always loved 
about our Villas at Pelican hill is the gourmet 
Wolf gas ovens and cooktops. I have had the 
opportunity to cook with these when I lead 

cooking classes in the Villas, and gas appliances 
are a must-have in my kitchen. I can’t imagine 
cooking with anything else. my two other must-
haves would be a standing mixer and juicer.

nBm: What cooking tools should at-home 
chefs stock?

mO: a great set of cast iron cookware is a 
must-have in my kitchen, and of course every 
chef needs at least one go-to, professional-

grade knife. I’m also partial to 
a high-quality wooden cutting 
board. there are many different 
varieties of surface sold in 
stores, but I’ve always felt that 
wood is the most durable. 
these are best for your knives 
and extremely versatile for the 
majority of your prep tasks.

nBm: You’re lucky enough to 
spend most days cooking in a 
professional kitchen at the resort; 
what’s the biggest difference 
when you’re cooking at home?

mO: When I’m at work, I 
have someone to clean up after 
me! I’m thankful to have one 
of the best stewarding teams 
supporting me at Pelican hill 
and wouldn’t be able to cater 
to the number of guests we 
do each day without them. a 
professional kitchen also has 
multiples of everything you 
need, from pots and pans, to 
appliances to ovens. Cooking 
in my home kitchen requires 
a little more forethought and 
planning to make a meal. 

nBm: If you could change 
one thing about your home 
kitchen, what would it be?

mO: I would make it about 
three times bigger!

nBm: Trends come and go in 
kitchen design, but what type of 
countertop do you most prefer?

mO: I prefer a soapstone countertop in my 
kitchen. It has a similar look to marble with its 
natural coloring and beautiful veining patterns, 
and can give your kitchen a great rustic feel. 
Soapstone is also very functional for at-home 
cooks since it’s easy to clean, doesn’t stain 
and won’t burn if you accidentally set a hot 
pan directly on it. 
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KENWOOD COOKING CHEF MIXER, 
available at Williams-Sonoma, Newport Coast 
(949-464-2168; williams-sonoma.com).

RECIPE FOR SUCCESS
stock your kitchen with these necessities 

to help you cook like a pro.
BY SOMER FLAHERTY

WOLF GAS RANGE, available at Sub-Zero and Wolf 
Showroom, Costa Mesa (949-955-1232; 
subzero-wolf.com).

neWPort BeAcH mAGAzine APriL/mAy 2013 33

MEZZALUNA CHOPPING BOARD BY NAMBE, 
available at Bloomingdale’s, Fashion Island 
(949-729-6600; bloomingdales.com).

BREVILLE IKON FIVE-SPEED JUICER, 
available at Sur La Table, Newport Beach 
(949-640-0200, surlatable.com).

ALL-CLAD SKILLET, available 
at Macy’s, Fashion Island 
(949-640-8333, macys.com).

The most successful kitchens blend the perfect 
amount of functionality and design—plus the addition 
of a few state-of-the-art tools make cooking a little 
easier and a lot more fun.
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Esther Lofgren grew up in Newport Beach 
and is the daughter of elite rowers Christine Plapp 
Lofgren and Karl Lofgren. Her earliest memories 
include wearing a life vest and eating Cheerios 
as her parents rowed her around the Long Beach 
Marina. Fast-forward and now the 6-foot-2-
inch Harvard graduate has won gold in the 2012 
Olympics in the women’s eight, a 2,000-meter race 
with eight rowers and one coxswain. She also set a 
world record as part of the women’s eight team at 
the 2012 Samsung World Rowing Cup II.

Newport Beach Magazine: What were 
your workouts like when you were training 
for the Olympics?

Esther Lofgren: Generally, rowers focus 
on building bigger lungs and getting the 
strongest muscles we can for endurance. 
Our workouts include rowing—on the water 
as much as possible, and also on rowing 
machines—as well as weightlifting, running, 
cycling, core workouts and yoga. 

NBM: What are your workouts like now?
EL: I’m back to training for this year’s 

World [Rowing] Championships. I’ve been 
doing road cycling (usually we cycle indoors 
to avoid the risk of crashing) and running, 
including running a marathon with zero 
prep in November, and surprising myself 
by qualifying for Boston next year! I also 
started doing CrossFit, which is always both 
challenging and humbling.

NBM: You’re an elite athlete, but what 
kind of workout can non-Olympians get 
from rowing?

EL: Rowing literally works out almost every 
single muscle in your body. Whether you like 
working out to increase your fitness or to 
look good, it’s a great sport. And the bonus is 
that you burn the most calories per minute of 
any machine in the gym! Rowing works your 
legs, glutes/hips, core and shoulders. 

NBM: How can we fit in an effective 
workout despite a busy schedule?

EL: Spending even 20 to 30 minutes on the 
rowing machine can be enough time to get 
an effective workout in. Because it’s a full-
body workout, it’s good to be warmed ... so if 

you just jump on the machine, spend at least 
three minutes just rowing. 

NBM: What do you have to have when 
working out?

EL: My friend gave me an awesome 
Waterfi iPod Shuffle that swimmers use. I 
love it because as sweaty as a workout might 
get, I’m not going to kill my little Shuffle! 
Sunglasses are a must for rowers, both for 
being able to see things out on the water 
and to trying to keep the crow’s feet away. 
Sunscreen is another big yes, for both vanity 
and safety. 

NBM: What type of workout clothes do 
you like?

EL: For rowing tops and the rest of my 
sporting activities, I love Lululemon. For cold-
weather gear, Patagonia all the way. I’ve loved 
having Patagonia’s base layers and warm 
layering tops.

NBM: What’s next for you?
EL: I will row this year for the U.S. and then 

retire, so I’m currently applying for jobs that 
will start in the fall of 2013.

ON thE WatEr
Rower esther Lofgren shares how to get an olympic workout. 

By SOMeR FLAheRty
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Get the Gear 

SunglaSSeS by Kaenon, 
available at lido optical, newport 
beach (949-645-2020,  
lidooptical.com).

What Champions 
Wear

Get gear fit for an olympian. 
By Somer Flaherty

Run bacK on TRacK TanK, 
available at lululemon, Fashion Island 
(949-644-9642; lululemon.com).

SpRay SunScReen by 
KISS My Face, available 
at Whole Foods, newport 
beach (949-999-8572; 
wholefoods.com).

MIdWeIghT cReW by 
paTagonIa,  available 
at Seed people’s Market, 
The camp, costa 
Mesa (714-708-2277; 
seedpeoplesmarket.com).

Olympian Esther Lofgren works out almost 
every day, so key products like sunscreen, sunglasses 
and just-the-right athletic clothing keep her going. 
Although we can’t guarantee you’ll turn into an elite 
athlete, you’ll look good trying. nBm

WaTeRpRooF Ipod ShuFFle by 
WaTeRFI, available at waterfi.com 
(619-438-0058).
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M
y husband and 
I hunkered down 
the other morning 
to work on The 

Annual Budget, which is just 
foreplay for The Annual Fight. 
Why we do this every year when 
our fixed costs never change, 
I’ll never know. But if it makes 
Joe happy to put “groceries” 
and “brake pads” into tiny little 
boxes, it’s a small price to pay to 
get my hair budget set in stone.

The rub usually comes when we assess the 
year prior. How much did we spend at the vet? 
What is microdermabrasion, exactly? These 
expenses were justifiable, I assured him. After 
all, our dog had accidently eaten a hypodermic 
needle filled with heroin and overdosed. I, who 
stayed up all night manning the IV to flush her 
into sobriety, needed a series of three or four 
pigment pick-me-ups, and she, a spa day after 
such a harrowing ordeal.

We deserved it, I told him.
“Kids in Africa deserve an education … fresh 

water … vaccines,” Joe retorted. “Wanting and 
needing are two different things.”

This is what happens when you marry a 
monk. I discovered this many years ago while 
at a party playing The Newlywed Game. One of 
our questions was, “Describe your mate’s ideal 
date with you: Dinner and a movie, or a night 
in Paris?” I crossed out both and wrote, “In the 
desert somewhere with an empty canvas and a 
can of beans.”

We won.

We laugh at our differences 
today, aw-shucks’ing those goofy 
laws of opposite attraction. But 
on The Annual Budget days, not 
so much. 

“I will not be denied my sushi 
nights!” I’ll fire across the table. “If 
we need to cut back, why don’t you 
dump the brake pads and take the 
bus for a change!”

And every year, we end up with 
the same spreadsheet that looks 
nothing like the year we’re going to 

have. Not once have we dedicated a column to the 
kids’ inevitable ER visits for broken limbs or ticks in 
their eyeballs. Ne’er one box has been reserved for 
my mail-order diet scams. And that allowance for 
my gross overpayment of babysitters after coming 
home too wobbly to add correctly? Not a dime. 

Yet these costs are per annum, guaranteed.
“Budgets are like looking in a mirror,” my 

CPA mother mused, when I presented her with 
our conundrum. “And most people simply put 
lipstick on a pig.”

So why do we lie to ourselves about what it 
costs to be us? 

“To establish an ideal,” says Joe.
Which I guess is true. But ideally, our kids 

wouldn’t fall and break their arms. Ideally, our 
dog wouldn’t have a taste for narcotics. And I, 
in effort to save money, ideally wouldn’t dye my 
own roots for $9 only to pay $300 more for a 
professional to fix them. 

But like any good pig, I do my best to pretend 
I don’t stink every year. And like any good 
farmer, he reaps what he sows.

Lipstick on a Pig

go to

ViDeo
OCinSite digs deeper into 

the soft underbelly of coastal 
Orange County and brings 
the pages of Newport Beach 
Magazine to life. We’ve even 
got it on video. 

BLogs
Sneak a peek behind that 

proverbial “orange curtain” and 
check in with our intrepid crew 
of bloggers for posts that are 
useful, entertaining and often 
provocative and inspiring.

get cAugHt up in tHe 
Action

People come from all over 
the world to enjoy coastal 
Orange County and its many 
offerings. In addition to its 
innate beauty and playground 
appeal, OC is home to a 
keen, active and fun-loving 
citizenry. In other words, we 
like to keep busy and the 
fact is, there’s no shortage 
of things to do around here. 
From the philanthropic to the 
hedonistic, the eclectic to 
the annual, OCinSite has the 
line on the gigs that other 
media entities just don’t get. 
So check out our cALenDAr 
(OCinSite.com/calendar). 
Events and happenings are 
being added every day. 
Or sign up for The Weekly 
Lineup, and have the latest 
crop of affairs delivered right 
to your email inbox. NBM

By Sugar MaMa
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FROM BATHTUB GIN  
TO SECRET SPEAKEASIES 
AND MIDNIGHT HOOCH 

DELIVERIES, NEWPORT BEACH 
IS RICH WITH TALES OF 

PROHIBITION-ERA ANTICS.  
BY MARGUERITE A. SUOZZI  

ILLUSTRATION BY THINH NGUYEN

Beach
Bootlegger
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Before Newport Beach’s incorporation in 1906, there 
was little liquor to be found for sale in this sleepy beach community. 
In fact, Orange County was pretty dry overall, thanks in part to an 
influential temperance movement that aimed to keep saloons from 
opening. But that doesn’t mean alcohol was nowhere to be found.

According to Henry Lancey Sherman’s “A History of Newport Beach,” 
the initial policy governing alcohol in Newport after incorporation was to 
grant one wholesale and one retail liquor license each for the entire city. 
This policy was abandoned shortly after 1906 as more and more licenses 
were granted to applicants. As a result, those seeking alcohol could find 
it for sale with relative ease. But in 1916, Newport Beach voted itself 
dry—putting several producers and vendors out of business. Residents 
and visitors didn’t lose their thirst for the hooch, however. By the time 
Prohibition was nationally enacted in 1920, Newport already had its fair 
share of bootleggers who went to work catering to the local demand. 
Records show that as far back as 1907, police were putting blind pigs 
(illicit speakeasies) out of business, and in 1908, the town authorized 
Marshall Hermes to hire detectives to sniff out many more.

Such strict rules may have had an effect contrary to the temperance 
movement’s intention, says local historian Phil Brigandi. “By moving away 

from temperance to Prohibition, you simply encouraged so much law-
breaking,” he explains. In his book, “Bawdy Balboa,” Judge Robert Gardner 
says somewhat exaggeratedly: “Prohibition destroyed a whole generation 
of law enforcement officers who simply gave up trying to enforce an 
unenforceable law, and too many times, sold out to the bootleggers.” 
Whether or not this is entirely accurate, it is clear—from the activities of 
rumrunners, bootleggers and speakeasy proprietors, bolstered by citizen 
demand for liquor—that Prohibition became hopelessly unenforceable.

It was the U.S. Coast Guard that was charged with manning the country’s 
coastlines and preventing smugglers from bringing contraband onto U.S. 
soil from our “wet” neighbors in Canada and Mexico. In 1925, when a 
U.S.C.G. incursion on rumrunning ships on the East Coast succeeded in 
largely decimating a major fleet of smugglers, many rumrunners relocated 
to the West. While the Coast Guard racked up many victories against the 
rumrunners both on land and at sea, it seems it was the rumrunners who 
won in the end. 

Bawdy Balboa
Balboa was popular during Prohibition for its secret speakeasies, says 

Jeff Delaney, who’s authored several books on Newport Beach history. 

A sheriff dumps bootleg booze: Those depicted in the photo include J. Elliott, Joe Ryan, Sheriff Sam Jernigan and Undersheriff Ed McClellan.
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But they were no secret. The Ritz Theater, for 
example, built in 1928 on Central Avenue by 
J.P. Greeley, became a popular haunt among 
Hollywood celebrities, thanks to its lively 
scene. And then there were the more low-
key establishments. “Here’s how it worked in 
Balboa: The business district was essentially 
Main Street, which is two short blocks, and a 
small portion of Central Avenue, which is now 
Balboa Boulevard,” Jeff explains. “Pure grain 
alcohol was available in a few places, like the 
Breakers Pharmacy on the first floor of the 
Balboa Inn, or at Dad Workman’s gambling 
parlor. At the Breakers, 25 cents would get you 
one ounce. At Workman’s joint, if you asked for 
a carton of cigarettes and gave him a wink, Dad 
included an ounce of alcohol in the carton.”

Once people obtained their booze, they’d head 
to some of the better-known establishments 
in town, like the Green Dragon soda fountain, 
and order a “set up,” or what we call a mixer. 
(Green River lime soda and grapefruit juice were 

popular choices to make the straight alcohol 
more palatable.)

The Green Dragon was a popular spot on 
Balboa for people partaking in undercover 
cocktailing and rumrunners who made late-
night drop-offs at the city dock. Robert, who 
happened to have a summer job there, describes 
some of the most exciting parts of his gig washing 
glasses at the soda fountain: “Usually, we closed 
early. There isn’t much late-night business in a 
soda fountain,” he wrote in the book. “However, 
on certain nights, we stayed open. I never asked 
and was never told how we knew which nights to 
stay open. I do know that these were the nights 
the rumrunners came in.” He described the 
illicit activity in detail: “A long line of big black 
sedans would line up on Washington Street. The 
drivers would get out and stand around and 
smoke cigarettes. Then I would hear the muffled, 
rumbling roar of high-speed motors idling up 
the bay. Pretty soon, sleek, powerful speedboats 
would come into view and moor at the city dock. 

Men would get out of the speedboats and unload 
cases of liquor on the dock. The drivers of the 
cars would pick up the cases and load them 
into their cars. When the cases were loaded, the 
drivers would take off.

“The speedboat drivers, on the other hand, 
liked to stick around. They would come into 
the soda fountain and gorge themselves on ice 
cream sodas, sundaes, malts and banana splits,” 
Robert continued. “They were a tough-looking, 
unshaven bunch … and they all carried .30-
30 rifles.” He came to know this motley crew 
as “Tony’s men,” a name given to them by the 
proprietor of the Green Dragon, Dick Whitson. 
It wasn’t until later that Robert learned his boss 
was referring to Tony Cornero—one of the 
most notorious characters to ever step foot in 
Newport Beach.

 
Crystal Cove’s Characters
Tony “The Admiral” Cornero, an Italian 

immigrant, was known for smuggling alcohol 

ILLUSTRATION BY THINH NGUYEN
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into the U.S. through California’s beaches. He 
brought in whiskey from Canada and rum from 
Mexico—or rather, his men did, while Tony 
orchestrated everything from a distance. His men 
would make large deliveries along the Balboa city 
dock. In 1926, Tony was arrested for bootlegging, 
and upon his release, relocated to Las Vegas, 
where he became pivotal in the development of 
the Strip. 

According to Jeff, “[Tony] sent men on 
speedboats (there was no speed limit in the 
harbor back then) to deliver booze to the harbor 
master’s dock in the wee hours of the morning, 
where men would be waiting to pick it up and 
deliver it to restaurants up in LA.” But Crystal 
Cove was another drop-off in Newport where 
beach-goers and residents encountered more of 
Tony’s men. 

Laura Davick, a lifelong resident of Crystal 
Cove and founder of the Crystal Cove Alliance 
says the cove was an ideal place to try to 
smuggle in the bootleg liquor because it was 
such a remote destination. “Boats painted black 
used to come in offshore. When they thought 
they were going to be detected, they would tie 
up the bottles in burlap bags and gently drop 
them overboard, and then these bags of liquor 
would wash ashore here,” Laura says. “A couple 
of people that I interviewed [for my book] 
would say that they would often take walks on 
the beach, looking for the bootleg bottles. This 
one person would sell these bottles to his big 
brother for a quarter.”  

Laura co-authored  “Crystal Cove Cottages: An 
Island in Time” along with Karen Steen, which 
describes how Newport emerged as a vacation 
destination in the early 1920s. In the words of 
Ron Wood, a source for Laura and Karen’s book, 
“One year word got out that surf fishermen were 
finding bottles rolling in the waves, and the cove 
enjoyed a sudden surge in popularity.”

Over in Balboa, Seymour Beek, co-owner 
of the Balboa Island Ferry, recalls a humorous 
story about a case of bubbly. “When [my dad] 
was harbor master in the 1920s, he towed a 
large speedboat off the sandbar at the harbor 
entrance,” he explains. “Boats frequently got 
stuck on the bar in that era. When it was free 
of the bar, the speedboat headed out to sea in a 
hurry and nobody even said ‘thank you.’ A few 
days later, a box covered by a piece of canvas 
was left anonymously on my dad’s dock during 
the night. The box contained a case of very 
good Champagne.” 

Clearly there were perks to helping out a 
rumrunner in the lurch. NBM

PROHIBITION-ERA COCKTAILS 
There’s no need to go back in time to experience the best of Newport’s scandalous 

speakeasies. These five local hangouts are serving up classic Prohibition-era cocktails with 
a decidedly contemporary twist: 

#75 The recipe 
for a French 75, 
first published 
in 1930 in 
American 
bartender Harry 
Craddock’s, 
“The Savoy 
Cocktail Book,” 
originally called 
for a heady 
combination 
of gin, lemon juice and 
simple syrup floated with 
Champagne. At Brasserie 
Pascal, the lighter #75 is a 
mix of N.V. Grand Imperial 
Brut, Mission Bells brandy 
and the house sour mix, 
served in a Champagne 
flute. (949-640-2700; 
brasseriepascal.net)

Martini Gin 
martinis came 
into existence 
before 
Prohibition, 
but for some 
reason rose 
in popularity 
during the Jazz Age. 

Bluewater Grill mixes 
this classic cocktail with 
vodka, and flavors like 
pomegranate and Asian 
pear. (949-675-3474; 
bluewatergrill.com) 

Dark ’n‘ Stormy 
Invented in 
Bermuda just 
after World War 
I, the cocktail 
is not the 
trademarked 
Dark ‘n’ Stormy 
it if it’s not crafted with 
Gosling’s Black Seal Rum 
and ginger beer. Duke’s 
Place at Balboa Bay Resort 
stays true to the original 
recipe, served in a highball 
glass on the rocks. (949-645-
5000; balboabayresort.com)

Hennessy Sidecar The 
origin of the Sidecar is 
nebulous, so let’s go with 
the most entertaining 
history: Invented at 
Harry’s New York Bar in 
Paris after World War I, 
the cocktail is named after 

an eccentric 
army captain 
who was 
chauffeured 
to the bar in 
a sidecar. The 
recipe calls 
for brandy, 
Cointreau, fresh lemon 
juice and a sugar-rimmed 
glass. At Mastro’s Ocean 
Club, the cocktail is served 
up with Hennessy VS 
Cognac, Cointreau, sweet 
and sour mix and fresh 
lime juice. (949-376-6990; 
mastrosrestaurants.com)

House Old 
Fashioned 
A haven for 
classic Jazz 
Age cocktails, 
3-Thirty-3 
Waterfront 
combines its Bulleit 
Bourbon-based old 
fashioned with aromatic 
bitters, sugar, soda and 
a fragrant orange peel 
garnish. (949-673-8464; 
3thirty3nb.com)

Bottles of hooch often washed ashore at Crystal Cove State Beach during Prohibition. 



Book a private charter with a captain for your family, 

friends, or co-workers. Enjoy a half day, full day, or 

sunset sail in the harbor or off Newport Coast.

800 609-3203 OR CHRIS@SAILNEWPORTBEACH.COM    WWW.SAILNEWPORTBEACH.COM

CALL TO BOOK YOUR PRIVATE CAPTAINED CHARTER TODAY!



SPRING STYLES INSPIRE ADVENTURE 
WITH BOLD COLORS, STRIKING PATTERNS 

AND A DASH OF WHIMSY. 

PHotoGrAPHer: dAvid JAKLe
FAsHion director: JuLie FrencH

Sail into 
Spring 

Silk dress, $4,250, by Tom Ford, and 
shoes, $775, by Manolo Blahnik, both 
at Neiman Marcus, Fashion Island. 
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Silk digital print top, $520, 
green pant, $380, and suede 
shoe, $780, at Barbara Bui; 
Sunglasses, $270, by Chanel, at 
Saks Fifth Avenue. All available 
at South Coast Plaza. 



Silk dress, $750, at Max 
Mara, South Coast Plaza.
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Silk lemon-print dress, $2,225, by 
Dolce and Gabbana; yellow pumps, 
$250, by Rachel Roy; and sunglasses, 
$340, by Chanel, all at Saks Fifth 
Avenue, South Coast Plaza.
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Coral print bikini, $388, 
at Roberto Cavalli, 
South Coast Plaza.
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Silk and sequins off-the-shoulder 
dress, $9,500, and suede shoes 
with lucite heel, $1,195, both at 
Donna Karan New York, South 
Coast Plaza, Costa Mesa.



Sapphire 
silk flounce 

top, $2,450, 
silk flare 

pant, $950, 
patent leather 
booties, $795, 

and earrings 
in metal, 

blue resin 
and crystals, 
$1,050, all at 
Gucci, South 
Coast Plaza.

Model: Katelyn 
Pascavis,  
la Models 
Hair and MaKeuP: 
Martin cHristoPHer  
using Mac cosMetics,  
MartinMaKeuP.coM
digital tecH:  
JoHn teicHert
FasHion assistant:  
darian roberge
sailboat:  
newPort beacH 
sailing cHarters, 
sailnewPortbeacH.coM
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Anyone who’s attended a film festival 
knows the thrill of discovering an exquisitely 
crafted film along with a collective and 
appreciative audience. Cineastes revel in the 
shared experience of movie-going and conversing 
with kindred spirits in a lively atmosphere. Have 
you ever wondered what it takes to pull off a first-
rate cinematic event? We went behind the scenes 
of the upcoming Newport Beach Film Festival 
(NBFF) to find out how the intricate pieces of 
this cinematic puzzle come together.

Founded by Gregg Schwenk and Todd 
Quartararo, NBFF celebrates its 14th anniversary 
this year, and the fete now attracts more than 
53,000 attendees who screen nearly 400 eclectic 
films from 40 countries. With a dedicated staff of 
25 hard-core film buffs and some 500 volunteers, 
Orange County’s largest entertainment event 
prepares to roll out the red carpet once again on 
April 25.

Reeling Them In 
As the director of programming for the 

festival, Amanda Salazar has a Herculean task: 
In addition to selecting the films, she oversees 
the entire submission-to-big-screen process and 
supervises a team of programmers that help with 
the placement of each film. Her team is involved 
with the actual screening and organizing of the 
filmmakers, and she is also part of a staff that is 
there to make sure everything runs smoothly.

“The NBFF has a unique screening process 
that I think sets [it] apart from a lot of other 
festivals,” says Amanda, who has been with 
the festival for six years and has always had an 
intense love for movies. “If you officially submit 
your film, we guarantee that it will be watched 
five times—three times by reviewers and twice by 
programmers. I really pride our festival on this, 
as this gives us a real wealth of data and taste to 
base our decisions off of.”

Each programmer and reviewer submits a 
detailed review sheet of each film, and gives 

Catch a glimpse of the behind-the-scenes action and upcoming spectacle  
that is the Newport Beach Film Festival. 

BY BETH FHANER

BehIND The  
SILVeR ScReeN
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scores for categories like directing, writing and 
cinematography. “We urge everyone to leave 
comments about the film,” Amanda says. “After 
it has been watched by five people, we carefully 
look at each film’s reviews and discuss each title 
as a team, making the decisions on what films 
will be placed in our program.”

The NBFF’s seasoned programmers also 
scout films at other festivals. Each film has a 
different story for how it ends up at NBFF. “By 
recruiting films, we are expanding our outreach 
to filmmakers and distributors that may not have 
thought to submit to us or simply did not know 
about the festival,” Amanda says. 

Scouting films takes place on a year-round 
basis, and programmers attend many of the  
major film festivals such as Toronto, Sundance 
and Palm Springs. 

“We consider ourselves a ‘filmmaker’s festival’ 
and work with each filmmaker on making the 
most out of their experience at the NBFF once 

they are accepted,” Amanda says. “As for festival 
winners and even non-winners, many of our films 
go on to play other festivals and get picked up for 
distribution. It’s becoming more important to 
make every screening count and really build an 
event and word-of-mouth around a film, and we 
provide the perfect venue and audience for that.”

fringe Benefits 
A few local participants who had films screened 

at last year’s festival can attest to the influence of 
having a film play in Newport. For filmmaker, 
marine life artist and environmentalist Wyland, 
whose documentary “Blues Planet: Sounds” 
had its world premiere in Newport, the festival 
provided an ideal venue.

“[NBFF] gave us an opportunity to introduce 
a film to the world with a message we feel 
strongly about: conservation of our oceans 
and our planet,” Wyland explains. “It also 
opened the door for our participation in other 

Opening night 2012

NBFF founders Gregg Schwenk and Todd 
Quartararo with Michael C. Hall (center) Film producer and director McG

a hoW-To gUide for  
feSTiVal-goerS  
• Arrive 30 minutes before the 
screenings. 

• Check out the NBFF website to plan 
screenings in advance.

• Follow the NBFF on Facebook, Twitter 
and Instagram for updates, special 
offers and celebrity sightings.

• Pay note to restaurant partners 
listed in the program, as many of the 
restaurants offer special discounts for 
film festival-goers. 

• Immerse yourself in the full festival 
experience by enjoying the free industry 
seminars, which have previously 
included luminaries such as Oscar-
winning screenwriter Aaron Sorkin.

• Attend the festival’s nightly events, 
which offer a great opportunity to mix 
and mingle with industry insiders.

• Stay after the credits have rolled—
most of the films have Q-and-A sessions 
with the film’s cast and crew.

• Bring the whole family—the NBFF has 
a large Family Film Series, which offers 
great entertainment for the little ones. 

• There is something for all interests, 
including foreign spotlight films; Asian 
showcase; art, architecture and design; 
action sports; mainstream films; and 
much more.

• Remember to turn off your cell phone 
before each screening, and above all, 
have fun!
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festivals, and introduced people to the power 
of the [film].”

For local producers Jodi Barber and 
Christine Brant, the impact of the NBFF’s 
screening of “Overtaken,” their documentary 
about prescription drug abuse in Orange 
County, was evident immediately. “People 
approached me after the film asking for copies 
to show their kids,” Jodi says. “The screening 
brought more awareness [to] the prescription 
drug epidemic.” It also led to more film 
festivals and interviews that further promoted 
the producers’ message.

Deep in Submissions  
NBFF volunteer Riki Kucheck, director of 

submissions and a senior film programmer who 
has been with the festival for nine years, processes 
all submissions—about 1,600. This process 
requires several steps, from ensuring that the NBFF 
has all appropriate and workable materials from the 
filmmaker to preparing reviewer materials.

Riki recruits films and is responsible for a set 
number of films and filmmakers—making sure 
they promote their films and are available for 
post-film Q-and-As. While attending the Toronto 
International Film Festival, she typically screens 

about 35 films in a week. Additionally, she has 
the challenge of coordinating print traffic—the 
collection and transportation of the films, which 
starts after acceptance letters have gone out, 
about a month before the festival. “It is then a 
mad rush to get everything [going]. 

“For short films, we usually need digital files 
quickly so the ‘shorts’ team can put together their 
programs,” she says. For features, this can be a 
challenge, as any films from distributors or sales 
agents could be coming from anywhere. “It’s not 
just coordinating with the distributor but [also] 
with another festival or source for the film.”

Jamie-Lynn Sigler
Jodi Barber holding her son’s photo in “Overtaken”

Andy Garcia
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Adam Gentry, in his fifth year, serves as director 
of interns as well as programming coordinator. 
He manages between 40 and 50 students who 
work closely with the NBFF staff. Adam provides 
outreach assistance to films to which the NBFF 
would like to extend an invitation, attends other 
festivals to scout potential titles, and coordinates 
the team of volunteer submission reviewers.

Cheri Wilson is another longtime volunteer (13 
years) who serves as the director of sponsorship. 
In the months leading up to the event, she drafts 
proposals and identifies potential sources of 
sponsorship revenue. During the festival run, she is 
the liaison between NBFF and its sponsors—festival 
advertising, collateral and on-site production. 
“The festival is successful in keeping our sponsors 
engaged throughout the year and enjoys a 99 
percent return rate with sponsorships,” she says.  

So whether recruiting and programming films, 
working with volunteer reviewers or interns, 
contacting filmmakers, coordinating print 
traffic, engaging with sponsors, or any of the 
other myriad components that make the festival 
happen, it’s essentially the core team’s passion for 
film that makes it a success, along with the nearly 
80,000 hours devoted annually by volunteers.

“There are so many different aspects to putting 
a film festival together,” Cheri says. “The team 
is supportive of one another and operates as a 
family. We’re proud of the tremendous growth 
the festival, and I am extremely proud of those 
who give their all to make it happen.”  

For more information on the Newport 
Beach Film Festival, including a schedule of 
films, visit newportbeachfilmfest.com. NBM

local highlights
Keep an eye out for these documentaries, among other festival  

films with OC connections. 

“Dusty’s trail: summit Of BOrneO”
this is an inspirational story about Dusty, 

a 20-year-old newport man with Duchenne 
muscular dystrophy (DmD). When Dusty 
was young, he seemed like any other 
normal child—happy, playful and smart, 
but he could never run, hop or jump. What 
his parents and doctors thought were just 
delays in physical development actually 
revealed a more devastating reality—Dusty 
was diagnosed with DmD at 6 years old. 
the genetic, progressive and ultimately fatal 
muscle-wasting condition that affects one in 
3,500 boys worldwide cuts across countries, 
cultures and races, but it does not affect the 
mind. Dusty went from walking at age 6 to 
a wheelchair by 9. tragically, many young men with DmD die in their early 
to mid-20s. “Dusty’s trail: summit of Borneo” recounts people coming 
together from all around the world to climb a mountain in Borneo for charity 
to raise awareness for the disease. filmed in Borneo and California, this 
moving documentary is based on interviews with doctors, researchers, 
parents, friends and people who have been inspired by Dusty’s life, some 
whom he has never met, and others who share the same path. the film 
celebrates life through ties that bind all of humanity. 

“tOuChDOWn neWpOrt”
the 1970s were a time of turmoil in the u.s. 

and around the world following the social 
revolutions of the 1960s and the ongoing 
war in Vietnam. yet life in newport Beach 
remained relatively easy and revolved around 
the surf, sun and sand. newport harbor 
high school excelled in water polo, tennis, 
surfing and sailing—but not football. the 
football program was often overlooked and 
underworked, and as a result, newport had 
garnered a 28-year-long losing streak, making 
them one of the worst teams in the sunset 
league. that was all about to change when 
coaching legend ernie Johnson came to town. 
By 1970, he established himself as one of the 
best. it became his mission to turn newport harbor’s scrawny, incompetent 
team into a group of champions. his relentless training prepared the high 
school for its most important year ever. anaheim high school, under the 
leadership of legendary coach Claire Van horbeck, was newport’s fiercest 
competition and a multiple sunset league Championship team. Coach 
ernie’s countless hours studying the opposing team’s tactics enabled him 
to teach his team how to anticipate and shut down all of anaheim’s plays—
leading them to their most rewarding victory of the season. forty years later, 
the players, coaches and cheerleaders tell the story of the 1970 newport 
harbor high school football team in this entertaining documentary directed 
by randy hamilton and narrated by actor Kyle Chandler.

Volunteers clock nearly 80,000 hours annually at 
the newport Beach film festival. 



Never pay more than you need for a brand new or a Certified Pre-owned 
Audi….guaranteed.

Call 877-745-7243 

445 E. Pacific Coast Highway, Newport Beach, CA
www.audiusa.com/newport-beach  |  An Audi A8 Flagship Dealership.
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Fresh Catch 
Let’s start with a category that too often 

gives at-home cooks that little adrenalin surge: 
seafood. The amateurs might think nothing of 
whipping up something featuring a chicken 
breast, but when it comes to fish and shellfish, 
the main ingredient often doesn’t come cheaply, 
and more than one seafood meal has been ruined 
because of simple lack of proper attention. 
So here’s the No. 1 rule from Bob Vogel, the 
director of retail and commissary operations for 
Costa Mesa-based Santa Monica Seafood: “The 
general rule of thumb is 10 minutes of cooking—
whatever style of heat—per inch of thickness, 
pretty much for any fish. So if it’s a swordfish 
on the barbecue and it’s an inch thick, then four 
to five minutes on each side, and it’s medium 
rare. You want to keep things translucent in the 
center because fish that’s cooking will continue 
to cook once it’s away from the heat. That’s why 
it’s better to undercook something as opposed 
to overcooking because if that happens, you’re 
done—toast.”

Cooking with the overhead broiler? Place the 
fish about eight to 10 inches from the heat source. 
Baking? Set it to 350 to 375 degrees, depending 
on whether you want the fish to come out in 16 
to 18 minutes, or 13 to 16 minutes. (This rule 
applies to all cuts of fish.)

Preparing shellfish presents an opportunity to 

Newport’s masters of the kitchen dish their best-kept cooking secrets. 
BY PATRICK MOTT  I  PHOTOS BY JODY TIONGCO

chefs’ Secrets 
For many amateur home cooks, there comes a quick bolt of  

anxiety—often at the beginning of the cooking process, when they find a 
prime cut steak or a perfect filet of high-end fish, or the fresh ingredients 
for a cake or pie staring back at them, and the thought screams out: “What 
would [insert name of celebrity chef] do?”

It could be the simple consequences of too many hours spent watching 

the Food Network, but home kitchen amateurs dearly love to try to cook 
like the pros, and with good reason—the pros know all of the good tricks.

Fortunately, those experts are often willing to share their secrets. We 
found a handful of Newport’s top chefs who were happy to let us in on some 
of the best and most useful tips, tricks and techniques in their particular 
specialties that elevate dishes from merely good to truly memorable.

Santa Monica Seafood

Eat+Drink
issue  
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Pelican Hill 

get even more tactile. Such tidbits as clams and 
mussels often sit on ice in a display case, Bob 
says, which might cause them to gape a bit. “Take 
one of them [and] put it in your hand, and your 
body heat should warm it up and the shell should 
close back up.” That’s a keeper, he explains. “For 
good, fresh oysters that you can shuck or throw 
on the barbecue, you want to be able to click two 
of them together and they should sound like two 
pieces of rock—not one hollow, one solid. If you 
get that hollow sound with one, it could be alive, 
but it could be on its last legs. No point in taking 
the risk—discard it.”

Man the Grill 
Few restaurants in Orange County are known 

for steaks like La Cave. They’ve been turning out 
memorable ones since 1962, and chef Luis Orozco 
is the latest steak specialist to man the little grill 
in the dim, cozy basement restaurant. To Luis, 
producing a magnificent steak is “really simple” 
yet requires the utmost care and attention.

“First, get the best you can afford, generally 
from a good butcher or meat specialty store,” he 
says. Whatever the cut, it shouldn’t contain a lot 
of connective tissue or gristle. 

He adds, “You don’t want to see your steak 
with no marbling—you don’t want to be eating 
a rubber band.” 

You’ll never see a steak sitting in the middle 
of Luis’ grill—that’s the hottest spot. He 
positions the meat around the perimeter, where 
it can cook more slowly. “I don’t want to get 

trial and error, but once you develop a routine 
of checking both sides of the cut several times 
during the cooking process, you’ll soon develop 
a practiced eye for the perfectly done steak. 
Cooking time, he says, will vary with the desired 
doneness and thickness of the steak, but there 
is no one-size-fits-all rule of thumb; eyeballing 
remains the big idea. 

Many associate a delicious steak with a tasty 
marinade. Not so, Luis says. He uses only “a little 
soy sauce and a little pepper. Nothing else.”

Bob Vogel of Santa Monica Seafood says the rule of thumb for cooking fish is 10 minutes of heat 
per inch of thickness. 

Oysters that sound like two solid rocks when 
clicked together are good for shucking or  
barbecuing, according to Bob Vogel at Santa 
Monica Seafood.

Chef Luis Orozco of La Cave says the key to a 
good steak is keeping an eye on it through the 
entire cooking process.

charcoaling on the side from cooking too fast,” 
he says. “I don’t want to rush it.”

The key is to always keep an eye on the steak, 
he explains. “You never leave it alone. This is 
really, really important.” It may involve a bit of 
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Pasta and Pizza Prep 
Hetty Robinson has been on close terms 

with all sorts of pasta since her parents bought 
Amelia’s Restaurant on Balboa Island in 1961. 
Now, as Amelia’s co-owner and supervising chef, 
she still uses her mother’s simple techniques for 
making sure this Italian staple comes out right 
every time.

“The No. 1 tip that Amelia always taught me—
the first thing she would do—check the water 
the pasta was going to cook in,” Hetty says. “See 
if there was enough salt, because without that, 
you’re going to have bland pasta.” Hetty doesn’t 
use measuring spoons for such things, but you 
actually should be able to taste the salt in the 
water, she notes. 

She continuously checks the consistency of 
the pasta, the true old-fashioned way: She takes 
a piece out of the water and bites into it. “You 
want it to be al dente (literally ‘to the tooth,’ 
meaning a slight resistance in the center). To 
me, that’s what cooking’s all about; you have to 
taste what you’re cooking.” 

As for pastas like lasagna or ravioli, which 
aren’t as easy to fish out of the water and taste, 
Hetty pokes those with a fingernail or pierces 
them with a knife. It takes a bit of practice, she 
says, “but it’s just a feel.”

In the U.S., we’ve largely ceded pizza-making 
to the pros. It’s one of our favorite things to eat, 
but when it comes to doing it ourselves, we’ll 
pick up the phone before we’ll pick up the flour.

It doesn’t have to be that way. If you’re willing 
to roll up your sleeves and knead a bit of dough 
(a great stress reliever), chef and owner of Sapori 
Ristorante, Sal Maniaci, provides a handful of 
tips that will smooth the way to success.

First, you’ll need three items: a pizza stone, 
a pizza paddle and a pizza wheel cutter 
(inexpensive, and sometimes available as a three-
item kit). A cookie sheet won’t do, Sal notes. “You 
definitely need the stone; it has to do with the 
way the heat radiates. A cookie sheet heats up so 
fast that it’ll burn the crust. It just won’t come 
out right,” he explains. 

When kneading the dough, the ideal surface is 

wood or granite, somewhat warm. A cold surface, 
says Sal, will inhibit the yeast. Also, the water for 
the dough should be around 100 degrees.

Chef Sal prefers high-grade flour without 
much gluten content and a type of yeast called 
“cake yeast” that’s available at specialty stores. 
“It makes the crust lighter and gives it a better 
consistency,” he says.

Toppings are, of course, a personal choice, 
but Sal always makes sure to use a puree of top-
quality Italian tomatoes and a little salt for a base. 
And, just as with chef Luis’ vigilance with steaks, 
the pizza cook needs always to observe the pizza 
as it bakes, occasionally lifting an edge with the 
paddle to check for doneness. When the borders 
of the pie are golden brown, it’s time to take it 
out and slice it up, Sal says.

Sweet Endings 
Pastry chefs may work in kitchens, but 

they might as well be called laboratories. 
Quantities, temperatures, timing and other 
things you grappled with in chemistry class 
come into constant play. At The Resort at 
Pelican Hill, pastry chef Jeff Lehuede turns out 
everything from humble cookies to magnificent 
architectural creations, but abides by a handful 
of time-proven techniques.

“Pastries require great accuracy,” he says. “I 
like to have all my recipes in grams or ounces, 
if possible. You can find inexpensive scales that 
can do both.”

And, he adds, never neglect your main piece of 
equipment—the oven. Make sure it’s calibrated 
properly so that 350 degrees truly is 350 degrees.

Common main ingredients—butter, sugar, 
eggs, chocolate—all benefit from being taken 
out of the refrigerator well before they’re 
needed (butter the night before, eggs two hours 
before). “Everything is more creamy that way 
and it mixes better,” Jeff explains. “If the butter, 
for instance, is not mixed well you may not see 

A high-grade flower without much gluten is one of Sapori ristorante chef Sal Maniaci’s secrets for making great pizza.

Amelia’s restaurant

Al dente means there is 
some resistance in the 
center of the pasta.
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it, but when it bakes it’s going to cook and boil 
on its own and your pastry is going to look very 
greasy, and because it’s losing the butter it’s 
going to be more dry.”

Presentation is vital in pastry making, Jeff 
adds, and there are easy ways to make your 
creation shine. “The vessel that it’s in should be 
interesting,” he says. “And a dash of powdered 
sugar is very easy, or if you have something 
like apple pie you can use a dash of cinnamon 

powder. Also a sprig of mint or a few fresh berries 
cut in half. If you have gelato, you can crumble 
cookie pieces over it to make it more interesting. 

“You always enjoy pastries with your eyes first,” 
Jeff says. 

A Taste of India 
Cooking Indian food can be great fun and yield 

spectacular results, but just looking at a classic 
recipe can set many novice chefs back on their heels.

“Most are daunted by the sheer length of the 
list of ingredients,” says Alfred Prasad, executive 
chef at Tamarind of London in Newport Beach. 
“When they want to start cooking even the most 
basic of Indian recipes, they imagine this huge 
list of ingredients they must shop for, and they 
don’t know how much of what to buy.”

But there’s nothing wrong with keeping 
things simple for beginners, says Alfred, who 
also presides over the kitchen of the original 
Tamarind in London. 

Ground spices like cumin and turmeric, whole 
cinnamon and cardamom, and ginger and garlic 
paste are a few must-haves, most of which the 
chef recommends only buying in very small 
quantities, as Indian recipes typically don’t call 
for very much.

An alternative to whole spices is garam masala, 
an already made mix of essential spices like 
coriander and rose petals. “It’s a kind of finishing 
powder on top of a dish, a finishing spice for 
a curry,” Alfred says. The mix also assures the 
novice chef that a piece of whole spice won’t find 
its way into the final dish. 

“One of the worst things that can happen is 
that you bite into a clove of green cardamom,” 
he says. 

Two final tips from Alfred to keep the chef in 
good shape: Put onions in the refrigerator for an 
hour or so before chopping them to eliminate 
the tears. And coat your fingers with cooking oil 
before handling or chopping hot red or green 
peppers. When you wash your hands later, the 
potentially burning capsaicin will come off with 
the oil.  NBM

The Resort at Pelican Hill’s Jeff Lehede’s small touches make a big difference in presentation.

Chef Alfred Prasad of Tamarind of London says novice chefs shouldn’t be intimidated by 
ingredient lists when making Indian food.
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Whether it’s a personal 
favorite, an inspiration when the 
ingredients are right, or just a 
semi-secret bonus item—many 
Newport chefs offer off-the-
menu choices you can ask for if 
you’re in the know. 

 Jonathan Blackford, executive 
chef at A Restaurant, turns to Spain 
for inspiration. Ask him if any Iberico 
pork has arrived lately, and be 
prepared for something unique. 
“It’s probably one of my favorite things,” Jonathan says. 
“It’s a pork from Spain, produced in one region where 
the hogs graze on acorns that have fallen from the trees. 
It’s a very marbled pork that almost looks like beef. It’s 
one of the few porks that you can sear and eat rare.”

Ask Sindi Rae, the executive chef at Muldoon’s 
Irish Pub, for a real warmer, the Black Bush Irish stew. 
A wintertime special, but prepared other times on 

request, it’s made 
with Angus beef in 
Guinness stout, with 
carrots, peas, mashed 
potatoes and—for 
extra punch—a side 
of baby lamb chops 
and a shot of Black 
Bush Irish whiskey.

Another item 
that dropped off 
the menu, this time 
at Quiet Woman in 
Corona del Mar, is 
cioppino—a rich 
and satisfying stew 
made with different 
kinds of fresh fish, 
mussels, shrimp and 

crab, all in a tomato-based broth. 
Owner and chef Lynne Anthony-
Campbell says the restaurant’s 
regulars with long memories still 
ask for it, and their wish is the 
Woman’s command. 

At 21 Oceanfront, Executive 
Chef Miroslav Rusev works with a 

widely varying palette of ingredients 
and is always eager to assemble something 

you won’t find on the restaurant’s 
extensive menu. A recent find: duck 

confit with baked potato, carrots, pearl onions, green 
beans and morel mushrooms. “It’s the French way of 
braising meat,” Miroslav says. “You actually braise the 
meat in duck fat for up to 
three hours.” A lover of 
the surf-and-turf combo, 
Miroslav also recently 
painted outside the lines 
with a salmon stuffed with 
king crab meat, served with a 
saffron bearnaise sauce, wild 
rice and chopped bok choy.

If he wasn’t restricted by the 
small size of the kitchen at Mi 
Casa’s Costa Mesa location, 
head chef Angel Velazquez 
says he’d make his citrus-
marinated chipotle skirt steak 
a regular item. He’ll make it 
on request if the ingredients 
are available, and this fiery 
entree—a pork shank with 
salsa borracho (“drunken” 
salsa with roasted peppers, tomatillos and garlic, infused 
with beer)—might make it on the menu in the future. 
“The salsa penetrates the pork shanks and there’s enough 
heat to give you a kick at the end,” the chef says. NBM

Off the Menu 
chefs share their favorite dishes you won’t find on the regular menu, but can get if you ask.

By Patrick Mott

Skirt steak at Mi casa

cioppino at Quiet Woman

Black Bush irish stew at Muldoon’s

Eat+Drink
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Fast-casual dining is held to a higher standard at this South 
African-inspired eatery that features unique and delicious fare, 
reasonable prices and a daily happy hour. 

The fl avors of South Africa blend with modern urban 
diner-style at Mozambique Peri-Peri. Named after Africa’s 
unique peri-peri pepper, the eatery, opened by Ivan Spiers 
who founded the acclaimed Mozambique restaurant in 
Laguna Beach, integrates the bold spice into exotic yet familiar 
dishes that are sure to please discerning palates. A signature 
menu item, the Mozambique burrito—a great value at 
$7-$8—fuses peri-peri spice with delectable fi llings like 
chicken, sausage, beef and vegetables. Spicy curries, grilled 
dishes, and plates and platters offering items such as shrimp 
scampi, peri-peri chicken, fl at-iron steak and more, round out 
the value-conscious menu.

Along with the delicious food comes a warm and friendly 
atmosphere. At Mozambique Peri-Peri, customers are treated 
like guests amidst the inviting interior of dark woods and South 
African accent pieces melded with modern clean lines and light 
walls. There is no walking to the garbage can to scrape off your 
plate here. Servers clear plates, refi ll drinks at your table and 
provide a genuine service experience that raises the standard 
for fast-casual dining. 

In addition to serving lunch and dinner, the restaurant features 
happy hour from 3 - 6 p.m. daily. Enjoy a glass of South African 
or California wine or cold beer with reasonably priced appe-
tizers like chicken and beef sliders and peri-peri chicken wings.
The restaurant also offers takeout and larger family-to-go 
portions as well as a catering menu. 

Come experience delicious South African fl avors 
right in your own backyard.

MOZAMBIQUE PERI-PERI
1332 BISON AVE., 

NEWPORT BEACH 
949-718-0956

MOZAMBIQUEPERIPERI.COM

Visit Mozambique’s newest location
in the Bluffs- same great food.

Fast casual dining for quick and easy lunch,
nice relaxing table service in the evening.

$10 menu from 3:00-6:00pm daily.

Happy hour, enjoy SA wines for $5.
per glass and any beer for $3.

Try our daily specials!

Chef Froilan’s
Mahi Curry 
Special

Chef Froilan

ADVERTORIAL



Vin Goat offers evening wine and cheese 
pairing classes a few times each month.
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public and create awareness about these varieties 
and the health benefits of our products.” His shop 
sources products from artisan growers around 
the world. Extensive research is conducted to 
bring the community a range of pure oils from 
traditional production processes. OO&B’s oils 
can be traced to their exact variety, region, time of 
harvest and method of extraction, and Matthew 
even takes care to know the management of each 
grove. “We travel to visit our producers at least 
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More Than Dressing
Matthew Pour, owner and founder of Olive 

Oil and Beyond (OO&B) on Balboa Island, has 
been in the business of international trade for 
more than 25 years, and for the past six years 
he has housed the country’s largest selection of 
handcrafted (unblended) varieties of extra-virgin 
olive oils under one roof. Beyond the purpose of 
introducing an “olive bar” to the U.S. market, 
he says, “Our main goal has been to educate the 

Owner Matthew Pour personally tests all of his 
olive oils with the goal of bringing only the best 
to his customers. 

four times a year to show our respect and to 
collaborate on new products,” he says. The shop 
also offers authentically aged vinegars, honeys, 
sea salt, pastas, tapenades, ceramics and fabrics, 
all selected with the same attention and respect 
for artisan production. To allow clients more 
opportunity to explore, understand and savor 
its products, the OO&B Club is a place where 
members can access rare and limited products 
on a quarterly basis and product specials on 
a seasonal basis. Olive oil tastings may also be 
organized for both private and public functions. 
(888-654-8968; oliveoilandbeyond.com)

The Village Monger 
May 5 marks the second anniversary of Vin 

Goat, the vision of business partners Hans-Erich 

Though the digital age easily accommodates a life in the fast lane, the current trend in food is reverting back to the days  
of the “slow churn,” when culinary artisans brought to market a single, cultivated product that showcased their passion and skill. Now, with the 
growing popularity of the slow food movement, the public’s increased consideration for what goes in its food, and more people interested in home 
cooking than ever before, specialty shops are stepping out from behind the shadow of grocery store chains to claim their place in the sun. These local 
shops are serving up their art, passion and expertise, and the community in Newport is responding with a warm welcome. 

Specialty shops—from cheese to spices and everything in between— 
find a home in Newport Beach, where locals welcome quality and diversity. 

BY FRANCES NGUYEN

Especially in

Olive Oil and Beyond offers private and public 
tastings through its OO&B Club program. 

NeWPORT 
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Vogel and John Bennett to bring an epicurean 
art from overseas to the small seaside town. “I 
love the small-town feel,” Hans-Erich says. It’s 
like a village here … but one of the things this 
area didn’t have was a good cheese shop. [So] 
that’s what we decided to put together.” The shop 
carries more than 200 cheeses from around the 
world, selected with a focus on family owned, 
traditionally made and farm fresh varieties. 

“There are no factory-produced cheeses here. 
They’re the real thing,” he assures. In August of 
last year, the shop began to carry wines, using 
a similar guiding concept: small batch, small 
production, family owned. Their wines, along 
with their line of “cupboard essentials,” were 
chosen with the cheeses as the central focus. 
The community’s reaction to this unique niche 
shop, thus far, has been enthusiastic. “People love 
cheese,” Hans-Erich says. “There are so many 
great stories behind each of the cheeses, and they 
love to hear about it. Sometimes when you go 
into cheese shops, it can get a little snooty and 
arrogant. We want to be the place where people 
can come in, ask those ‘stupid’ questions and feel 
comfortable in exploring the cheeses.” 

Customers are invited to engage with the shop, 
as some of its best products were found through 
customer recommendations. For the novice, Vin 
Goat offers evening pairing classes about three 
times a month with subjects such as “big bold 
reds and cheeses that pair with them.” In further 
effort to share its passions, Vin Goat also 
organizes catering, with cheese or charcuterie 
boards for gatherings of up to 250 people, 
cheese stations headed by one of the shop’s 
mongers for any event, and gift baskets. (949-
673-2200; vingoat.com)

Spicing Things Up 
The franchising of the original Savory Spice 

Shop in Denver, Colo., to Newport Beach is 

A Dory Fishing Fleet fisherman filets a fish.Fresh catches at Pearson’s Port
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Savory Spice Shop

somewhat of a love story, describes owner Laura 
Shute. “I went to Denver, visiting a friend, and 
she took me to the original shop—and I just fell 
in love with it. I kept calling and ordering my 
spices from them, so when they finally decided 
to franchise, my partner Randy and I decided to 
jump onboard.” 

Open since November 2010, the shop stocks 
a dizzyingly wide variety of products—more 
than 400 herbs and spices and 150 blends—and 
jars everything in-store. A full processing room 
is located in the back of the shop, where each 
product is jarred, labeled and micromanaged for 
quality. None of the products have any additives 
or preservatives. Customers are invited to taste 
products for flavor before buying, and smaller 
amounts are available for purchase. 

Of competing against large markets, Laura 
says, “Our product is so fresh, our prices are 
generally better, you can get smaller amounts, 
and we just have so much more to offer. The 
spice selection at a traditional grocery store has 
shrunk to just the bare bones. There are a lot of 
spices that people love to use but can’t find at the 
[grocery] store anymore, and you don’t know 
how long something’s been sitting there.” For 
these reasons, the shop has built a loyal clientele 
that extends as far as San Diego and Riverside.  
(949-717-7776; savoryspiceshop.com)

Family Fish Market 
Terese Pearson has been wading on the dock 

of Pearson’s Port since she was 8 years old. She 
was childhood friends with her now-husband 
Tommy Pearson, and has watched the business 
grow since Tommy’s parents started Pearson’s 
Port 42 years ago. After her father-in-law’s 
passing in 1998, it was natural for her and Tommy 
to inherit the market. Tommy is a trapper and 
hook-and-line fisherman, and the main supplier 
to the business. Terese runs the market as an 

intimate family business; both daughters Haley, 
18, and Carley, 16, work there, and her brother-
in-law Chuck helps a few days a week. 

Possibly the last floating fish market in the 
state, the team at Pearson’s Port ensure its 
survival by sticking to what they know: fish and 
family. “We are the Nordstrom of fish markets,” 
Terese says. “I know the quality of product that 
we provide is a very high quality of seafood. 
When I bring something in from somewhere 
else, the quality has to be superior because 
it has to be as if it came in on my husband’s 
boat. ... We handle every single piece, filleting it 
ourselves.” Every visitor, from every walk of life, 
is sure to receive the family treatment. “There’s 
lots of hugging and handshakes. This is a family 
business, and it’s not just our family; it’s the 
families that come here.” (949-675-6771)

Fisher Direct
The Dory Fishing Fleet, founded in 1891, 

stands as a lasting testament to the early heritage 
of Newport Beach. A cooperative of five 
independently contracted “families,” the fleet 
embarks in the early hours of the morning to 
fish local, Southern California waters, and bring 
to market their catch by 8 a.m. The tradition that 
has survived since the fleet’s inception is fresh 
seafood from the fisherman to the customer, 
bypassing any import or distribution. 

Steve Escobar represents one of the five crews 
and has been with Dory Fishing Fleet for nearly 
his entire career as a fisherman. He describes 
the concept behind the fleet as fisherman direct: 
“There’s no middle man—it’s all fresh, local and 
there’s no added transportation into it. … It’s like 
a farmers market of seafood.” The fleet serves a 
diverse community that stretches as far Salt 
Lake City and Las Vegas to sell the sea’s yield: 
anything from stone crab to halibut, lobster, 
snails, octopus and sea urchin. “The goal is 
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Italian Staycation
Just a jaunt across Bayside Drive sits 

Sapori Ristorante, a little slice of Italy. 
The neighborhood folks who live along 
the water on Bayside Drive or on Balboa 
Island know to come for an authentic 
taste of Italian cuisine, perfect for a date, 
a reunion with the extended family or 
a relaxing dinner on the garden villa-
inspired patio.

“Everything is very authentic Italian,” 
Sal Maniaci owner and chef, says. “We 
don’t do an Americanized twist.”

Originally from Italy, Sal is now a 
business owner and chef in Newport 
Beach with years of experience in 
the restaurant industry. He expertly 

balances his European culinary training 
with creative flair, serving up dishes 
inspired by every region of his home 
country. 

Prosciutto-wrapped breadsticks 
or calamari fritti provide a perfect 
starting point for the meal, followed 
by a specialty pasta, pizza or meat dish, 
including the farfalle al salmone and 
scaloppine gorgonzola with marsala 
sauce and mushrooms. Regular diners 
favor the signature penne otero for its 
fl avorful blend of tarragon, fresh bacon, 
hot peppers, tomatoes, vodka and 
cream. Sapori also offers an extensive 
wine list, with options to order by the 
glass or bottle. 

DINNER MENU OFFERED DAILY BEGINNING AT 4:30 P.M.
OPEN FOR LUNCH MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY, 11:30 A.M. TO 2 P.M. 

1080 BAYSIDE DR.; 949-644-4220; SAPORINB.COM

Sapori Ristorante
Serving The Flavors of Italy Since 1989

Enjoy delicious food and drinks, a happening happy hour and live music 
in a relaxed come-as-you-are atmosphere at The Deck on Laguna Beach. 
With a location right on the sand, The Deck provides a dining experience 

that features incredible beachfront views complete with water rushing beneath 
your feet at high tide. The extensive dining menu includes seafood, steak and 

pasta, as well as burgers, wings and other fare. 
For smaller plates and cocktails, wine and beer at reduced prices join us for happy 

hour Monday through Friday from 3 p.m.-6p.m. Sunday through Thursday evenings from 5 p.m.-8 
p.m. you can move to the beat of reggae, mellow acoustic and other live music. For a unique evening 
and a chance to win dinner from The Deck, take part in “Sing for Your Supper,” on the fi rst and third 
Wednesdays each month. This is just one of the many happenings taking place at The Deck. 

Visit us for delicious food, 
live music, a great happy 

hour and more. 

627 SLEEPY HOLLOW LANE
949-494-6700

DECKONLAGUNA.COM
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Just Food For Dogs’ Shawn Buckley speaks at a “Yappy Hour” event.

to have long-term, healthy and sustainable 
fi sheries,” Steve adds, furthering the idea of the 
fl eet’s cooperative effort. 

Newport’s Dory Fishing Fleet represents 
a longstanding tradition and heritage of a 

mariner’s town, and has stayed true to local 
waters. The market is open every weekend, 
weather permitting, and the catch of the day 
is posted on twitter.com/doryfl eet. (949-632-
5939; doryfl eet.com)

Aloha in a Bottle
Freddie Damo came to California from 

Hawaii in 1981. At the insistence of a coworker, 
Freddie sold his fi rst sauce, Freddie’s Fabulous 
Hawaiian Teriyaki Sauce, in 1995, and ended 
up making a profi t of $95,000 that fi rst year. 
“The sauce took off just by doing it on the 
weekends,” Freddie says. The company has 
since grown to fi ve salsas, one hot sauce, three 
salad dressings, a hickory sauce, two barbecue 
sauces and two teriyaki sauces, all of which are 
his original recipes. 

“There’s always something in our product 
that has evolved from Hawaii: pineapple, 
mango, papaya poppy seed or ginger, for 
example,” Freddie adds. The success of his 
sauces, as well as his business’s expansion to 
include a food processing company by the 
same name, was heavily reliant upon the 
community, which he has engaged to direct 
his business since he began. 

“Everyone I met I gave a sauce, and they 
would tell me about … people I should talk 
to … and stores I didn’t even know about,” 
he explains. By presenting demonstrations 
at stores, hosting barbecues or befriending 
visitors at trade shows, Freddie credits his 
success to interacting with customers and 

Located at The Ritz-Carlton, Laguna Niguel. Reservations recommended.
949-240-2000 | www.enosteak.com

At enoSTEAK, we’re serious about using the freshest ingredients of the highest quality. That’s why  

everything is sourced from farms within 150 miles of our restaurant. We gather our herbs from our own 

organic garden. And our prime beef is from local farms committed to raising the highest quality breeds 

and dedicated to caring for livestock traditionally. It all adds up to exceptional quality you can taste.
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Freddie’s Fabulous Hawaiian Teriyaki Sauces

giving them a warm person to identify 
with the face they see on his bottles. “Treat 
others how you want to be treated,” remains 
Freddie’s business philosophy. (949-631-4889; 
hawaiiansauce.com) 

Doggone Delicious 
The world’s “first human-grade dog kitchen,” 

Just Food For Dogs (JFFD), was founded by 
public relations entrepreneur Shawn Buckley, 
who wanted to elevate the quality of canine 
nutrition. After discovering the low standards 
that govern dog food manufacturing, he set out 
to design a line of preservative-free, nutritionally 
balanced and whole-food dog food, with 
ingredients certified for human consumption 
by the USDA and locally sourced from Penjoyan 
Produce and Daniel’s Meats. 

“Our food and treats are handmade in 
small batches at our Newport Beach kitchen, 
and we encourage folks to stop by and see 
the food being cooked,” says Justin Bonatto, 
JFFD’s marketing director. “Dogs absolutely 
love [it], and pet parents can feel comforted 
knowing that everything was made right here 
in Newport.” 

With a nutrition team headed by Dr. 
Oscar Chavez, DVM, both a member of the 

American Academy of Veterinary Nutrition 
and a professor of clinical canine nutrition at 
Cal Poly Pomona, JFFD has created unique 
recipes that include ingredients from kangaroo 
to wild, line-caught salmon and halibut. “We 
also offer delicious seasonal recipes such as 
our holiday venison, pork tenderloin and Fuji 
apple recipes,” Justin says. 

In addition to food and treats, the shop 
offers a line of nutritional supplements, 
cooking classes once a month and “Yappy 
Hours,” where pets and their owners 
can enjoy treats and drinks and socialize 
with other dog lovers. To give back to the 
community that has inspired their growth, 
JFFD also supports local nonprofits like 
Sunny Saints, Fur-Ever Home and The 
Fuzzy Pet Foundation by hosting adoptions, 
charity events and fundraisers on weekends. 
(949-722-3647; justfoodfordogs.com)

Specialized businesses are slowly gaining 
momentum, and Newport Beach offers the 
perfect niche and warm community to entertain 
new enterprises and passionate, skilled artisans. 
With an already vibrant restaurant and bar scene, 
the city leaves plenty of room for both timeless 
town staples and innovative new businesses that 
serve the community’s diverse interests. NBM

advertorIal
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Newport Beach is continuing 
to transform itself into a playground 
for some of the biggest names 
in the restaurant world. The 
opening salvo fi red by Mario 
Batali’s Pizzeria Mozza in 2011 is 
being followed with a quartet of 
buzzworthy eateries slated to open 
around town this year. 

The restaurant that has generated 
the loudest noise is Red O from 
renowned celebrity chef and Chicago-
based Mexican food impresario Rick 
Bayless. Slated to open this summer, 
the Fashion Island location will boast 
regional Mexican fare with seasonal motifs on a menu 
with offerings from ceviche and tostaditas to savory tacos 
el carbon and tequila tastings. Several of Bayless’ signature 
dishes will also populate the menu, including pork belly 
sopes and suckling pig slow cooked in banana leaves. 

Joining the Bayless eatery at Fashion Island this 
summer is Fig & Olive, which 

features Mediterranean delights 
like Spanish ham and Moroccan 
spices from acclaimed Executive 
Chef Pascal Lorange. Lark 
Creek Newport Beach, a 
Southern California spinoff 

from the successful Bay Area-
based Lark Creek Restaurant 
Group, is opening in the spring 
and is poised to serve wood-
fi red steaks, fi sh and pasta dishes 

that emphasize farm-to-table 
dining through partnerships 
with local purveyors and 
seasonal vegetables. Also this 
spring, the LA-based Lemonade 
is bringing its cafeteria concept 
to Newport Beach, where it will 

be serving up freshly made sandwiches, 
salads and heartier entrees prepared 

in a wood-burning oven.
While Fashion Island is receiving 

the lion’s share of new restaurants 
in Newport Beach in 2013, it isn’t 
the only location where fresh and 
exciting epicurean adventures can 

be found. Down the road from the 
shopping center, the newly opened 

SHOR American Seafood Grill at 
the Hyatt Regency Newport Beach 

debuted in January, 
just in time for 
Newport Beach 

Restaurant Week. The restaurant 
prepares a wide range of seafood 
dishes from cioppino to select-your-
own-spice-rub swordfi sh, all aimed 
toward emphasizing simplicity and 
freshness in each dish.

Those, however, with a craving 
for comfort food will enjoy DivBar, 
a restaurant and bar that’s been 
serving up smokehouse barbecue 
since the summer of 2012. This 
place marches to the beat of a 
different drum, as evidenced by 
the paraphernalia of departed OC 
restaurants on its walls and the 
giant chicken statue perched on its 
shack-like roof. The food falls in line with the fun, 
funky decor, as the menu is loaded with down-home 
barbecue items like Texas brisket and beef short ribs. 

These venues use their unique voices to showcase the 
wide diversity that makes dining out in Newport Beach 
such a fun experience. From celebrity chef venues to 
fi nger-lickin’ casual concepts, the idea of Newport Beach 
having something that suits everyone’s palates has never 
been more on target. NBM

New in Newport
Exciting new eateries make a grand entrance on the Newport dining scene.

BY RICH MANNING

Fig & Olive crostini

Inside the DivBar
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London has earned the reputati on of having the best Indian cui-
sine in the world. Since Tamarind of London opened in Newport 
Beach, Orange County diners can now experience Great Brit-
ain’s fi nest Indian fare without traveling far from home. Building 
on the success of its twelve-year Michelin-star rated counter-
part in London, Orange County’s very own Tamarind of London 
pays homage to India’s fl avorful traditi onal favorites, off ering 
cuisine with a refi ned, modern twist that embraces California’s 
seasonal off erings. 

Located in Newport Coast, Tamarind of London has set the 
standard for an elevated Indian dining experience. By reinvent-
ing the classics and shining the spotlight on key ingredients, 
a perfect balance of fl avor is achieved. The menu includes 
dishes from the varied regions of India, highlighti ng the cooking 
techniques and fl avor profi les that make each area unique. The 
colorful spices and ingredients used in Indian dishes create food 
that is as beauti ful as it is delicious and the presentati ons at 
Tamarind of London are no excepti on. 

Born in India, Director of Cuisine and Executi ve Chef Alfred 
Prasad shares his ti me between California and London to 
ensure that his Orange County guests are experiencing Indian 
cuisine that is consistent with the quality off erings of its sister 
restaurant abroad. His affi  nity with fresh ingredients and unique 
spice combinati ons are prevalent in the recipes he creates, 
always incorporati ng palate-pleasing fl avors into every dish. 
Tamarind’s menu hones in on two key factors: taste and au-
thenti city. Time intensive culinary techniques are applied and 
bold ingredients are used to ensure every dish is bursti ng with 
fl avor. From aromati c curries and succulent kebabs, the menu is 
diverse, much like the Indian culinary scene and off ers a range 
of items suitable for every occasion, mood, appeti te, diet, and 
palate. 

The restaurant boasts a full bar and lounge with an extensive 
wine list that spans the conti nents, and a specialty cocktail 
menu with all drinks mixed, poured and shaken by the lively bar 
staff . 

The combinati on of a generous happy hour, large airy pati o with 
fi re pits, innovati ve cocktails, warm vibes, and energeti c bar 
scene has established Tamarind of London as a local hotspot. 

From the ever-popular Naanwich to Indian staples like Butt er 
Chicken, Tandoori kebabs and Curries, the menu sati sfi es the 
adventurous and more conservati ve diners alike. Whether it’s a 
date-night, business lunch, special occasion, Sunday brunch or 
family dinner, Tamarind of London always sets the stage for a 
memorable dining experience. 

Connection
Orange County’s London

Tamarind of London
7862 East Coast Highway 
Newport Beach (Crystal Cove Promenade) 
(949) 715-8338
www.tamarindofl ondon.com
Reservati ons are recommended

Dinner: Daily at 5 p.m.
Lunch: Tuesday-Sunday
 11:30 a.m. – 2:30 p.m.
Happy Hour: Monday (all night)
Tuesday – Friday 4 p.m. – 7p.m.
Weekends 2:30 p.m. – 6 p.m.

Top: Dining Room; Right: Sea Bass pan-seared with fi ne beans, raw mango, 
tomato, curry leaves, coconut; Above: Soft  Shell Crab in a corn starch and rice 
fl our batt er, crusted with coconut, fennel and coriander seeds.
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From wineries to award-winning wine lists, Newport Beach 
offers oenophiles more to love than ever before.

BY VICKI HOGUE-DAVIES

Everything 

Wine
Call him Bacchus, Dionysus or simply the 

“god of wine.” Whatever the name, the passion for 
the grape he symbolizes is fostering the creation 
of more unique wine experiences and events every 
year in Newport Beach. From wineries in the city 
to a three-day wine festival to being the birthplace 
of an organization that gives back through wine, 
oenophiles will find much to love in Newport.

Newport’s Own Wineries 
It was love of big red wines that brought Doug 

and Debbie Wiens together. The owners of Orange 
Coast Winery in Newport went on a dinner date and 
“he brought his ’02 merlot to see if I was really such 
a ‘big red’ wine drinker,” Debbie recounts. “When we 
were fighting over the last drops in the bottle, he said 
he knew I was the girl for him.”

The couple, partners in the family-owned Wiens 

Newport Beach 
Vineyards & Winery
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Family Cellars in Temecula, Calif., where Doug 
is the winemaker, bought Orange Coast Winery 
in 2011. They purchased it from founder Gus 
DeFalco, who had opened it just a few months 
earlier to make Italian-style wines. Doug brought 
the big red winemaking style he is known for 
at Wiens to the Newport Beach winery, while 
also continuing to produce the Beach Bubbly 
sparkling wine that Gus created. Today, Orange 
Coast Winery produces and pours zinfandel, 
syrah, sangiovese, merlot, petite sirah, red blends 
and more. 

“Everything is done in Doug’s style,” Debbie 
explains. “Our reds are supple, fruit-forward 
and smooth.” 

The winery’s two best-selling wines exemplify 
Doug’s fruit-forward style. The dark red 2008 
Beach Blend Red Reserve, made from petite sirah, 
merlot and syrah, features floral aromas followed 
by blackberry, black plum and cranberry flavors. 
The 2011 Reserve Syrah also boasts flavors of 
blackberry, brown spice and cookie dough. 

The winery has recently partnered with The 
Endless Summer, the brand inspired by the iconic 
1966 surf flick, to produce two bottles under that 
label: a white blend and a cabernet sauvignon. 

The winery sources its grapes from the 
couple’s vineyards and those of family and 
friends in Temecula and Lodi, Calif. “Good 
wine takes place in the vineyard management 
practices, and we are very hands-on with the 
vineyards,” Debbie notes. For now, most of 
the production and the bottling are done in 
Temecula, but the couple’s long-term plan is to 
find a location and bring that work to Newport. 

Located on West 16th Street in a light industrial 
area of Newport, the tasting room combines an 
urban-chic feeling outside with a warm and cozy 
“shabby French antique motif” inside. It is open 
to visitors on a walk-in basis and by appointment 
outside of regular hours. Visitors can enjoy 
flatbread pizzas and gourmet cheeses with their 
wine, which can be purchased by the taste, the 
glass or the bottle. Wine and chocolate tastings 
are also offered. 

While Orange Coast Winery seeks to retain its 
tasting room roots; Debbie says that the whole 
experience has expanded from that. “When 
people come, they want to stay.” To accommodate 
these crowds, the winery is now open past its 
original 5 p.m. closing time and into the evening 
hours. “It opens up a lot of options for people 
to stay and linger and really feel at home and 
comfortable,” Debbie says. 

Down the street from the tasting room, the 
Wiens’ have opened a barrel room that is available 
for private events. They are also opening a second 
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tasting room in Corona del Mar. (949-645-0400; 
orangecoastwinery.com)

One of the best-kept secrets in Orange 
County is Newport Beach Vineyards & Winery, 
which specializes in Bordeaux-style blends, says 
Executive Director Justin Myers. The winery was 
opened by winemaker Richard Moriarty in 1998 
and released its first bottling in 2001. All wines 

are produced at the winery and each vintage 
uses up to five of the traditional red grapes of 
Bordeaux; they include cabernet sauvignon, 
merlot, cabernet franc, petit verdot and malbec.

Located next to the Upper Newport Bay 
Nature Preserve, the 3.5-acre winery, which 
also houses Richard’s residence, has more than 
1,200 vines on the property. Last July, it released 

top wine lists
An impressive number of Newport Beach 

restaurants received coveted Wine Spectator 
magazine awards for their wine programs in 
2012. The Award of Excellence recognizes 
eateries for wine lists that “offer a well-
chosen selection of quality producers.” The 
Best of Award of Excellence honors lists 
that “typically offer 400 or more selections, 
along with superior presentation and display 
either vintage depth, with several vertical 
offerings of top wines, or excellent breadth 
across several wine regions,” according to 
the publication’s website. 

BEST of AWArd of ExcEllENcE 
rEcipiENTS: Bistro le crillon (bistrolecrillon.
com); first cabin restaurant, Balboa Bay 
club (balboabayclub.com); The Quiet 
Woman (quietwoman.com); Wine Gallery 
(cdmwinegallery.com).

AWArd of ExcEllENcE rEcipiENTS: 
A restaurant (arestaurantnb.com); Andrea, 
The resort at pelican Hill (pelicanhill.com); 
Bayside restaurant (baysiderestaurant.
com); canaletto ristorante Veneto (ilfornaio.
com); fleming’s prime Steakhouse & Wine 
Bar (flemingssteakhouse.com); Mastro’s 
ocean club fish House (mastrosrestaurants.
com); rusty pelican (rustypelican.com); The 
cannery (cannerynewport.com); The crow 
Bar and Kitchen (crowbarcdm.com); Wildfish 
Seafood Grille (wildfishseafoodgrille.com).

Andrea’s noted wine list offers 40 wines by the glass and more than 400 labels from the 
world’s most prominent wine regions including italy, california and france.
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Balboa Bay Club

TALKING WINE
Newport Beach Magazine asked Khalid 

Mirza, food and beverage director for The 
Resort at Pelican Hill, about wines he suggests 
for spring. The resort’s fi ne-dining restaurant, 
Andrea, is a 2012 recipient of an Award of 
Excellence from Wine Spectator magazine. 
Here are three wines from Andrea’s list that 
Khalid recommends: 

“Gavi di Gavi is an Italian white wine from 
Piedmont made from the cortese grape, with 
light acidity and light alcohol,” he explains. “It 
pairs well with light cheeses—especially goat 
and sheep.

“Vermentino is a medium- to full-bodied 
white wine with citrus and fl oral notes, and 
good acidity, but not overwhelming,” Khalid 
continues. “It’s very versatile in food pairing, 
but for spring, I would suggest fi sh, poultry 
and perlagrigia cow’s cheese.

“Valpolicella classico from Italy’s Veneto 
region is a lighter style red wine with soft 
tannins, bright cherry fruit and good, but not 
overwhelming acid. Pair it with pork, chicken 
and oily fi sh, such as salmon.”

Andrea’s noted wine list offers 40 wines 
by the glass and more than 400 labels from 
the world’s most prominent wine regions 
including Italy, California and France. When 
you enter Andrea, you’ll see a spectacular 
fl oor-to-ceiling glass cabinet display housing 
1,200 bottles of red wine, mostly from Italy. 
Notably, many of the bottles are vintages 
served exclusively at the restaurant. In 
addition to the fi ne wines served at Andrea, 
the resort offers tastings in its Great Room. 
Wine fl ights, cheese boards, light desserts 
and more are available there. 

ENJOY the natural beauty of
Crystal Cove State Park

• Lessons 
• Rentals & Tours

• Group Paddles
• SUP Fitness and Classes

 Crystal Cove State Park • (949) 228-9822  
Moro Beach Entrance (Near El Moro School)

We can teach ANYONE to SUP!

 inspirationpaddleboard.com

Founded in 2009, The Newport 
Academy Day School offers a 
sanctuary of support and an idyllic 
learning environment for students to 
attend high school.

Led by Master’s Level, Credentialed 
Teachers, The Newport Academy 
Day School offers a fully accredited 
curriculum and high school 
diplomas in partnership with the 
Orange County Department of 
Education. By providing a clean and 
sober environment coupled with a 
caring and passionate staff, The 
Newport Academy Day School 
develops a sense of purpose and 
love of learning that will lead 
students to fulfilling and
purposeful lives.

For more information on how you 
can ensure that your child attends 
school in a drug-free environment, 
visit us at 
www.newportacademydayschool.com
or call us anytime at 
866.382.6651.

Listen to what our alumni 
have to say – 
www.newportacademy.com/videos/ 
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its first-ever “estate” blend, meaning all of the 
grapes used in the wine came solely from the 
Newport Beach vineyard. 

“As of [the 2010 vintage] we are 100 percent 
estate produced,” Justin says. “Prior to that 
we would source grapes [from elsewhere in 
California] and combine them.” 

The 2010 OC Estate Unobtainium uses all five 
of the Bordeaux grapes, with 50 percent cabernet 
sauvignon, 30 percent merlot and smaller 
percentages of the others. 

It gained its unusual name from Richard as 
a nod to naysayers. “People always doubted his 
ability to grow in Newport,” Justin says. “That is 
where the ‘unobtainable’ came from.”

Take a sip and you’ll discover an array of 
flavors that are quite obtainable. Dry rose 
petals, capsicum pepper, red-black fruit, cassis, 
mocha cinnamon, cranberry, pomegranate 
and a finish of spicy red cinnamon make this a 
bottle perfect for enjoying now or cellaring for 
a future occasion.  

To create its blends, the winery uses a unique 
co-fermentation method. “We did what we 
call a ‘cave five blend’ with all five grapes in it,” 
Justin explains. “We picked all five of the grapes 
and tossed them all in together, and all five age 
together over time. Typically, we age for about 
20 months. Most winemakers do the blending at 
bottling time.”

The wine is aged in a 1,000-square-foot 
underground wine cave nestled within the 

vineyards. The cave is available for special events 
such as private wine tastings, birthday parties, 
anniversary celebrations and corporate and 
charity functions of up to 200 people. Walk-in 
tastings are not available at the winery, but tours 
and tastings for groups of at least eight people 
can be enjoyed by appointment Monday through 
Saturday. Group tastings include a tour of the 
vineyards and the property, which also has koi 
ponds and an aviary, and a flight of five wines 
with cheese. The winery also offers wine blending 
classes, sommelier-led wine education classes 
and opportunities to participate in the annual 
grape harvest. (949-500-0273; nbwine.com) 

Giving Hope
One Hope Wine does not have a tasting 

room to visit, but what it does have is a positive 
impact. The nearly 6-year-old company, which 
was founded in Newport by a group of friends 
who formerly worked together at Gallo Wines, 
gives half of the profits from every bottle sold to 
charitable organizations. It sells its wines online 
and through stores, restaurants and events in all 
50 states. One Hope Wine has been served at the 
Grammys, Sundance Film Festival, American 
Red Cross Gala and other premier functions. To 
date, more than $1 million has been donated to 
different causes. 

“All of our charitable donations run through 
our nonprofit One Hope Foundation,” says Tom 
Leahy, president and co-founder. To determine 

A THREE-DAY CELEBRATION
Fine wine will be celebrated at the 10th 

annual Newport Beach Wine Festival on 
Memorial Day weekend, May 24 – 26. Held 
at the Balboa Bay Club, the affair will feature 
multiple tasting and educational events 
throughout the weekend. 

It begins on Friday evening with a five-
course master chef dinner—prepared by 
Executive Chef Josef Lageder and four local 
guest chefs—featuring pairings of old and 
new world wines. On Saturday afternoon, 
attendees can sip Bordeaux-style wines from 
around the world and try white wines from 
France. A highlight of the festival is the grand 
tasting held in the Grand Ballroom on Saturday 
evening. It will feature wines from more 
than 50 wineries paired with food ranging 
from gourmet cheeses to barbecue. The 
festivities continue on Sunday morning, with 
beer taking center stage. European and other 
brews will be enjoyed with rustic breakfast 
foods. An afternoon pairing of seafood and 
complimentary wines is followed by the Cigar, 
Cognac, Spirits & Sweets seminar and tasting 
on Sunday at the conclusion of the event.

The Newport Beach Wine Festival sponsors 
the 1221 Club Scholarship Fund, which 
provides scholarships to college-bound high 
school students in the area. (949-630-4145; 
balboabayresort.com)

Clockwise from left: Orange Coast Winery bottles; Orange Coast Winery Endless Summer series; 
Doug and Debbie Wiens
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where donations go, Tom says it made sense to 
pair the varietals up. For example, they chose 
chardonnay for the fi ght against breast cancer. 
“Zinfandel is an American grape so zinfandel 
sales support our troops,” he says. Donations from 
cabernet sauvignon sales support autism; merlot 
helps in the battle against AIDS; “blancs” go 
toward environmental causes; and a new bottling 
of California pinot noir will help homeless pets.   

Robert Mondavi Jr., the grandson of Robert 
Mondavi, is the winemaker. “We work with 
him and his father, Michael, through Folio Fine 
Wine Partners in Napa. We sit with him and 
let him know the direction we want our wines 
to take and then he goes out and executes,” 
Tom says, emphasizing, “It is our own custom 
blend. There is no other juice on the market 
that is One Hope juice.

 “We want it to be an everyday approachable 
wine,” Tom adds. “Our cab is perhaps the best 
example. It is a nice solid cab, good tannins and 
nice backbone, but not over the top.”

Grapes are sourced in partnership with 
Robert Jr. For the cabernet sauvignon, grapes 
from Napa Valley, Sonoma County and the 
Central Coast were used. The wine was aged in 
French and American oak barrels to produce a 
dark, ruby red cab with aromas of blackberry, 
cassis and tobacco. 

To enjoy One Hope’s cabernet and other wines, 
you don’t have to look far. One Hope Wine’s fi rst-
ever customer is right here in Newport Beach. 

“When we started the company, a couple of 
founders lived on 39th Street on the Peninsula 
in an apartment,” Tom says. “Mama D’s was our 
fi rst account. They still serve our wines today.”

Locally, Billy’s at the Beach also carries One 
Hope Wine, according to Tom, as does the Balboa 
Bay Resort, Brasserie Pascal, Roy’s, Sol Grill and 
Ten Asian Bistro.  

The wine can also be purchased from the 
website and the company’s wine club. Discounts 
on the wine are available for fundraisers and 
other large events by contacting One Hope. (866-
983-2266; onehopewine.com)

It has been said that wine is bottled poetry. 
True oenophiles would surely agree. Wine 
evokes passion and brings people together. No 
fl y-by-night fad, enjoying fi ne wine and all its 
complexities has been an important part of life 
for people for thousands of years. Wine is a drink 
to enjoy every day, whether to enhance a meal 
or for its own sake. It is perfect for celebrating 
special occasions and is a cause for celebration in 
itself. Even Bacchus would fi nd much to celebrate 
in Newport.  NBM
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In a way, a chef’s table is attached and 
detached to a restaurant all at once. The setting is 
typically tucked away from the rest of the venue. 
The menu oftentimes features multi-course 
meals stocked with specially crafted dishes not 
on the regular menu or designed specifically 
for your special occasion. Everyone enjoys the 
meal together, complete with visits from the chef 
for details on the evening’s dishes. All of these 
elements combine to create a uniquely intimate 
vibe. So pull up a seat and explore some of the 
special chef ’s tables in and around Newport 
Beach, each offering a singular dining experience.
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Take a seat at the chefs’ tables in private  
dining rooms around Newport Beach.

BY RICH MANNING

Chef Mike Doctulero interacts with his 
dinner guests at Scott’s Restaurant.

Eat+Drink
issue  
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Food and Feng Shui 
At the chef ’s table at Scott’s Restaurant & 

Bar in Costa Mesa, the table that diners gather 
around nearly shares equal billing with the 
exquisite tasting menus that Executive Chef Mike 
Doctulero crafts to match whatever occasion 
is being celebrated. The reason is that it’s more 
than just a hunk of wood—it’s breathtaking 
Balinese teak that was fossilized in an Asian 
bog for approximately 150 years. “The ‘mana,’ 
or energy, of the chef ’s table is special,” Mike 
explains. “It [takes] people back to a time where 
the ritual of breaking bread together is revered 
and sacred.” 

The energy not only radiates with a communal 
vibe, it has been known to possess the occasional 
healing touch. “One of my favorite experiences 
was this one time when we were doing a tasting 
menu for a family that was sullen after a family 
wake,” Mike says. “By the end of the meal, they 
were completely re-bonded; they had been lifted 
into a better place of laughter and smiles.” Of 
course, Mike’s cuisine has plenty to do with 
forging the connection that can be experienced 
by as many as 22 family members or inner-circle 
friends. “At our chef ’s table, we usually create the 
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tasting menu after we ask the three questions: 
What don’t you eat, what allergies do you have, 
and how hungry are you?” he says. “Then we just 
see what is fresh, and go from there.” Once the 
outline is determined, Mike fills the journey with 
artfully prepared, seasonal seafood creations like 
ike jime sea bass, seared scallops with ahi tartare, 
and house-cured gravlax with Persian cucumber. 
(714-979-2400; scottsrestaurantandbar.com) 

Dockside Dining
The Balboa Bay Resort knows it’s nice to have a 

room with a view. They also realize it’s even nicer 
when that room is part of the view, which is why 
its private dining experience takes the decorative 
notion of “bringing the outside in” to an extreme. 
“We have a private waterfront patio that provides 
an incredible view amidst the yachts and the 
beautiful Balboa Bay,” explains Richard Szilagyi, 
director of food and beverage. “[The] setting 
allows it to be a very flexible space.” 

This unique locale, which is available nightly 
and can accommodate up to 16 guests, provides 
more than just a pretty backdrop for Executive 
Chef Josef Lageder’s custom menu, featuring 
seasonal ingredients and succulent seafood 
from the Pacific Rim. The sights and sounds 
of the surrounding bay also add an intriguing 
level of depth to the anniversaries, birthdays 
and family gatherings that are celebrated in 

Chef Mike Doctulero’s table accommodates up to 22 people.

Chef’s table dining room at Balboa Bay Resort
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the space. “We believe dining is a complete 
sensory experience,” Richard says. “It is critical 
that the room, food, wine and service all work 
together to create a memorable experience. This 
is something we feel is our specialty.” (949-645-
5000; balboabayresort.com)  

A Visit to France
When a group of up to 12 patrons request 

Marche Moderne’s chef ’s table, it’s usually for 
a special occasion. The experience is not just 
special for the guests, however. “I am honored 
to be asked to be part of someone’s milestone, 
whether personal or professional,” says Florent 
Marneau, owner and executive chef of Marche 
Moderne. “Because of this, it is always my hope 
that they feel that I am engaged in making sure 
what I contribute fits in with their vision of a 
perfectly executed occasion.” For Florent, part 
of this execution involves being able to play the 
part of passionate educator and storyteller as he 
serves up his acclaimed French cuisine via tasting 
menus featuring dishes created exclusively for 
the table. “I see my main role as someone who 
can open to my guests my childhood growing 
up in my mother’s kitchen, and the foods I 
grew up with, to bring them the comfort that I 
experienced,” he says.  

While Florent’s culinary interpretation of this 
story changes with the seasons, guests can always 
expect to see one cherished ingredient. “I love 
truffles,” he says. “It is the earthiest ingredient 
you can find. I love to share it with my guests, to 
make them discover, and appreciate the unique 
scent which is very necessary to enhance a well 
prepared course.” All fungi aside, Florent can 
typically tell how well received the menu he built 
is by what he hears—or what he doesn’t hear. “I 
know things are going well if the table is quiet,” 

he says. “It’s silent because everyone is enjoying 
every course. They’ll wait until the end of the 
tasting to share the same experience with each 
other.” (714-434-7900; marchemoderne.net)

The Culinary Connection
For Derek Brooks, chef de cuisine at Pelican 

Grill at The Resort at Pelican Hill, ensuring 
that the private, enclosed chef ’s table he 
oversees connects with its guests is the key to 
success. In order to accomplish this, he touts 
the connections that he has with the elements 
of the exclusive, specialized menus that he 
puts together. “For my chef ’s table, I create five 

courses that highlight eco-friendly seafood, 
grass-fed natural meats and the freshest local 
produce from the Irvine Ranch,” he says. “For 
example, this season I will feature spring peas, 
squash blossoms, zucchini blossoms, asparagus, 
fava beans and spring ramps, which are all 
hand-selected from the ranch.” Derek goes 
beyond just creating menus built around the 
season, though; he also specializes in creating 
playful menus that connect to annual events 
like the Masters Golf tournament. “I’ve had a 
lot of fun creating Southern dishes with golf-
inspired names, like Fairway Fried Chicken 
Birdie, Shrimp ’n’ Bunker Grits and Pimento 
Grilled Cheese Sandwich, which is a Masters 
tradition,” he says. And every so often, Derek 
is able to use the power of the chef ’s table to 
create new memories by honoring old ones. “A 
while ago, I helped create the wedding menu 
of a couple that was married at Pelican Hill,” 
he says. “They came into dine at my table for 
their one-year anniversary and I recreated 
their wedding menu that evening. Through 
the cuisine and intimate setting, I helped them 
remember cherished memories from their 
wedding.” (949-467-6800; pelicanhill.com)

A Familial Affair
When Five Crowns hosts its multi-course 

chef suppers on Fridays, the dining experience is 
created under the assumption that the eight to 10 
guests are comfortable with each other. “While 
the menu evolves with each supper, we always 
provide engaging presentation, a communal, 
casual atmosphere and warm, family-style 
service,” says Executive Chef Greg Harrison. 
“Service at these chef suppers is always family-
style.” Like any good gathering amongst close 
family members, conversation is a key element of 
the evening—something that Greg relishes as he 
personally visits the table to explain each course 
of his custom menu to his guests, which has been 

Left: Florent Marneau of Marche Moderne; right: chef’s table at Marche Moderne

The chef’s table experience at The Resort at Pelican Hill highlights eco-friendly seafood, grass-fed 
meat and fresh local produce.
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Palm Terrace restaurant 

The Chef’s Counter at Landmark seats only 
four, creating an intimate dining experience.

Chef’s table, Five Crowns 
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known to feature exotic cooking techniques such 
as heated stones and items like Santa Barbara sea 
urchin. “I look forward to being at the table with 
the group to describe each dish and what makes 
it so special,” he says. “I am inspired to take my 
guests on a journey through my food.” (949-760-
0331; lawrysonline.com/five-crowns)

So Close, Yet So Far
It stands to reason that the 24-seat private 

dining space inside Palm Terrace restaurant 
would create a sense of escape. After all, it is the 
flagship restaurant of The Island Resort, which 
thrives on this vibe. “The private dining room is 
quiet with a glass double door leading into it,” 

explains Executive Chef David Man. “It’s in the 
heart of the hotel but feels like it is miles away.” 
The intimate setting sets the stage for an even 
more personalized experience—especially since 
David interacts with the guests throughout the 
meal—but in a way that makes them feel at ease 
and comfortable. “First and foremost, we want 
to be a host and to welcome everyone,” David 
says. “But we also want to make sure we’re not 
overwhelming them, even as we educate the 
guests on the food and the wine pairing.” One 
of the main ways that they provide this kind of 
comfort is by serving up some of the restaurant’s 
most popular dishes such as their slightly smoked 
pan-seared wild sea bass and their prime beef 
short ribs braised in red wine. (866-554-4620; 
islandhotel.com)

An Inside Job
At Landmark, one of the chief joys of dining 

at a chef ’s table occurs in a very literal sense, as 
the restaurant features a Chef ’s Counter inside 
the massive kitchen space which seats up to four. 
“The Chef ’s Counter gives the diner a unique 
behind-the-scenes look at how a meal is designed 

and prepared,” says Executive Chef Travis Flood. 
“It’s also a great opportunity for me to create 
a relationship with the people I’m cooking for, 
which makes the meal much more personalized.” 

This intimacy allows Travis ample space to 
be creative with his menu. “I tend to not have 
that ‘one’ item or dish that I serve every time,” 
he says. “The food I serve at the chef ’s table is 
reflective of what is around me. You’ll see things 
on the menu that are playful, serious and artful.” 
The secluded kitchen setting also allows him to 
freely tap into his roots as a people person. “I like 
welcoming guests into my kitchen and preparing 
food for them. I also like when I can share stories 
or information about a particular ingredient or 
new technique I am using that excites me. If I can 
inspire them to try cooking something like kale 
at home, then I’m even happier.” 

Travis also loves to use the kitchen as a forum 
to turn people on to the power of vegetables. “A 
vegetarian dish can easily stand on its own and 
be very satisfying and memorable depending on 
how you prepare it and the flavors you accent,” 
he states. In general, Travis’ affinity for vegetables 
represents his even larger passion for getting his 
guests to step out of their comfort zone. “The 
most memorable moments for me are the times 
that I can get a guest to eat something they 
swear they won’t eat because they dislike it. I 
like getting people to try new things.”  (949-
675-5556; landmarknewport.com)

Regardless of setting or approach, each of these 
chef ’s tables is connected through the common 
goal of creating a memorable dining experience 
for guests. From the energy of a century-old table 
to the thrill of being immersed by the sounds and 
smells of the kitchen, there is a wide range of ways 
for these kinds of memories to be made. NBM
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The traditional white gown is getting 
competition from colored dresses  
that reflect the bride’s personality.

from favorite finger foods to custom decor, nuptial trends for this year are all  
about reflecting couples’ personal panache. 

By Lisa Marie HarT

BESPOKE 

WEDDINGS
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Gone are the days of “playing by the 
book”—soon-to-be newlyweds are now saying 
“I do” to anything that makes their weddings 
feel more personal and refl ective of who they 
are together. 

“It’s all about the details,” says Allison Varela, 
catering event manager at Balboa Bay Resort. 
“Brides and grooms want their celebrations to 
refl ect their personalities, starting with their 
wedding invitations, favorite fare, signature 
drinks and customized playlists.” 

Dana Bloom, catering manager at Island 
Hotel Newport Beach, agrees, noting that while 
brides still seek to incorporate tradition, they’re 
adding fl air that represents their styles, from a 
splash of color to a nontraditional fi rst dance. 
“The bride is allowing herself to be who she is 
and not having to conform to anyone’s rules,” 
Dana says. Personalization—the sky’s-the-
limit mentality—is the overarching trend of 
the moment that extends to every facet of the 
couple’s special day, and it’s here to stay. Here, 
we chronicle the upcoming wedding trends that 
have everything to do with doing it your way.

Custom Colors
Decor is a focal point for Newport Beach 

couples, but forget naming a strict theme, 
scheme or color palette for 2013. Playing into 
the personalization trend, couples are choosing 
a variety of colors and details that resonate with 
their daily lives.

“The No. 1 difference ... from years ago is that 
[couples] are more concerned about making 
their overall vision come to life and are willing to 
spend the money to make it happen,” Dana says.

Tami Spencer, catering sales manager at Fairmont 
Newport Beach, agrees that attention to detail is at 
an all-time high. “Recent couples have asked for 
customized table numbers and monogrammed 
napkins for the cocktail reception,” says Tami, who 
has noticed more emphasis on the fl owers, chairs, 
napkins and table linens.

Douglas Hoagland, special events director 
at The Resort at Pelican Hill, says his couples 
appreciate custom fabric treatments. “It could 
be a wall of fabric to enhance photos or a 
backdrop for the wedding cake, but it adds a 
different element and texture within a room, 
which can even affect the lighting.” 

As far as most-seen color schemes, Selina 
Grande, wedding sales manager of Newport 
Dunes, says her clients consistently favor ivory, 
white, corals, teals and turquoise, sometimes 
adding black as an accent color. Meanwhile, Dana 
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436 Heliotrope Ave Suite 1-E, Corona del Mar, CA 92625
swissclinique@gmail.com | 949.673.8264 | swissclinique.com

A professional, gentle long-lasting
Brazilian Wax & a full body,

all-natural South Seas Spray Tan.

South Seas® is the most 
widely recognized brand 
of high quality spray tan 
as seen on Keeping Up 
with the Kardashians.

Our waxes are made 
up of the finest & 

purest Brazilian, eco-
friendly, all-natural 

polymer-free waxes.

all-natural South Seas all-natural South Seas Spray Tan.

$25

$35

INTRO PRICE

INTRO PRICE
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says her brides “are going back to romance with 
soft pastel colors of teal, violet and mint. Then, 
they add rich, bold colors such as bright pinks 
and blues to create an elegant yet magical feel.” 

Romance also reigns at Balboa Bay Resort. 
“There is a return to classic glamour through 
metallic silvers and golds, hanging crystals and 
mercury glass,” Allison says. For old-fashioned 
romance, couples pair softer tones like mint, 
peach and pale yellow with blush-colored accents 
and rustic elements such as vintage lace, twine and 
burlap. “Florals are becoming fluttery and more 
whimsical too, with peonies, garden roses, sweet 
peas, ranunculus and dusty miller,” she adds.

Personal Touches
The “old, new and borrowed” tradition has 

also seen a twist in Newport Beach. Photos, 
taken both recently and over the years, “tell their 
story in pictures, as an emerging trend on the 
history of the couple,” Douglas says. The Resort 
at Pelican Hill has coordinated framed pictures 
on each table, a montage on a wall and visual 
elements woven throughout the ballroom.

At Newport Dunes, framed photos have 
become a popular custom touch on the guest 
book table. “And some clients choose funny 
pictures of their bridal party to mark each 
person’s seat at the head table, which always gets 

a lot of laughs,” Selina says.
In one unique take on “something old, something 

new,” one Pelican Hill bride displayed her mother 
and grandmother’s vintage wedding dresses 
alongside the groom’s mother and grandmother’s 
wedding dresses, to the delight of many guests.

Taking the “borrowed” tradition to a whole 
new level, The Resort at Pelican Hill brides 
have been taking advantage of special loans at 
Traditional Jewelers in Fashion Island to don 
glittering jewels as part of the resort’s new 
Something Borrowed & Bejeweled program. 
Brides can borrow dazzling earrings and 
necklaces adding up to $10,000 in value.

Fare With Flair
Whether it’s cuisine from a specific culture, all-

organic dishes or passed-down recipes, couples 
are making sure that their guests get a taste of 
who they are. 

“We’ve had increased requests for locally 
grown items and fresh local flavors that enhance 
our already epicurean experience,” says Douglas, 
who adds that the Pelican Hill chef often visits 
Irvine Ranch to hand-pick wedding produce. The 
chef has not only incorporated family recipes, 
such as Burmese beef curry with rice brought in 
from Burma by the couple’s family, along with 
traditional faloodeh (cold noodle dessert)—but 
also has whipped up custom wedding menus, 
where cuisines have ranged from an eight-course 
Chinese dinner and a Japanese fusion feast to 
Persian delicacies.

Couples have also been tailoring the entire meal 
experience to bring out the best of the coastal 
locale. Festivities at Balboa Bay Resort have been 
kicking off with an outdoor rehearsal dinner on 

Fairmont Newport Beach Ballroom

Unique lighting at Fairmont Newport Beach
Custom fabric treatments add a personalized touch 
at a wedding at The Resort at Pelican Hill.
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Bayfront Lawn or in a private waterfront room 
with a West Coast clam bake-style menu. 

Another trend that’s becoming popular with 
food is pint-sized, casual snacks offered after 
the main dinner. From late-night food trucks at 
Fairmont Newport Beach to late-night breakfast 
served at Island Hotel, the food is often hot and 
always welcomed.

Wedding planners at Fairmont Newport Beach, 
Island Hotel and Balboa Bay Resort note a high 
demand for mini gourmet sliders, French fries 
and mini milkshakes. “Whether they want tomato 
soup shooters with mini grilled cheese sandwiches, 
or chocolate chip cookies with mini milk cartons, 
we’re seeing late-night snacks becoming miniature,” 
says Allison of Balboa Bay Resort. 

Desserts have shrunk in stature, too. “We’ve 
created old-fashioned ice cream sundae bars, and 
cappuccino bars with mini biscotti and cookies,” 
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Preville earrings from Traditional Jewelers
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Martha 
Stewart 

Tabs Local 
Entrepreneur

NB Woman Is 
‘Pretty Amazing’

designer, Page 23
seventeen, Page23

By Sara Hall | NB Indy

A local designer has gotten the nod 

of approval from the queen of craft 

and design, Martha Stewart, in a na-

tional contest and needs community 

support now more than ever.

DeAnna Reposa of Corona del 

Mar is one of 100 finalists for Martha 

Stewart’s American Made contest, a 

competition for “creative entrepre-

neurs who are making products that 

are innovative, inspiring and beauti-

ful.”
Reposa’s business, Simple Peace, 

sells reusable shopping bags that are 

made in Orange County from re-

cycled, organic or sustainable fabrics, 

like recyclable cotton or sustainable 

hemp.
“I think Martha Stewart is amaz-

ing… what she has been able to do 

throughout her life,” Reposa said. “Just 

that she recognized what I’ve done is 

already a big accomplishment.”

Being a finalist gives Reposa some 

reassurance that she is on the right 

track and some encouragement to 

keep going.

Martha Stewart and editors from 

her magazine, Martha Stewart Liv-

ing, narrowed down the finalists 

from nearly 2,000 nominees. They 

then chose 10 winners and are now 

allowing the public to vote for the 

11th winner online at americanmade.

marthastewart.com.

As of Tuesday afternoon, there were 

888 votes for Simple Peace, land-

ing Reposa in 16th place so far. The 

current leader, The Bee Man Candle 

Company from Canastota, N.Y., has 

2,850.
“I definitely need a boost of daily 

votes,” Reposa said.

Simple Peace supporters can vote 

once a day, every day, until Sept. 24.

Reposa entered the contest after a 

friend emailed her and encouraged 

her to enter in early August. 

“I didn’t think it was possible (to 

even get this far) when I signed up,” 

she said. “It’s amazing.”

The contest is meant to honor “ris-

ing stars in a new generation of small-

business owners” and the winner’s  

“work will share the quality, beauty, 

inspiration, possibility, and creativity 

embodied by Martha.”

Above: The SEGway Project founder, Seventeen’s 2012 

Pretty Amazing contest winner, and Newport Beach 

native, Lindsay Brown, with the girls soccer team she 

organized at Kopila Valley School in Nepal. Left:The 

October cover of Seventeen magazine. 

By Sara Hall | NB Indy

A local woman has caught national atten-

tion by making a difference worldwide.

Lindsay Brown, 21, a Notre Dame student 

and Newport Beach native, is on the cover 

of the October issue of Seventeen magazine 

for her work helping to empower young girls 

across the globe through soccer with the 

nonprofit she founded, The SEGway Project.

“I’m happy Seventeen wants to give these 

girls a voice,” Brown said, and reaching 

13 million girls and young women, most 

between 15 and 22, through the magazine 

can really help raise awareness about the 

girls, their situation and the charity. If her 

story can inspire just one girl to take action it 

would be a success, she said.

SEGway, or Soccer Empowering Girls 

Worldwide and You, organizes girls’ soccer 

teams in developing countries. 

The girls gain confidence, a healthy com-

petitive spirit and self-worth, learn teamwork 

and “acquire the life skills needed to segue 

into the leader she was born to be,” Brown 

said.
The project aims to help girls fulfill their 

potential both on and off the field.

“You can honestly see the difference in 

these girls,” Brown, a NCAA Division 1 soc-

cer champion, said.

The girls are more engaged in the class-

room, they’re raising their hands more often, 

and overall they aren’t as timid as they used 

to be, she added.

“It’s amazing that a sport I’ve been playing 

for 15 years can be so powerful in this com-

munity,” Brown said.

“It’s been amazing to see the girls out 

there, on the soccer field, for the first 

time in their lives, just bursting with 

confidence,” said Maggie Doyne, founder 

and principal of Kopila Valley School in 

Nepal.
“We believe soccer has the unique 

ability to build leaders while breaking 

down gender barriers. The solidarity the 

girls form on the field will translate off 

the field into lasting friendships, a strong 

community and a new generation of 

powerful women,” the website, theseg-

wayproject.org, states.

 The magazine’s  second annual “Pretty 

Amazing” cover contest drew about 

35,000 entries.

Brown and four other finalists were 

flown to New York City earlier this sum-

mer for a photo shoot and a luncheon 

with the editors of Seventeen. 

Her prize also includes a $20,000 

scholarship from contest co-sponsor 

Neutrogena.  

“What set Lindsay apart was her 

selfless devotion to helping other girls 

understand their power in the world,” 
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NeW liStiNgS/HomeS iN eSCroW-CloSed

• According to the MLS, the number of homes newly listed for sale in Newport Beach during the two week 

period of 9/10-9/24 was 54 homes.

• According to the MLS, the number of homes newly listed for sale in Laguna Beach during the two week 

period of 9/10-9/24 was 28 homes.

• According to the MLS, the number of homes that went into escrow and/or closed in Newport Beach for the 

two week period of 9/10-9/24 was 58 homes. These homes were categorized in the MLS as “backup offers,” 

“pending sale,” or “closed sale.”

• According to the MLS, the number of homes that went into escrow and/or closed in Laguna Beach for the 

two week period of 9/10-9/24 was 20 homes. These homes were categorized in the MLS as “backup offers,” 

“pending sale,” or “closed sale.”

• Of the 54 new homes on the market in Newport Beac

$12,500,000. The lowest priced property was listed at $325,00

• Of the 28 new homes on the market in Laguna Beac

$38,500,000.  The lowest priced property was listed a

• Below is a look at the number of homes identified in the MLS as being

sale/subject to lender approval,” “in the foreclosure process,” 

“REO Offer(s) submitted, currently either active listings,

NEwpORT BEAch: 70 hOMES iN ThE ABOvE cATEgOR

LAguNA BEAch: 35 hOMES iN ThE ABOvE cATEgORiES

DATA cApTuRED 9/27/12. iNFORMATiON pROviDED BY TORELL

featured PrOPertY: COrOna del Mar

one-of-a-Kind in the Heart of the Village

This custom home is one of a kind, with four bedrooms and four baths. The entry welcomes with cathedral ceilings and large windows th

natural light. The main level features an open floor plan with German beech wood flooring in the formal living and dining area , family room

room and office. A separate art studio can be converted to fourth bedroom. The family room features a limestone fireplace and opens

views, South American hardwood decking and an outdoor kitchen. The gourmet kitchen features Brazilian granite and slate backsplash

cabinets, a large island, and highly upgraded energy star appliances. A Zen courtyard with fire pit is accessible from the kitchen, dining,

two master bedrooms, one on each level. The downstairs master bath has soapstone countertops, tile with stone shower and flooring and a

upstairs master bedroom is complete with fireplace and balcony. All on an oversized, 6,000-square-foot lot in the heart of the village.

Address: 427 Hazel Drive, Corona del Mar Offering price: $2,975,000

Agent: Tim Carr, Coldwell Banker Contact Info: 949-960-3630; tim@timcarrgroup.com

One On One with  Craig de PfYffer

landscaping With Fall Natives

By Gina Dostler

Time flies like an arrow straight and 

true, with change as the only evidence 

to its passing. 
Change is the silent partner of time. 

It’s such a subtle manifestation that for 

the most part it goes unseen in our day-

to-day life, only to become apparent 

when a favorite restaurant gone 

seemingly overnight has actually been 

gone for weeks. 
And as we hear more and more 

about taking care of Mother Earth with 

sustainability and going green, it is 

change that is breaking the ground in 

the environment around us, challenging 

ourselves to take part in this growing 

awareness so we can create a better 

world for our children is at the forefront 

of life at home. Environmentally, so 

much can be done with modifications 

to how the household is run, with 

things like energy-saving appliances and 

smart controls managing for optimum 

energy usage. 
Yet right outside the front door 

of every home the perfect way to 

contribute to our environment is just 

waiting to be dug up. Craig de Pfyffer, a 

landscape designer soon to be landscape 

architect, understands the need to bring 

our region into an environmentally 

happy place for all. And it doesn’t mean 

compromising looks. It just means 

finding a comparable method to get 

the same effect, in an environmentally 

sound way. His love of native plants 

since his early childhood days of 

running around Laguna Beach brought 

him full circle to designing landscapes 

in the very city he was born. 

I asked him what was trending 

now in planting for fall and his quick 

response was native plants. And right 

now is the perfect time to introduce 

these natural habitats to any landscape. 

Thrilled to be learning more about 

creating a natural environment that 

CREG_9-28.indd   1

you are invited to 

“Celebrate Crown Cove”

appetizers, spirits and entertainment will be provided on our ocean view deck.   

Crown Cove Senior Living
3901 e. Coast Highway, Corona del Mar, Ca 92625

949.760.2800        www.crowncovesenior.com

the only thing we overlook is the view.the only thing we overlook is the view.

on april 24th, 2013
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Allison adds. “The possibilities are endless.”
Couples have also been spotted forgoing 

traditional and elaborate wedding cakes in lieu 
of color-coordinated candy displays (also known 
as “candy bars”) and cupcakes customized with a 
monogram or in the bride and groom’s favorite 
flavors from childhood. Elaborate dessert bars are 
all the rage this year and often teem with cookies, 
French macarons and tiny, intensely flavorful 
treats in a mix of classic and avante garde flavors, 
including The Resort at Pelican Hill’s new 
confections in matcha green tea and raspberry; 
honey lavender and apricot; elderflower and 
gooseberry and cassis and champagne.

Other sweet solutions that cater to the craze 
of going smaller include miniature wedding 
cakes on each table at Island Hotel, scoops of 
resort-made gelato at Pelican Hill and interactive 
s’mores kits or stations at the Hyatt Regency 
Newport Beach.

Celebrating in Style
Many couples hosting Newport Beach 

weddings seem willing to cut back on their 
entertainment if it means they can splurge in 
other areas. Those with deeper pockets hire a 
band, while those watching their budgets usually 
opt for a disc jockey, says Selina of Newport 
Dunes. Either way, “in a generation where 
thousands of songs are at their fingertips, couples 
are hand-picking their songs to reflect who they 
are,” Allison notes.

“Many are even choosing a personal song 
for their walk down the aisle, instead of the 
traditional bridal march,” says Tami of Fairmont 
Newport. She also has seen the emotional impact 
of a live harpist or trio for the ceremony.

The Afterparty
Another shift that’s taking place is the trend 

of wedding celebrations going late into the 

night. “Couples want to keep it less formal 
and a little more light and fun, even after a 
sophisticated dinner reception,” says Eddie 
Gonzalez, wedding specialist and catering 
manager at Hyatt Regency Newport Beach. 
Pros report that 2013 will be another festive 
year for “the afterparty.” 

“For one reception, we arranged furniture 
out on the lawn [at The Resort at Pelican Hill] 
with our rotunda and ocean in the background,” 
Douglas says. Lounge music and distinctive decor 
in a separate venue create an instant transition 
to the next portion of the affair. “Some couples 
begin the evening with a band, then add a DJ for 
higher energy,” he says.

To keep things fun and interesting, Island 
Hotel couples keep dedicated mixologists on 
hand to create artful concoctions. The hotel’s 
mixologists recently served a Blushing Pom 
cocktail of Champagne and pomegranate mix 
to reflect the sunset’s hues at an early evening 
wedding, as well as ginger peach margaritas 
for a couple from Texas who wanted an 
upscale cocktail that complemented country 
music and cowboy boots. At Newport Dunes, 
sangria, mojitos and waist-conscious “skinny 
margaritas” are on the rise. 

At Balboa Bay Resort, couples find an 
afterparty built right into the venue. “With 
nightly entertainment in our cocktail lounge, 
guests flow into Duke’s Place to continue the 
celebration,” Allison adds.

Time Together   
Newport Beach brides and grooms have told 

planners that a few hours at the wedding isn’t 
enough to reconnect with friends and family, so 
events and planned activities surrounding the 
big day are becoming more commonplace. Even 
while couples attend to last-minute details, their 
guests are getting acquainted on the golf course, 

at the beach, shopping around town or over 
mani-pedis at the spa.

“Some opt for a day on the water kayaking, 
paddleboarding or swimming, with packed 
lunches prepared by the hotel,” explains Dana 
of Island Hotel. At The Resort at Pelican Hill, 
“cabana celebrations” for up to 10 people let 
the couple and their friends chill out near the 
Coliseum Pool with a flat-screen TV, Bose 
audio system, fully stocked mini fridge and 
the option of lunch or dinner delivered. In the 
evenings, the resort’s private, multi-bedroom 
villas have hosted everything from a guys’ 
poker night to a Champagne and tea party to 
honor the moms. 

Duffy boats for weddings guests have also 
become a must-do on the itinerary surrounding 
the wedding day, whether for a daytime harbor 
picnic or a wine-and-cheese sunset cruise. 

At the Island Hotel, several couples have 
asked for a private newlywed celebration before 
the reception, complete with two glasses of 
Champagne and hors d’oeuvres. In addition to 
reflecting on the ceremony, it affords them an 
opportunity to freshen up together before their 
grand entrance, says Dana.

Hosting weddings at any of these grand venues 
also gives newlyweds more private time together 
right after a morning send-off brunch. At The 
Resort at Pelican Hill, couples will often relax 
poolside in a cabana for two or unwind together 
with a couple’s package in the spa. 

Whether it’s couples’ favorite food served at 
dinner using grandma’s age-old recipe or a color 
palette that’s reflective of the university where 
they met, newlyweds-to-be are making their 
weddings more meaningful.

“I am always thinking of how to spin-off and 
customize ideas for each couple,” Allison says. 
“Each wedding is an opportunity to tell their love 
story through thoughtful details.” NBM
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colored wedding dresses
here comes the bride, all dressed in … not 

so fast. Bold newport Beach brides have been 
making their way down the aisle in anything 
but white, turning heads every step of the 
way. Daring to blend runway drama with big-
day formality, brides have proven no color is 
off limits. even emerald green gowns (the 
new pantone color of the year for 2013) have 
wowed grooms, guests and photographers 
alike. and that’s just the beginning. 

“we had a lovely bride in a black gown last 
summer,” says Douglas hoagland, special 
events director at the resort at Pelican hill. 
“we see that trend starting here, with more 
brides in pink, gold or champagne dresses.”

allison Varela, catering event manager 
at Balboa Bay resort, confirms the trend 
of blush-colored dresses along with other 
equally feminine details, from rosette 
appliques and vintage lace sleeves to subtle 
polka dot patterns. “Brides are wearing more 
form-fitting gowns and more sparkle,” adds 
tami Spencer, catering sales manager at 
Fairmont newport Beach. “nothing plain.” 

those who want to keep ceremony attire 
traditional are slipping into something more 
eclectic for the reception. “Some brides 
change two or three times, once after the 
ceremony for their grand entrance, and 
then possibly once again for the afterparty,” 
Douglas says. “with the resort’s bridal suite 
below the ballroom, they change before 
guests realize they’ve left the party.” 

on a side note, the grooms are shaking 
things up by swapping tuxedos for suits and 
black for gray. “and more grooms are wearing 
tennis shoes or sunglasses,” tami adds. 

a bride dons a blush-colored wedding dress.
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THE PORT 
STREETS
the Harbor View Homes neighborhood  
puts kids first, with pools and greenbelts  
perfect for families. 
BY NICOLE NELSON  | PHOTOS BY JODY TIONGCO

NEWPORT'S 
HABITAT

Newport’s Harbor View Homes neighborhood has the reputation of 
being one of the most sought-after, family-friendly communities in Orange County. Its 
residents, who live on streets with names like “Port Provence” and “Port Stirling,” refer to 
the neighborhood as “the Port streets.” The community, which lies between MacArthur 
Boulevard, San Miguel Drive, Bonita Canyon Road and San Joaquin Hills Road, was built 
in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The neighborhood still contains original tract homes—
some remodeled, others completely rebuilt. 

Each of the three phases of the community has its own pool, clubhouse and 
homeowners’ association. A private Yahoo group helps residents do things like sell 
a bike, find a used coffee table, or find a piano teacher. With safe, flat streets, nearby 
parks and fields, front- and backyards, and several other child-friendly amenities, it is 
easy to see why it’s a popular place for families. 
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Traci and Paul Azer came here to escape 
the noise and traffic of Los Angeles. Traci grew up 
in Corona del Mar’s flower streets and was happy 
to get back to the beach. After looking at several 
neighborhoods in Orange County, the couple was 
drawn to the large green spaces in the Port streets. 
They also liked that there was no guard gate and 
that it was close to Corona del Mar High School. 
The Cape Cod-style house was the first that Paul 
was enthusiastic about: “The previous owners had 
built it from the studs up, and put a lot of love into 
the house, into every single detail,” Traci explains. 
The entryway is tall and open, with the option to 
enter several different areas of the home. Deep 

earth tones give the space a relaxing energy, and 
an orchid on a table in the hallway enhances the 
simple elegance of the clean lines. 

Paul likes the convenience of the neighborhood. 
“We don’t have the maintenance of a huge yard, 
and then right down the end of this street is this 
park and a large swimming pool and tennis courts. 
… It just looked like the perfect place.” 

In their downsized yard, the Azers have patio 
furniture for entertaining and enjoying the mild 
weather, and the calm. 

They also appreciate the freedom that the safety 
and layout of the neighborhood allows them to 
give their son Gabe, who was 8 when they moved 

into the home in 2008. “It took me a while to get 
used to the freedom of just letting your kid go. … 
Letting him go down the block was a big deal,” 
Traci says. “But now, at 13, he gets on his bike and 
takes off. 

Beyond their large porch that extends in both 
directions stands a basketball hoop. It is one of 
many that characteristically dot the neighborhood.

“The dads on our street stop their cars, roll down 
their window, and wave at my kid when he’s playing 
basketball,” she adds. “What more can you want? 
For a dad on his way home from work, who’s tired, 
to stick his hand out the window and go, ‘Hey, good 
shot, Buddy!’ to my kid? That’s the best.”  

Cape Cod TranquiliTy

FAMILY FACTS: 
traci, paul, Jeff 
and Daniel (paul’s 
grown sons) and 
Gabe (13) azer, and 
two dogs, penelope 
and winnie. 
Day Job: paul is 
an endocrinologist 
in beverly hills and 
newport beach.
traci is a busy 
mom and also does 
medical billing 
and marketing for 
paul’s practice. 
Space: 4,000 
square feet, five 
bedrooms, six baths. 
tIMelIne: built in 
2003, purchased in 
2008. FabUloUS 
FeatUre: the 
inviting entryway 
is what sold paul 
on the house, and 
stands out to guests. 
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Kari Vasquez was born in the Port streets 
area. She lived here for only a year or two before 
her family moved away. But upon returning from 
Northern California when she and her husband 
were ready to start a family, the community was an 
obvious choice. “It’s a family neighborhood,” she 
says. “I knew that from visiting my sister who has 
lived here for 14 years.” Now Kari lives one street 
away from her sister and her family. 

The house they chose has two stories, with a large 
window extending to the top of the tall, pointed 
roof. An exposed brick chimney stands to the left of 
the entryway. Inside, they liked the open floor plan, 
with a connected family room and kitchen, high 
ceilings, and all four bedrooms upstairs. Kari calls 

it “a family-oriented floor plan.” It is also close to 
the elementary school, where both of their children 
go. The biggest selling point of the house—which is 
immediately striking upon entering the home—is 
the spacious, square backyard. 

When they moved in, they changed little about 
the house. Besides painting and putting in new 
carpets, the bigger projects were adding overhead 
lighting and changing the fireplace from brick to 
marble. That change opened it up, Kari says. 

The kids get to grow up with their cousins close 
by, and day-to-day activity is centered on the family. 
Both kids swim on the neighborhood’s vibrant 
swim team. “[It’s] like having a play date every 
single day for the kids,” Kari says.

When it comes to planning get-togethers at 
home, Kari counts on the yard playing a big part in 
hosting and entertaining. Her family is large, so the 
yard comes in handy during holiday parties. The 
kids play soccer, ladder ball and other sports on the 
large grass area. Another portion includes sand, a 
play structure and a basketball hoop. Especially in 
streets like hers, which are in the “inner loop” where 
no busy street separates the homes from the school, 
a yard large enough for all of these activities is rare. 

But the unique yard doesn’t keep them from 
visiting the nearby parks and greenbelt because 
there are other families there. “You go down to the 
fields, and there’s soccer, baseball ... people are just 
so friendly. It’s a great community.”

Great OutdOOrs  

FAMILY FACTS: 
Kari, David, 
Donavan (7) and 
Annalyse (5) 
Vasquez, and 
Boomer and Laylah 
(dogs), and cosmo 
the cat.
DAY JoB: Kari 
does accounting/
bookkeeping, and 
David is a cPA.
sPAce: 2,300 
square feet, four 
bedrooms, 2.5 baths. 
timeLine: Built in 
1970, purchased in 
2007. FABULoUs 
FeAtURe: the 
large backyard is 
distinctive in the 
neighborhood. they 
take advantage of it 
by hosting their large 
family for parties, 
with the kids playing 
soccer, climbing the 
play structure and 
shooting hoops. 
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The Zelner family moved to the Port 
streets in 1988 after looking at neighborhoods 
all across the county. They were looking for an 
area with great schools and tight families. Once 
they focused on the Port streets, they were drawn 
to this house because of the large lot, the big 
backyard and the proximity to the park. Elissa 
remembers the neighborhood back in the late 
1980s: “They had a buffalo ranch across the 
street, and they didn’t have any of the streets 
going through, so we were in our own little 
nestled corner, and everybody wanted to be here.” 

Their two children, Lauren and Brandon, 
thrived in the family friendly neighborhood, 
participating in swim team, soccer, baseball and 
basketball, as well as bike-riding on the Port 

streets’ greenbelt and in the nearby nature park. 
In 2000, Elissa says, they were bursting at the 

seams. They considered moving, but decided 
to rebuild. In designing their new home, they 
wanted openness, lots of windows, flexible space 
and an open kitchen and family room to look 
out at the backyard. They also wanted bigger 
bedrooms for the kids and a first-floor guest 
room for when their parents visited. They went 
from 1,800 to 4,000 square feet. Working with 
architect Craig Hampton was an artistic outlet 
for them. Once they had accounted for the 
three upstairs bedrooms, a game room and an 
office, Rick realized there might be room for 
a small workout room. The space he carved 
out with the architect is large enough for two 

machines and has a lot of natural light from a 
skylight above. 

The home is contemporary, with vines 
outlining the garage doors and a large window 
looking out from the living room. When you 
walk in the oversized front door, it is easy to 
see that the family achieved the openness they 
sought. The light-colored walls and flooring—
marble and carpet—accentuate the large living 
room and formal dining room, which have 
high ceilings. Like a breath of fresh air, the 
space feels expansive and relaxing.

The Zelners’ youngest child has left for 
college at USC, but they have no plans to move. 
Rick adds with a smile: “We have already been 
warned by our kids not to sell it.” NBM

Open SpaceS

FAMILY FACTS: 
elissa and Rick, 
and their grown 
children Lauren and 
Brandon Zelner, 
plus traveler and 
Kaela (dogs). 
DAY JoB: Rick is a 
gastroenterologist, 
and elissa is a 
physician who 
retired to raise 
her children, but 
is considering 
returning to 
medicine. sPAce: 
4,000 square feet, 
six bedrooms, 
four bathrooms.
timeLine: Built in 
1970, purchased 
in 1988, rebuilt in 
2000. FABULoUs 
FeAtURe: the 
workout room has 
hardwood floors, 
piped-in music and 
a generous skylight. 
elissa calls it Rick’s 
“man cave,” and he 
uses it every day. 



Choose a mortgage to match.
Experience a world of choice with Jumbo Loans from Union Bank®.

When it comes to larger loans, your options can be limited. At Union Bank, we broaden your choices 
and offer our most competitive rates on larger home loans.1

Whether you’re buying or refinancing, we make our best options available to you:

Variety of Loan Programs—have more choices with an assortment of fixed- or 
fixed/adjustable-rate jumbo loan programs up to $5 million.

Zero Point Options—reduce your out-of-pocket expenses at closing, and still get a great rate 
on your mortgage.

Interest-Only Payment Option—make lower monthly payments and maximize your potential 
tax deduction. (Consult a professional tax advisor.) 2

Portfolio Lender—receive specialized underwriting on the most complex mortgages 
and consideration of loan amounts above $5 million, case by case.

Get personalized service and great rates with a Jumbo Loan.

1 Loans subject to credit and collateral approval. Financing available for collateral located in CA, OR, or WA. Restrictions may apply. Terms and conditions subject to change.
2 With an interest-only mortgage payment, you will not pay down the loan’s principal balance during the interest-only period. Once the interest-only period ends, your payments

will increase to pay back the principal and interest. Rates are subject to increase over the life of the loan. Contact your mortgage consultant to determine what your payments
might be once the interest-only period ends. 

©2013 Union Bank, N.A. 

You found your dream home.

James Betzsold
NMLS ID #36362
714-348-7623
james.betzsold@unionbank.com

Cindy Drees
NMLS ID #723594
714-357-4149
cindy.drees@unionbank.com

Dina Mek
NMLS ID #724041
949-500-1330
dina.mek@unionbank.com

Mary Vachon
NMLS ID #322288
949-244-5890
mary.vachon@unionbank.com
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With close proximity to the sands and sweeping ocean views, 
Newport Beach offers some of the best homes in Orange County. On 
the following pages, we bring you a special section, which highlights 
some of the nicest neighborhoods and most spectacular homes on 
the market today. All of the properties are represented by Orange 
County’s top Realtors and real estate agents, dedicated to sharing 
their extensive knowledge and providing exemplary customer service.

REAl ESTATE

Showcase

Take a Tour Through some of 
newporT’s mosT magnificenT homes

Pictured on this page:
Address: 20 Bay Island, Newport Beach

Offering price: $6,695,000
Agent: Evan Corkett and Steve High of OC Premier Homes

Contact info: 949-285-1055; evan@ocphomes.com     
949-874-4724; steve@ocphomes.com



Tim Smith 
949-717-4711 o 
949-678-1070 c 
tim@timsmithgroup.com 
www.smithgrouprealestate.com 
Who You Work With Matters 
Coldwell Banker Previews International

27 Harbor Island – newport beacH Price: $17,500,000
27 Harbor Island, one of the most unique opportunities currently available in real estate, is 1 of 30 landmark estates existing on a private island in 
Newport Beach. Offering an unparalleled value & distinctive living environment, this five bedroom, seven bath home built by Jim Perry & designed 
by architect David Holman packs the finest of Eastern seaboard design into over 6500 square feet, not one inch of which is wasted. The walls are 
minimal, encouraging a social atmosphere while accentuating the double French doors leading to the waterfront patio. The exquisitely manicured 
grounds with firepits provide a pathway to a private dock accommodating two boats up to 50 ft in length and gorgeous views of color splashed 
sunsets across the harbor. The spacious master wing offers unobstructed views of the tranquil surroundings and expands into separate his and 
her master baths; each completely distinct and the work of a master craftsman. Through the one-way mirror of the cleverly placed porthole, catch a 
glimpse of the impressive library with bay views. The stunning Great room flows effortlessly into the dining room and chef’s gourmet kitchen complete 
with Walker Zanger flooring. The fine workmanship, hickory hardwood flooring and custom wood paneling throughout make this home absolutely 
spectacular. Opportunities to own a piece of Harbor Island are rare. With this property, you get the best of California living meets the luxury of high-
end East Coast estates. Whether lounging in the library, entertaining in the dining room, or watching the final flickers of the sunset from the patio,  
27 Harbor Island represents a once unobtainable property, now a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.

CA DRE # 01346878    ©2012 Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. Coldwell Banker®, Previews®, and Coldwell Banker Previews International® are registered trademarks licensed to Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. An Equal Opportunity Company. 
Equal Housing Opportunity. Owned And Operated By NRT LLC. Broker does not guarantee the accuracy of square footage, lot size or other information concerning the condition or features of property provided by seller or obtained from public records or 
other sources, and the buyer is advised to independently verify the accuracy of that information through personal inspection and with appropriate professionals.

27  Harbor Island www.smithgrouprealestate.com

#1 Coldwell Banker Previews International Team from Orange County to the Desert for the Fourth Straight Year.





NEW Custom PENiNsula PoiNt HomE

EvErgrEEN rEalty

2101 Seville Avenue, Newport Beach 

This family friendly home is located on Peninsula Point in one of the most coveted locations in gorgeous and affluent Newport Beach, just a leisurely two block stroll from the 

wide sunny beaches, Newport Bay and world famous surfing at the Wedge. A brisk walk or bike ride takes you to famous attractions like the Balboa and Newport Beach piers 

and the Balboa Island Ferry out to Balboa Island. 

A beautiful locale deserves a beautiful home. This gorgeous custom home features a generous 4 bedroom and 4 1/2 baths. The living room features pocket doors, fireplace, French 

oak floors, ten foot ceiling with custom beams. The oversized kitchen is a cook’s dream and features custom hutch, large center island with marble countertops, high quality fixtures 

and appliances. The well appointed master bedroom features vaulted ceiling and fireplace, custom media cabinet and storage, large master bath with dual sinks, free standing tub, 

steam walk in shower and large walk in closet. This home will leave you with a vivid impression of the dedication to high quality while providing comfortable and stylish living.

offered at $3,650,000 to $3,750,000

Kristyn Tupper
kristyntupper@gmail.com

(714) 313-3492
CA DRE #01765947

Ann Jochim
annjochim@sbcglobal.net

(714) 313-6403
CA DRE #01179768



EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE
As the California leader in luxury home sales, Coldwell Banker Previews International® has mastered the art 
of handling fi ne properties. We welcome the opportunity to help you explore your possibilities and a more permanent stay.

Newport Beach, California
4 bedrooms, 6 baths
$6,750,000

Represented by
Debi Bibb  |  949.533.5101  
Dennis Durgan  |  949.697.4949



Rancho Mirage, California
4 bedrooms, 5 baths
$2,495,000

Represented by John Bomgardner
760.799.5785  |  jbomgard@aol.com

Newport Coast, California
4 bedrooms, 4.5 baths
$4,990,000

Represented by Heather Saito  
949.717.4767
heather.saito@camoves.com

Newport Beach, California
5 bedrooms, 5.5 baths

 $3,895,000

Represented by Teri Armstrong Hardke
949.689.1008  |  teri.hardke@camoves.com

COLDWELLBANKERPREVIEWS.COM
©2013 Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. Coldwell Banker®, Previews®, and Coldwell Banker Previews International® are registered trademarks licensed to Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. An Equal Opportunity Company. 

Equal Housing Opportunity. Owned By a Subsidiary of NRT LLC. Broker does not guarantee the accuracy of square footage, lot size or other information concerning the condition or features of property provided by seller 
or obtained from public records or other sources, and the buyer is advised to independently verify the accuracy of that information through personal inspection and with appropriate professionals.



villarealestate.com

1022 East Balboa Boulevard
BALBOA PENINSULA POINT, NEWPORT BEACH  |  OffEREd AT $4,895,000

This meticulously-maintained traditional, two-story bayfront home is located on Balboa Peninsula Point with panoramic views 

of the bay, Balboa Pavillion, and city lights. The spacious four bedroom and four-and-a-half bath home has a large master 

suite with a generous double vanity, steam shower, and walk-in closet. The beautiful brick patio, grassy backyard, and deck 

make for a welcoming entertaining area for bayside gatherings. The dock has accommodated a 63-foot boat. 

kim BiBB
714 396 0185
kbibb@villarealestate.com
kim-bibb.com



villarealestate.com

15 Shorline
Pelican Point | offered at $6,495,000

4 bedroom | 4.5 bathroom | 6,800 sq. ft. residence size

2702 Circle Drive
BaYSHoreS | offered at $3,395,000

5 bedroom | 4 bathroom | 3,568 sq. ft. residence size

88 Linda Isle
linda iSle | offered at $11,900,000

5 bedroom | 5 full & 3 half bathroom | 6,587 sq. ft. residence size

 

20 Bay Island
BaY iSland | offered at $6,695,000

4 bedroom | 4.5 bathroom | 3,504 sq. ft. residence size

Steve hIgh
949 874 4724
shigh@villarealestate.com
ocphomes.com

evan Corkett
949 285 1055
ecorkett@villarealestate.com
ocphomes.com
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Hotels and Resorts
AndreA
The Resort at Pelican Hill, 22701 Pelican Hill 
Rd. South; 800-820-6800; pelicanhill.com 
First CAbin restAurAnt 
The Balboa Bay Club, 1221 W. Coast Hwy.;  
949-630-4145; balboabayclub.com
the CAliForniAn  

 The Hyatt Regency, 21500 Pacific Coast
Hwy., Huntington Beach; 714-845-4776; 
huntingtonbeach.hyatt.com 
PAlm terrACe 
 The Island Hotel, 690 Newport Center Dr.; 
949-760-4920; theislandhotel.com 
rAYA
The Ritz-Carlton, Laguna Niguel, 1 Ritz 
Carlton Dr., Dana Point; 949-240-2000; 
ritzcarlton.com
sAm & hArrY’s 
Marriott Newport Beach, 900 Newport Center 
Dr.; 949-640-4000; samandharrysnb.com 

stonehill tAVern
The St. Regis Monarch Beach, 1 Monarch 
Beach Resort, Dana Point; 949-234-3200;  
stregismb.com
studio
Montage Laguna Beach, 30801 S. Coast 
Hwy., Laguna Beach; 949-715-6420; 
studiolagunabeach.com 

Newport Center/Fashion Island
brAsserie PAsCAl 
327 Newport Center Dr.; 
949-640-2700; French75.net
CAnAletto ristorAnte Veneto
545 Newport Center Dr.; 949-640-0900; 
ilfornaio.com 
Fleming’s Prime steAkhouse & Wine bAr 
455 Newport Center Dr.; 949-720-9633; 
flemingssteakhouse.com 
mAriPosA restAurAnt 
Neiman Marcus, 601 Newport Center Dr.; 
949-467-3350

muldoon’s irish Pub 
Newport Center Dr.; 949-640-4110; 
muldoonspub.com
r+d kitChen 
555 Newport Center Dr.; 949-219-0555; 
hillstone.com
tACo rosA 
2632 San Miguel Rd.; 949-720-0980; 
tacorosa.com
the ritz restAurAnt & gArden 
880 Newport Center Dr.; 949-720-1800; 
ritzrestaurant.com
true Food kitChen 
451 Newport Center Dr.; 949-644-2400; 
truefoodkitchen.com
WAhoo’s Fish tACos 
1091 Newport Center Dr.; 949-760-0290; 
wahoos.com
YArd house 
849 Newport Center Dr.; 949-640-9273; 
yardhouse.com

TasTe of  
The Town

In February, the owners of Villa Nova announced 
that the Italian restaurant was going to be auctioned.  
Panicked customers began making reservations to 

make sure they got a last meal in before the restaurant 
closed. “One fellow made a reservation for five different 
nights,” says Susan Emmett, general manager of Villa 
Nova since 1989. “There’s such a long-term relationship 
with these people; they’re like our extended family. The 
response from them has been terrific, if not somewhat 
concerned or sad.”

The Italian restaurant, which operated on the 
Newport Harbor since the late 1960s, originally opened 
on the Sunset Strip in Hollywood. Villa Nova claims to 
have been a hot spot for stars such as Charlie Chaplin 
and John Wayne during its LA days. 

In early March 2013, Michael Moshayedi, who also 
owns the Joe’s Crab Shack property, placed a $6 million 
winning bid for the beloved establishment. The new 
owner recently announced that the Winery in Tustin will 
open its second location in the former Villa Nova spot, 
likely in the fall. —A.B.

THe FaTe oF a LaNdmaRk 



880 Newport Center Drive
Newport Beach, California

949-720-1800

www.ritzrestaurant.com

Dear Community, Friends and Family,

It’s hard to believe that 2013 is upon us and we are still diligently looking for a new home for
e Ritz Restaurant & Garden. With 12 months left on our lease one can’t help but reflect
on the memories that have been created at this beloved establishment. We’ve hosted digni-
taries, community leaders, celebrities and well-known athletes. We’ve made lasting impres-
sions with local charities by donating millions of dollars over the years and making a
difference in the lives of disadvantaged families and children. Customers and employees
have shared in special moments at this distinctive landmark consisting of birthdays, wed-
dings, anniversaries, graduations, family reunions, and so much more. Local businesses
have made this prominent locale their boardroom, establishing it as the “go-to” place for
deal making large or small. Let’s also not forget those who for years have dined daily at e
Ritz to check-in with each other looking to hold court and entertain all with personal tales.

So we can’t help but ask why does e Ritz Restaurant & Garden need to vanish from a
community that it has become a fabric of for more than 36 years?  Why do 80 devoted
employees have to lose a job where many have worked since this notable restaurant’s in-
ception? is business model has thrived, especially recently, while a variety of neighboring
“trendy” restaurants have come and gone in this coastal locale. It appears that we have mas-
tered the recipe for success for Orange County restaurants.

ere is a great deal of history behind what has become of this iconic restaurant. Behind and
before a brand becomes a "Brand"; there is substance that is what truly makes a brand. ink
about the great neighborhood restaurants that have been around for years in New York, Boston,
Chicago, St. Louis and Austin that have developed such brand recognition. I stand behind the
employees and customers that have helped in establishing e Ritz Restaurant & Garden
as a true family owned and operated, cross-generational, neighborhood restaurant. We are
not a concept; we are about real people, a community making a difference.

e Irvine Company has decided to convert e Ritz into office space with a utility “cash
& carry” sandwich shop. Although we may feel powerless when others seem to control our
destiny, we can rise above it all and can chart a new course. Hopefully with a little luck and
help from the community we can find a new location or perhaps e Irvine Company will be
persuaded to have a change of heart. e possibilities are endless. We will do whatever pos-
sible to ensure the future of e Ritz Restaurant & Garden. is is the spirit that defines
e Ritz Restaurant employees and clientele. is is what makes Newport Beach so special.
is is why we wish to remain in Newport Beach.

As we look for a direction that will keep this legend alive long after 2014, let’s make 2013
“A Year to Remember” at e Ritz, a year of celebrations no matter what the occasion.
We will continue to look for new ground to achieve our vision but let’s not waste a moment
worrying about what might be and instead indulge in the great times to be had at this
renowned location. Don’t miss this year filled with an incredible line-up of events, specials,
and holiday festivities. Come help us celebrate our last 12 months and thank you for sharing
the last 36 years with us!

With much gratitude and appreciation for all your support.

Sincerely,

Raymond Jacobi

Managing Partner

& e Ritz Restaurant Employees

advertisement
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Behind the open-kitchen counter of 
Bandera restaurant in Corona del Mar, the 
mouthwatering aroma of roasted chicken and 
lamb emanates from the wood-fired rotisserie.

“My personal favorite item on the menu is the 
lamb sandwich,” Executive Chef Todd Craig says. 
“We marinate the lamb overnight in a house-made 
sauce, slow-cook it on the rotisserie and then cut 
it into very thin slices before layering it on fresh 
French bread with arugula and roasted peppers.”

Carefully crafted cuisine and “fun” challenges 
Todd faces in the kitchen on a daily basis are what 
the chef of 18 years says have kept him loyal to 
Bandera’s kitchen for a decade. 

“We’re a neighborhood restaurant,” says Eric 
Altfest, Bandera’s general manager. “We know the 
community and base our menu on what our guests 
want. It sounds cliche, but we pride ourselves on 
an approachable ‘Cheers’ atmosphere—where 
everybody knows your name.” 

Named after the owner’s Texas roots (it’s one of 
the second-largest state’s tiniest towns), Bandera 
reflects the scintillating flavors of the Southwest. 
In Southern California, catering to the community 
means adding a side of health-consciousness. 

“We use free-range chicken, seasonal produce 
and everything is made from scratch, in-house,” 
Eric explains. They even have their own bakery. 

The interior’s warm wood, brick fireplace, worn 
leather booths and colorful paintings create a cozy 
cabin feel, nicely complementing the traditional 
comfort cuisine; the horseshoe-curved bar 
encourages lively conversation and brings patrons 
together. An outdoor dining patio, dotted with fire 
pits, is ideal for staving off the chill of spring and 
summer evenings.

Although best known for its smoky roasted 
chicken (with a side of Spanish rice), the restaurant 
serves up a few other signature dishes. Bandera 
also bakes a sweet and spicy cornbread laced with 

cheese and jalapeno peppers, served hot in an iron 
skillet. “We make about 100 loaves a day,” Eric says. 

Good either as a starter or entree, the Macho 
Salad is a mixture of roasted chicken, avocado, 
chopped dates and goat cheese. Red meat lovers 
will be in awe of the barbecued, fall-off-the-bone 
ribs, served with tangy coleslaw as a main course. 
Vegetarians and vegans will delight in the seasonal 
vegetable platter, composed of an ever-changing 
selection of fresh vegetables. 

From triple-filtered water to dessert cocktails, 
Bandera offers a nice selection of beverages to 
pair with any dish. The hand-selected wine list 
has stumped the occasional aficionado, who was 
certain the hard-to-find varietals on the menu were 
a misprint, Eric says. “We like to serve wines that 
are really unique and different … predominantly 
limited-edition California wines that are extremely 
hard to get,” he explains.

We’ll cheers to that! NBM

A Taste of the Southwest 
A neighborhood corner restaurant serves up a cozy atmosphere where locals gather. 

By Ashley Breeding | Photos By Jody tiongco

Bandera, 3201 Pacific coast hwy., corona del Mar; 949-673-3524; hillstone.com 

nb eats
bandera

rotisserie chicken with spanish rice iron skillet cornbread 
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Cool Beans
california’s iconic coffee and tea 

retailer, the coffee bean & tea Leaf, 
celebrates 50 years of serving some 
of the area’s finest brews. Since its 
inception in 1963 in nearby brentwood, 

the privately owned specialty chain 
has expanded to 900 stores across 
25 countries—including two here in 

newport beach and 20 more throughout 
orange county. perhaps what’s kept 
the coffee bean & tea Leaf so hot on 
the coffee and tea aficionado’s list is its 
devotion to only the finest and rarest 
beans and leaves from around the 
globe, and the resulting 25 blends of 
coffee and 20 kinds of tea offered. what 
sets the company apart is its dedication 
to charity—from supplying troops 
overseas with a fresh cup every morning 
to supporting coffee farms in asia. we’ll 
sip to that. (coffeebean.com) —A.B.
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Newport Coast/Crystal Cove
BeachcomBer cafe 
15 Crystal Cove; 949-376-6900; 
thebeachcombercafe.com
Bluefin fine Japanese cuisine 
7952 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-715-7373; 
bluefinbyabe.com
Javier’s 
7832 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-494-1239;  
javiers-cantina.com
mastro’s ocean cluB fish house 
8112 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-376-6990; 
mastrosrestaurants.com
tamarind of london
7862 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-715-8338; 
tamarindrestaurant.com
Zov’s café Bakery & Bar 
21123 Newport Coast Dr.; 949-760-9687; 
zovs.com

Balboa Peninsula
21 oceanfront 
2100 W. Oceanfront; 949-673-2100; 
21oceanfront.com
aurora mediterranean restaurant 
2307 Balboa Blvd.; 949-642-1073 
avila’s el ranchito 
2800 Newport Blvd.; 949-675-6855; 
avilaselranchito.net 
Bluewater Grill 
630 Lido Park Dr.; 949-675-3474; 
bluewatergrill.com

Buddha’s favorite 
634 Lido Park Dr.; 949-723-4203; 
buddhasfavorite.com 
charlie’s chili 
102 McFadden Place; 949-675-7991; 
charlies-chili.com
commonwealth lounGe & Grill  
2406 Newport Blvd.; 949-675-4444; 
commonwealthlounge.com 
craB cooker 
2200 Newport Blvd.; 949-673-0100; 
crabcooker.com 
malarky’s irish puB 
3011 Newport Blvd.; 949-675-2340; 
malarkysirishpub.com 
mama d’s italian kitchen 
3012 Newport Blvd.; 949-675-6262; 
mamadsnewport.com
mutt lynch’s 
2300 W. Oceanfront; 949-675-1556; 
muttlynchs.com 
newport Beach BrewinG company 
2920 Newport Blvd.; 949-675-8449; 
nbbrewco.com 
newport landinG restaurant 
503 E. Edgewater Ave.; 949-675-2373;
newport-landing.com
pescadou Bistro 
3325 Newport Blvd.; 949-675-6990; 
pescadoubistro.com

reGatta cafe 
3421 Via Lido; 949-675-1878; 
thebaritone.com/home.htm 
ruBy’s diner 
1 Balboa Pier; 949-675-7829; rubys.com
rudy’s puB & Grill 
3110 Newport Blvd.; 949-723-0293; 
rudyspubandgrill.com
rusty pelican 
2735 W. Coast Hwy.; 949-642-3431; 
rustypelican.com 
saBatino’s sausaGe company 
251 Shipyard Way, Cabin D; 949-723-0621; 
sabatinosausagecompany.com
san shi Go 
205 Main St.; 949-673-3724 
sol Grill 
110 McFadden Place; 949-723-4105; solgrill.com 
the alley 
4501 W. Coast Hwy.; 949-646-9126; 
thealleynewportbeach.com 
the Blue Beet 
107 21st Place; 949-675-2338; thebluebeet.com
the cannery 
3010 Lafayette Ave.; 949-566-0060;
cannerynewport.com 
the dock  
2816 LaFayette Ave.; 949-673-3625; 
eatatthedock.com
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Leave your heels behind, and head down 
to the sand at Crystal Cove for a casual meal 
right on the beach with something for everyone. 
This past November, Beachcomber changed 95 
percent of the menu for a completely new take on 
coastal cuisine. “We’re a unique beach restaurant 
on the sand, where everyone feels comfortable,” 
comments General Manager Chris Seevers, who 
adds that the seasonal menu’s focus is all about 
fresh ingredients, with sauces and such made by 
hand on-site. 

To start, don’t miss the ahi tacos topped with 
crisp wontons, pickled cabbage and sriracha 
aioli—one classic that stayed on the new 
menu from the days of yore. Beachcomber’s 
take on the crab cake features a crispy brioche 
crouton foundation, sunflower sprouts, ruby 

red grapefruit and yuzu aioli garnishes. For 
lunch, the frutti de mar linguini with clams, PEI 
mussels, wild Mexican white shrimp, sweet basil 
and arrabbiata sauce is a tasty choice. The grilled 
salmon is another option for seafood lovers, 
while vegetarians can opt for the pappardelle 
pasta made with asparagus, mushrooms, roasted 
pearl unions, chives and Parmigiano-Reggiano 
cheeses. Soups, salads and sandwiches also 
populate the lunch menu, with heartier items  
from pork chops to petite filets and short ribs 
making an appearance on the dinner menu. 

The Beachcomber classic s’mores sundae 
(served in a martini glass) stayed on the menu 
and is a tasty way to get your s’mores fix with 
vanilla ice cream topped with whipped cream, 
marshmallow sauce, chocolate sauce and graham 

crackers. But if you only have room for one 
dessert, don’t miss the beignets—absolutely 
mouthwatering, soft, flakey and irresistible. 
The beignets also make an appearance on the 
breakfast menu.

In addition to breakfast, lunch and dinner 
offerings, the restaurant features a full bar 
and extensive wine menu. The Beachcomber’s 
Bootlegger Bar sits adjacent and is a great place 
to grab an appetizer and drink before your meal.

When you want to combine beach time with 
meal time—not to mention a visit to the historic 
cottages and famed state park—Beachcomber 
proves a great choice. Start the day off right, 
watch the sunset, or bring out-of-town guests for 
a unique SoCal experience. But if the weather is 
nice, don’t forget to make a reservation! NBM

On the Beach
combine a visit to your neighborhood state park with a meal on the beach at Beachcomber cafe. 

BY MICAELA MYERS

Beachcomber Cafe, 15 Crystal Cove; 949-376-6900; thebeachcombercafe.com

NB EATS 
BeAcHcomBer cAfe

Ahi tacos Beachcomber’s patio is right on the sand. Beignets
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PHOTOS COURTESY OF LEMONADE

Balboa Island
AMELIA’S RESTAURANT 
311 Marine Ave.; 949-673-6580; 
ameliasbalboaisland.com 
BAROLO BY THE SEA 
305 Marine Ave.; 949-675-6193
BASILIC RESTAURANT 
217 Marine Ave.; 949-673-0570; 
basilicrestaurant.com
SHANGHAI PINE GARDENS 
300 Marine Ave.; 949-673-3802 
TRATTORIA
216 Marine Ave.; 949-566-9525
THE VILLAGE INN
127 Marine Ave.; 949-675-8300; villageinn.com
WILMA’S PATIO 
203 Marine Ave.; 949-675-5542; wilmaspatio.com

PCH/Mariner’s Mile
3 THIRTY 3
333 Bayside Dr.; 949-673-8464; 3thirty3nb.com

A Trattoria is an  

informal, small Italian-style, 

eating establishment;

less formal than a ristorante, but more for-

mal than an osteria. The food is genuine, 

the service is casual, prices are affordable, 

and the emphasis is on a steady clientele 

rather than on haute cuisine. A Trattoria in 

Italy is frequently family owned and operat-

ed and usually be found in neighborhoods, 

small towns, or rural areas.

Bringing with them 18 years of restaurant 

experience from Vancouver, British Colum-

bia, Sean and Elie Dadmand are the pro-

prietors of Trattoria Mediterranean Cuisine. 

come experience true 
mediterranean cuisine

Sun–Thu: 11:30am–9pm 
Fri–SaT: 11:30am–10pm 

216½ Marine Avenue 
Balboa Island, Newport Beach 

949.566.9525

www.trattoriamediterranean.com

Owners, Daniel and Jessica 
Miller celebrate their one year 

anniversary at the Village Inn in 
April!  With a culture prioritizing 
gracious, personalized service, 
the Millers seek to establish 

an environment based on 
approachability, comfort and 
quality. Executive Chef, Victor 

Sandoval has created an elevated, 
specialty driven, American menu 

focused on fresh seasonal 
product and a mindfulness for 
sustainability.  Additionally, the 
VI now offers a refreshing and 

wide ranging $10 and under menu 
with distinct appetizing features.  

The VI is open for breakfast on 
weekends and continues its history 

of energizing live entertainment 
Tuesday through Sunday nights.  
Visit www.vibalboaisland.com for 

reservations and information! 

127 Marine Avenue, 
Balboa Island, Newport Beach 

(949) 675-8300
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Lemonade, a Los Angeles-based fast-
casual restaurant, is setting up shop at 
Fashion Island just in time for summer. 

The cafe, scheduled to open in mid-July, will 
serve seasonally-inspired Southern California 
comfort food and be set up cafeteria-style so 
customers can grab a tray and choose their 
own sides, main dishes, desserts and drinks.  
The company’s other 10 locations throughout 
LA use unusual ingredients in creative ways, 
putting a spin on casual dining. In addition 
to the traditional quick healthy lunch staples 
of soup, salad and sandwiches, Lemonade 
serves an array of main dishes from kimchi-
marinated vegetables to Jamaican jerk 
chicken. They also offer unique seasonal 
specials like red Indian corn, jicama and 
blueberry chipotle to add some variety to 
their menus.  And of course, with a name 
like Lemonade, the cafe takes great pride in 
its drink selection. Yelp users rave about the 
LA locations’ blueberry mint, passion fruit 
pepper, cucumber mint, and raspberry vanilla 
lemonades. (lemonadela.com) —J.A. 

GROWN-UP 
LEMONADE 
STAND

A RESTAURANT
3334 W. Coast Hwy.; 949-650-6505; 
arestaurantnb.com
BACK BAY BISTRO NEWPORT DUNES
1131 Back Bay Dr.; 949-729-1144; 
backbaybistronewportbeach.com 
BAYSIDE RESTAURANT 
900 Bayside Dr.; 949-721-1222; 
baysiderestaurant.com 
BILLY’S AT THE BEACH 
2751 W. Coast Hwy.; 949-722-1100 
CAPPY’S CAFE 
5930 W. Coast Hwy.; 949-646-4202; 
cappyscafe.com
DIVBAR
2601 W. Coast Hwy.; 949-675-7427; divbar.com
NESAI RESTAURANT 
217 Riverside Ave.; 949-646-2333 
nesairestaurant.com
PIZZERIA MOZZA
800 W. Coast Hwy..; 949-945-1126; 

203 Marine Ave. 
Balboa Island, Newport Beach

949-675-5542

w w w . w i l m a s p a t i o . c o m

Wilma’s Patio is a family 
restaurant with a strong 

family atmosphere. 

Casual Family Dining
Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Open Daily at 7am

There is the Staudinger family who 
owns and manages the restaurant, the 
cooks who come from two families and 
are cousins and most important, the 
family of customers. Many customers 
come regularly for their “Wilma fix” or-
dering the same item and sitting in the 
same place every visit.

“ I think our success is due to our 
efforts to provide good quality food, 

good service and to our highly 
visible family talking to people and 

making our customers feel they 
belong. These are things you usually 

don’t get when you go out.”
sheri Drewry–Daughter

Amelia’son balboa island

Seafood and Italian Restaurant

For reservations or more information: 

949.673.6580
311 Marine Avenue 
Balboa Island, Newport Beach

Simply delicious
 for over 50 years!

Call today for personalized planning 
services to make your special event an 
evening to remember! Amelia’s offers a 
wide variety of tailored options to meet 

any budget.

Since 1961, Amelia’s Restaurant has 
been operated by the same local family. 

Tucked amongst the quaint shops on 
wonderful Balboa Island, this cozy 

Landmark has served delectable pastas, 
fresh fish and fine wines.

PlAN your sPecIAl eveNt 
IN our PrIvAte rooM!

Wedding rehearsals 

Anniversary Parties 

Private Dinners 

Baby Showers 

Business Lunches 

and more!

www.ameliasbalboaisland.com
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SOL COCina 
251 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-675-9800; solcocina.com 
ViLLa nOVa 
3131 W. Coast Hwy.; 949-642-7880; 
villanovarestaurant.com
ZubieS ChiCken COOp 
414 Old Newport Blvd.; 949-645-6086

Corona del Mar 
bambOO biStrO 
2600 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-720-1289; 
bamboobistrorestaurant.com
bandera 
3201 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-673-3524 
FiVe CrOwnS 
3801 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-760-0331; 
lawrysonline.com 
Gen kai OF CaLiFOrnia 
3344 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-675-0771
GuLFStream 
850 Avocado Ave.; 949-718-0188; hillstone.com 
Landmark 
3520 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-675-5556;
landmarknewport.com 
naGiSa SuShi reStaurant 
3840 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-673-3933
panini CaFé 
2333 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-675-8101; 
mypaninicafe.com  
rOthSChiLd’S reStaurant 
2407 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-673-3750; 
rothschildsrestaurant.com
Summer hOuSe 
2744 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-612-7700; 
summerhousecdm.com
the bunGaLOw 
2441 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-673-6585; 
thebungalowrestaurant.com
the CrOw bar and kitChen 
2325 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-675-0070; 
crowbarcdm.com
the Quiet wOman 
3224 E. Coast Hwy.; 949-640-7440; 
quietwoman.com 
tOmmy bahama’S iSLand GriLL 
854 Avocado; 949-760-8686;  
tommybahama.com 

Airport AreA
iL barOne 
4251 Martingale Way; 949-955-2755; 
ilbaroneristorante.com 

Chef Brooke Des Prez and artist Sumter Pendergrast have joined forces to create Sidecar, an 
artisan doughnut and coffee shop. After a series of popular Saturday events where they offered 
free samples of coffee and doughnuts from their test kitchen, they have chosen a spot to settle 

down on 17th Street in Costa Mesa, slated to open April 12. Coffee at Sidecar is brewed in-house using 
Stumptown Coffee, and every month Sidecar will feature a different roast to complement the shop’s 
rotation of doughnuts.  Favorite doughnut flavors of the weekend testers included birthday cake, PPJ 
with peanut butter glaze and huckleberry jam, and the Samoa—a pineapple cake doughnut with 
chocolate glaze and coconut.“I think people are over the cupcake phase and they’re moving on to other 
snack foods,” Sumter says. “We’re the only people in Orange County to serve Stumptown Coffee and 
do artisan doughnuts. We created a cool little community that would come to these tastings and we’re 
hoping to be able to do the same thing with the shop.” (949-887-2910; sidecardoughnuts.com)—J.A.

CustoM Coffee  
And ArtisAn doughnuts

James Beard Benefit
newport Beach foodies will have the opportunity to 

experience a night in Paris when chef-proprietor Daniel 
Rose, of the acclaimed spring restaurant in France, 
collaborates with House of An’s master chef Helene An to 
host an evening of fine dining. Held at AnQi by crustacean, 
the Friends of James Beard Benefit Dinner on may 1 will 
offer guests hors d’oeuvres and champagne, followed by a 
multi-course tasting menu prepared by the talented chefs, 
paired with complementary wines. ticket sales ($270 for 
James Beard members; $305 for non-members) from the 
event benefit the James Beard Foundation and Art institute 
of california-orange culinary school. (714-557-5679; 
anqibistro.com) —A.B.
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A SHOR THING 
Shor American Seafood Grill is 

now open at the Hyatt Regency 
Newport Beach. The California-
contemporary restaurant 
invites hotel guests and local 
residents to enjoy breakfast, 
lunch and dinner in a casual setting 
that overlooks the Newport Back Bay. 
In the midst of a $15-million-dollar 
complete hotel renovation, the Hyatt 
Regency Newport Beach decided to 
rebrand its restaurant and is the fi fth 
Hyatt in the company to adopt the 
Shor concept. “Basically they looked for areas that had access to very fresh local seafood,” says 
Heather Humphries, director of sales and marketing for the Hyatt Regency Newport Beach. Leading 
the culinary team at Shor is chef Jonathan Solis, a Southern California native who has almost 10 
years of experience in the restaurant industry. His training at the New England Culinary Institute 
has prepared him to create dishes that highlight regional seafood and fresh ingredients. “Not only 
do we support our local farms, but we also make sure that we are providing organic ingredients 
and the freshest food available—and that’s the main goal of the restaurant,” Heather says. Upon 
arrival, guests are greeted by a hostess and a chalkboard menu that lists items by region. Also on 
the menu are descriptions of the different farms from which Shor sources ingredients. (949-729-
1234; newportbeach.hyatt.com) —M.E.

NOW
OPEN

Five Crowns now offers 
an exclusive dining 
experience with Chef ’s 

Supper events on Friday nights. 
Executive Chef Greg Harrison 
and his culinary team create 
a tasting menu completely 
unique to that particular 
evening and separate from 
the regular menu. The supper 
events are perfect for parties of 
eight to 10 and are served in a 
private dining setting. 

Chef Greg joined Five Crowns 
in July 2012 and acknowledges 
the concept of Chef’s Supper 
as a collaborative effort. The 
intention is for guests to experience creative dishes in an intimate setting where they can dine for 
three to fi ve hours in good company, he says. Diners are welcome to enjoy exciting and unexpected 
dishes paired with fi ne wines, beers and cocktails prepared and selected by the restaurant’s head 
barman, Koire Rogers. “It comes down to what’s available at that time and how we can introduce a 
tasting menu in a way so that they can explore the ingredients that we’ve chosen for that particular 
week,” Greg says of the rare ingredients he works with, such as sea urchin and octopus. “The dishes 
are not meant to be all comfort food; there will be surprises in every course.” (949-760-0331; 
lawrysonline.com/fi ve-crowns) —M.E.

SUPPER TIME  

WINE TASTINGS

869 West 16th street 
NeWport Beach

orangecoastwinery.com

949.645.0400

Thursday & Friday: 4-9pm
Saturday & Sunday: 12-8pm

$15.00 
flight includes 
logo glass

New Wine Boutique 
coming soon to corona Del Mar!

An effective social media platform 
for your company has the ability 
to attract and engage potential 
customers in ways that traditional 
search and paid advertising cannot. 
FBM Social will help you every step 
of the way. 
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Tapas 
4253-A Martingale Way; 949-756-8194; 
tapasnewportbeach.net
Ten asian bisTro
4647 MacArthur Blvd.; 949-660-1010; 
tenoc.com

Upper Bay
bisTro le Crillon 
2523 Eastbluff Dr.; 949-640-8181; 
bistrolecrillon.com  
KiTayama 
101 Bayview Pl.; 949-725-0777; 
kitayamarestaurant.com 
mozambique per-peri
1332 Bison Ave; 949-718-0956; 
mozambiqueperiperi.com
piTa Jungle 
1200 Bison Ave.; 949-706-7711; pitajungle.com
sage 
2531 Eastbluff Dr.; 949-718-9650 
Wasa sushi on The bluffs
1346 Bison Ave.; 949-760-1511; wasasushi.com
Wildfish 
1370 Bison Ave.; 949-720-9925; eddiev.com 

Costa Mesa 
anqi
3333 Bristol St.; 714-557-5679; anqibistro.com
Charlie palmer
3333 Bristol St.; 714-352-2525;
charliepalmer.com
hauTe CaKes Caffe 

1807 Westcliff Dr.; 949-642-4114; 
hautecakescaffe.net 
la Cave
1695 Irvine Ave.; 949-646-7944; 
lacaverestaurant.com 
marChÉ moderne
3333 Bristol St., Ste. 3001; 714-434-7900; 
marchemoderne.net
mi Casa 
296 E. 17th St.; 949-645-7626; micasa1.com 
The pizza baKery 
1741 Westcliff Dr.; 949-631-1166; 
thepizzabakery.com 
pizzeria orTiCa
650 Anton Blvd.; 714-445-4900;
pizzeriaortica.com 
seasons 52
3333 Bristol St., Ste. 2802; 714-437-5252; 
seasons52.com

Rendez Vous, an authentic French bakery and cafe, opened in Corona del Mar in late 2012. After 
selling his family business, Olivier Bocchino and his wife Nathalie moved from the south of 
France to the United States and opened their first bakery and cafe in Breckenridge, Colo. Without 

any prior culinary training, the couple learned how to make bread, pastries and desserts from three 
traditional French pastry chefs they hired to help operate their business. After seven years, they sought 
to return to a location with warm weather and plenty of sunshine year-round, so they packed up their 
pastry bags and relocated to Southern California. The extensive menu is a combination of family recipes 
in addition to the recipes they learned from the 
pastry chefs back in Breckenridge. The charming 
couple emphasizes that they make everything 
from scratch, starting fresh every day. “We don’t 
buy anything pre-made,” Olivier says. “So we 
make the almond paste for the almond croissant, 
for example. We make the crust for the eclair, the 
crust for the tart, we make everything here—and 
this makes a difference.” With the help of their two 
teenage sons on the weekends, this family business 
is eager to become a part of the community and 
is already building a special relationship with 
customers. (949-791-8730)—M.E.

After two years of operating their orange coast Winery tasting room in an industrial area of 
newport Beach, Doug and Deborah Weins were ready for a new, more visible location. the 
husband and wife team found just that in the old John L. Blom Photography studio on PcH in 
corona del mar. “We’re just really excited about the location,” Deborah says. “the businesses 
around us are all going to really gel together.”

the new store will have a different vibe than the first location, offering a more upscale 
experience, with seated tastings and a gift shop featuring hand-picked antiques and jewelry. 
there will also be bottles of wine for sale, which they have sourced, crushed, aged and bottled 
themselves. But don’t worry; their first location, which serves food, will stay open. check 
orangecoastwinery.com for more information on opening dates. —J.A.

New wiNe TasTiNg Room

FrenCh Flair 
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IrvIne
bistango
19100 Von Karman Ave.; 949-752-5999; 
bistango.com 
kimera restaurant lounge
19530 Jamboree Rd.; 949-261-1222; 
kimerarestaurant.com
Paul martin’s american grill
31 Fortune Dr., Suite 302; 949-453-1144; 
paulmartinsamericangrill.com 
Phans 55 vietnamese bistro & bar
6000 Scholarship Dr.; 949-724-1236;  
phans55.com
ruth’s chris steak house
2961 Michelson Dr.; 949-252-8848;  
ruthschris.com

Laguna Beach
370 common
370 Glenneyre St.; 949-494-8686; 
370common.com
asada
480 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-815-5533; 
asadalaguna.com 
broadway by amar santana
328 Glenneyre St.; 949-715-8234; 
broadwaybyamarsantana.com  
cucina alessa
234 Forest Ave.; 949-497-8222 

the deck on laguna beach
627 Sleepy Hollow Ln.; 949-494-6700
k’ya bistro 
1287 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-376-9718; 
kyabistro.com
nirvana grille
303-101 Broadway; 949-497-0027; 
nirvanagrille.com 

the rooftoP lounge
1289 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-497-2446; 
rooftoplagunabeach.com 
saPPhire laguna 
1200 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-715-9888; 
sapphirelaguna.com 
sundried tomato 
361 Forest Ave.; 949-494-3312; 
thesundriedtomatocafe.com
tabu grill 
2892 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-494-7743; 
tabugrill.com 
tommy bahama
400 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-376-6886; 
tommybahama.com NBM

After the sun sets, there’s 

still a whole lot left to watch. 

Enjoy a complimentary movie 

at 15FiftyFive lounge. Sip and 

snack on an a la carte selection 

of cocktails, s’mores, gourmet 

popcorn and more.

SUNSET & CINEMA
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F      
or many years, Newport Beach has had a 
reputation of moving the homeless found 
within its boundaries to Costa Mesa, 
Laguna Beach or Santa Ana—avoiding 

the problem. Fortunately, the attitude among city 
officials, law enforcement and the faith community 
has become more supportive of the homeless in 
recent years, but there is still  much to be done to 
address homelessness. Some believe a shelter should 
be built in Newport; one thing is certain—as long as 
there are homeless in this city, we need to support 
efforts and resources to help them and work 
together to eliminate the problem.

According to Kimberly Brandt, community 
development director for the city, the 2009 homeless 
census counted 80 homeless people. A new count 
in Orange County was taken at the end of January 
2013 by more than 900 volunteers. Although 
unavailable at the time of this writing, I suspect the 
count is much higher since the start of the 2009 
recession, and the feedback I receive from our faith 
communities supports this assumption. 

While there continues to be a deep-rooted stigma 
attached to homelessness, there are a variety of 
reasons for it, including mental illness, alcoholism 
and loss of employment. The Newport Beach 

Police Department has been working on a multi-
pronged approach, which includes education, 
prevention, partnership and at times, enforcement, 
according to City Councilwoman Leslie Daigle. 
NBPD officers have attended formal training on 
the subject of dealing with the mentally ill and 
homeless, and the department is also working with 
private, government and nonprofit organizations to 
help provide resources to those who are homeless. 
The organizations include the OC Health Care 
Agency, OC Evaluation and Treatment Services, 
the Psychological Evaluation Team from College 
Hospital and Centralized Assessment Team from the 
county. The department has also worked with the 
California Department of Veteran Affairs, Laguna 
Beach homeless shelter, Share Our Selves in Costa 
Mesa and the armories in Santa Ana and Fullerton.

NBPD has placed numerous individuals into 
shelters, including Charle Street alcohol recovery 
home. Additionally, in the event that a person does 
not have the resources to return home or to a better 
place of their choice, our officers have the ability to 
give “money to get home” and have done so. They 
have also provided temporary hotel stays.

The city already allocates the maximum amount 
allowable of its Community Development Block 

Grant funds to agencies that provide a range 
of services, including Age Well Senior Services, 
Families Forward, Human Options, Serving People 
in Need, Share Our Selves and Youth Employment 
Service of the Harbor Area. Although much is being 
done to help those in need, the agencies, such as the 
Laguna Beach Shelter, to which the NBPD refers the 
homeless, need funding from the city to continue 
their good work. 

The Newport Mesa Irvine Interfaith Council 
has focused on services available to the homeless 
and hungry, bringing together the agency resources 
with members of our community (see more at 
nmiinterfaith.org). We have many organizations 
working to address the problem of homelessness, 
but when we come together, we are the strongest. 

You and I can help with the homeless and hungry 
issue, not just in November and December, but year-
round by supporting their efforts. Instead of giving 
money to the panhandler on the street corner, 
donate to organizations such as Family Promise of 
Orange County, Friendship Shelter, Mercy House 
Living Centers, Someone Cares Soup Kitchen, U.S. 
Vets and other nonprofits. Let the homeless know 
that you invest in services to the homeless and 
encourage them to use services you help fund. NBM

We Want to hear from you! is there something you’ve seen in another city that you’d like to see in neWport Beach? if you’re interested in Being our next 

guest columnist, send your idea to edit@neWportBeachmagazine.com. 

Why Not iN NeWport?
the executive director of newport mesa irvine interfaith council believes 

we should do more to address homelessness.
By Jim de Boom
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Highly selective colleges and universities have 

been taking note of Sage Hill School graduates 

for years. From the sciences, humanities and the 

arts, to athletics and extracurricular activities, 

the solid foundation of a Sage Hill education 

ensures that our students stand out. 

The majority of faculty members who teach 

our rigorous, four-year program for grades 9–12 

hold Master’s degrees from acclaimed schools. 

An average of just 15 students per class enables 

them to provide the personal attention that 

inspires students to excel. And one college 

counselor for every 38 students helps our 

graduates choose the colleges that fi t them best.

A Sage Hill School education can be an 

extraordinarily rewarding investment in the future.
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